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Sexual reproduction is an evolutionary innovation that arose 1.2 billion years ago, and in that time, 
has allowed a rapid diversification of species outpacing that of asexually reproducing organisms. 
Successful sexual reproduction in animals requires the incredible coordination of complex genetic and 
behavioral factors; from the most fundamental levels of ensuring correct chromosome segregation and 
ploidy to the most complex of behavioral mating rituals, any failure can result in a complete loss of 
evolutionary fitness. In this thesis, I have explored the developmental programs that function to ensure 
somatic sex determination, sexual differentiation, and mating behaviors in C. elegans. C. elegans is an 
androdiecious nematode species that has been extensively characterized in regard to the sexual 
dimorphism of its development, nervous system, and behavioral outputs. Sex determination pathways are 
widely diverged across phyla, and C. elegans has coopted a Gli family transcription factor to serve as a 
cell autonomous global regulator of somatic sex determination. I investigated the expression of this 
transcription factor, tra-1, with cellular, subcellular, sex-specific, and temporal resolution in both sexes of 
C. elegans and found that it is dynamically regulated to control sex determination. In contrast to the 
upstream sex determination pathway, genes that control downstream sexual differentiation in animals 
display much higher functional conservation, and many of the regulators of sexual differentiation belong 
to a family of transcription factors known as the DMRT family. Downstream of the tra-1 global regulator, I 
found that the highly conserved DMRT family gene dmd-4 acts much more specifically in adult 
hermaphrodites to generate sexual dimorphism at the level of the phasmid sensory neurons PHA and 
PHB. Furthermore, the sexual dimorphism of DMD-4 is regulated post-translationally by a ubiquitin-
binding domain that I also found to be functionally conserved in the human ortholog, Dmrt3. Although 
these transcription factors both demonstrate the high degree of genetic control that contributes to sex 
determination and sexual differentiation, I also described male-specific effects of early life stress on 
sexual dimorphic synaptic connectivity and behavior generated by the phasmid sensory neurons, 
indicating that sexual differentiation is also plastic to environmental cues encountered during the life of an 
 
organism. This thesis provides insight into how genetic pathways function at multiple levels to give rise to 
extensive sexual dimorphism in the soma of an animal, both globally and in regard to the development on 
individual cells, in addition to the ways in which these genetic pathways can be modified by environmental 
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CHAPTER 1 : INTRODUCTION 
 
 This introduction is divided into three main sections. First, I will explore the highly divergent ways 
that primary sex determination has evolved across phyla, focusing on how the identity of somatic cells is 
determined by their sex chromosome complement (or lack thereof). Then, I will compare the genetic 
pathways that exist downstream of sex chromosomal (or autosomal) sex determination systems, focusing 
on the well-studied genetic regulatory pathways of C. elegans and D. melanogaster. 
While it has been suggested in some species that the sexual identity of extragonadal somatic 
cells is made irrelevant by the presence of circulating sex hormones, while in other species (such as C. 
elegans and D. melanogaster) these non-autonomous effects are not thought to exist, I will examine 
recent literature in the field of hormonal sexual differentiation that lends increasing importance to cell-
autonomous effects in extragonadal tissues. 
Second, I will transition from global sex determination pathways to the genes underlying tissue-
specific sexual differentiation. Specifically, I will focus on the highly conserved doublesex/mab domain 
(DM domain) family of transcription factors, which display a degree of functional conservation across 
distant phyla in sexual differentiation (in contrast to the divergent upstream pathways). I will focus on the 
extensive depth of knowledge on Drosophila doublesex, in addition to the DM domain (dmd) family in C. 
elegans, and finally conduct a broad review on the breadth of functional data linking DM domain 
transcription factors to sexual differentiation across phyla. 
However, sexual differentiation is not merely the result of prescriptive genetic pathways in many 
species. I will also examine contexts where organismal sexual identity and secondary sex characteristics 
are influenced by environmental factors (for instance, social hierarchy or the presence or absence of 
mating partners), and how these external inputs interface with underlying genetic pathways. 
 Finally, I will provide a detailed description of the extent of somatic sexual dimorphism with a 
focus on C. elegans. There are known sexual dimorphisms in all tissue types in C. elegans (hypodermis, 
muscle, intestine, nervous system, gonad), and I will review the dimorphic nature of each tissue, then 
focus on recent work describing sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity in the complete neural 
connectomes of a hermaphrodite and male C. elegans, and compare this to knowledge of sexually 
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dimorphic connectivity across phyla. I will introduce the phasmid sensory circuit, comprised of sex-shared 
neurons that make extensive sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity, which has been my predominant 
model for studying sexual dimorphism in the nervous system. 
  
 3 
Part I: Somatic Sex Determination 
1. Primary mechanisms of sex determination 
Despite the prevalence of sexual dimorphisms across many animal phyla, the upstream genetic 
pathways controlling the initial stages of sex determination are surprisingly diverse. Not only have sex 
chromosome systems evolved in many different ways and many different times across evolutionary 
history, but the downstream genes in sex determination pathways are also not orthologous between 
species (Abbott et al. 2017; Charlesworth 1991; Williams and Carroll 2009). Even when considering an 
individual gene in a sex determination pathway that does demonstrate functional conservation among 
closely-related species, the level of sequence conservation is much lower than can be explained by 
neutral drift, in both invertebrates and vertebrates (Pires-daSilva and Sommer 2004; Whitfield et al. 
1993). 
This is perhaps surprising, given not only the fact that maintaining stable mating types could be 
expected to be under constant evolutionary pressure to remain unchanged, rather than rapidly 
diversifying. Additionally, the evolution of sex chromosomes proceeds from autosomes, which means that 
evolving a sex chromosome system necessarily requires that a dosage compensation system also evolve 
to ensure appropriate expression of the non-sex-determining loci on the chromosome (Bachtrog 2006; 
Charlesworth 1996; Cline and Meyer 1996). Thus, it is increasingly becoming appreciated that the 
evolution of sex chromosome and dosage compensation systems affect not only sex-determining genes, 
but also that many sex-linked genes seemingly unrelated to sex determination also differ in expression 
between the two sexes, and that dosage compensation mechanisms such as X-inactivation also have 
epigenetic consequences for autosomal genes (Carrel and Willard 2005; Silkaitis and Lemos 2014). 
In addition to these genome level effects, the presence of circulating steroid hormones in vertebrate 
species also generates potential for drastic differences in downstream gene expression. In adult humans, 
one recent study identified 6,500 dimorphically-expressed protein-coding genes by transcriptomic 
analysis across 53 tissues types (Gershoni and Pietrokovski 2017). 
In the following sections, I will examine both the gene regulatory mechanisms that govern primary sex 
determination and establishment of sexually dimorphic gene expression and demonstrate some potential 
consequences of sexually dimorphic gene expression at the level of various tissues across phyla. 
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1.1. Divergence of sex chromosome systems 
The first X and Y chromosomes were discovered (and correctly associated with sex) by Nettie 
Stevens at the turn of the 20th century and published in her 1905 work Studies in Spermatogenesis. She 
identified an “unequal pair” of chromosomes in beetles, one of which was a Y chromosome (“the small 
chromosome”), the other of which was an X chromosome (“the maternal homologue…one of the largest 
chromosomes”), and went on to reason that male animals develop from eggs fertilized by sperm 
containing the small chromosome, while female animals develop from eggs fertilized by sperm containing 
the larger chromosome (Stevens 1905). 
In the century since, a diversity of sex chromosome systems has been described, in addition to sex 
determination decisions that function independently of sex chromosomes, such as species that utilize 
autosomal sex-determining regions. However, rather than representing an ancient and unidirectional 
evolutionary event from sex determination via autosomal regions to the establishment of distinct sex 
chromosomes, sex chromosomes have evolved independently many times. The evolution of sex 
chromosomes is closely linked with the evolution of separate sexes, which entails the de novo generation 
of one mutation that suppresses female fertility and one that suppresses male fertility at separate loci 
(Abbott et al. 2017; Charlesworth 1996). It then becomes advantageous for these chromosomes to 
suppress recombination (lest an individual be generated that is suppressed for both male and female 
fertility), which allows the chromosomes to diverge into a heterogametic sex chromosome system (Abbott 
et al. 2017; Charlesworth 1996).  In this way, either female or male heterogamy can develop as a mode of 
sex determination, as is the case in birds and mammals, respectively. 
In addition to heterogametic systems of sex determination, some insects including A. mellifera utilize 
a haplodiploid sex determination system, wherein unfertilized (haploid) eggs give rise to males and 
fertilized (diploid) eggs give rise to females (Williams and Carroll 2009). Genetically downstream of this 
haplodiploid system, many of the mechanisms of A. mellifera sex determination are shared with D. 
melanogaster (which will be discussed in detail below), suggesting that the most upstream aspect of this 
sex determination pathway evolved rapidly while maintaining the downstream genetic components. 
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To illustrate one example of the rapid evolutionary nature of sex chromosome systems, it has been 
suggested that over no more than 50 years of domestication in the lab (depending on which strain is in 
question), the genetic sex determining mechanism of D. rerio (zebrafish) has been drastically altered. In 
individuals of D. rerio obtained from wild populations, an autosomal region is strongly linked with sex 
determination, functioning as a ZZ/ZW female heterogametic system (Wilson et al. 2014). However, 
multiple efforts have been unable to uncover the causative sex-determining locus in domesticated lab 
strains of D. rerio, suggesting that the wild-type sex determining locus has been bred out of lab strains of 
D. rerio, and genetic sex determination may now be a highly polygenic trait in domesticated populations 
(Wilson et al. 2014). This also demonstrates the bidirectionality of sex chromosome evolution, as an 
instance in which a sex determining chromosomal region has been lost from a population. 
In contrast to the example of D. rerio, where sex determination remains a murky issue, the sex 
determining mechanisms in C. elegans and D. melanogaster have been fully characterized. In both 
species, the initial step of primary sex determination functions differently from both of the aforementioned 
systems: heterogametic sex determination and autosomal sex-determining regions. C. elegans 
determines sex via X chromosome dosage in an XX hermaphrodite (C. elegans hermaphrodites are 
somatic females with a germline that exhibits male-to-female sequential hermaphroditism; the genetic 
regulatory differences between germline and soma will be discussed in a later section) versus X0 male, 
whereas in D. melanogaster females are XX and males are XY, but early observations on sex 
chromosome aneuploidy demonstrated that the Y chromosome does not participate in sex determination 
(Bridges 1925).  
In both C. elegans and D. melanogaster, male versus female fate is determined by dosage of X 
chromosomes in comparison to autosomes. This highlights a closely related regulatory process with 
intimate ties to primary sex determination: dosage compensation. C. elegans achieves dosage 
compensation of the X chromosome in hermaphrodites by reducing transcriptional activity of each X 
chromosome by half in every somatic cell, but without full inactivation of an X chromosome, whereas D. 
melanogaster equalizes X chromosome dosage by increasing transcriptional activity of the male X 
chromosome (Cline and Meyer 1996; Meyer 2000). Both strategies contrast with the dosage 
compensation mechanism used in mammals, where one X chromosome is inactivated (although some 
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loci escape inactivation) with the inactivation of maternal versus paternal X being a largely stochastic 
choice early in development; all clonally derived cells maintain the same inactivation pattern (Carrel and 
Willard 2005; Migeon 1994). 
This regulation of X chromosome dosage at the topmost level in every single somatic cell is an 
important point in sex determination and sexual differentiation; in the simplest view of the system, every 
cell in an organism is “aware” of its genetic sex because it must actively engage in dosage compensation 
to ensure appropriate levels of X-linked gene expression. This has been demonstrated to have wide-
ranging effects on gene expression. For instance, in the case of X-linked loci that are preferentially 
maternally imprinted in mice, an XY male will always inherit an imprinted version (which can result in 
either up or downregulation of the imprinted locus), whereas an XX female inherits both an imprinted and 
nonimprinted allele (Arnold 2017; Bonthuis et al. 2015). 
Thus, the cell autonomous effects of sex chromosome complement can give rise to phenotypically 
relevant differences in downstream gene expression. In the following section, I will describe these cell-
autonomous sex determination pathways in C. elegans and D. melanogaster in detail. 
 
1.2. Cell-autonomous sex determination in C. elegans and D. melanogaster 
While both C. elegans and D. melanogaster begin their sex determination pathways similarly, with 
X:A ratio as the signal to determine sex, the events downstream of the chromosome ratio measuring bear 
no evolutionary or molecular resemblance. In D. melanogaster, the switch gene immediately downstream 
of X:A measuring is Sex lethal (Sxl), an RNA-binding protein that itself also functions as a numerator 
element in X:A measuring, and whose loss is lethal for female but not male animals (Cline and Meyer 
1996). The female-specific activity of Sxl functions to regulate the mRNA splicing of itself, tra, and msl2, 
which are the topmost regulators in the genetic pathways governing female soma development and 
dosage compensation, respectively (Figure 1.1) (Cline and Meyer 1996). In turn, tra forms a complex that 
governs the mRNA splicing of dsx and fru, transcription factors that function cell-autonomously to govern 
all known somatic sexual differentiation in D. melanogaster (Erdman et al. 1996). dsx and fru will be 
addressed in detail in Part II of this introduction. 
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Figure 1.1. Sex determination pathways in D. melanogaster and C. elegans.  
Note that while D. melanogaster sex determination is largely a series of RNA splicing decisions, C. 
elegans sex determination requires a cascade of protein-level activation vs. degradation activity. (somatic 
genetic pathways adapted from (Robinett et al. 2010) and (Zarkower 2006), C. elegans germline genetic 
pathway adapted from (Ellis and Schedl 2007)). 
 
 
In contrast to the cascade of mRNA splicing factors that regulate sex determination in D. 
melanogaster, the genetic regulation of sex determination in C. elegans is largely generated by protein-
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protein interactions. Downstream of X:A measuring, the XOL-1 (X0 lethal) GHMP kinase regulates the 
SDC-1/2/3 sex determination and dosage compensation complex (or fails to in hermaphrodites), which 
has been compared to D. melanogaster Sxl, although SDC-1/2/3 function directly in X chromosome 
recognition and assembly of the dosage compensation complex, unlike Sxl (Cline and Meyer 1996). 
Downstream of SDC-1/2/3, a series of protein-protein interactions (in the male binding of HER-1 to TRA-2 
prevents intracellular cleavage by TRA-3, which allows the FEM-1/2/3 complex to degrade TRA-1, while 
in the hermaphrodite the lack of HER-1:TRA-2 binding prevents the degradation of TRA-1; Figure 1.1) 
ultimately results in the expression of the tra-1/Gli transcription factor in hermaphrodites or degradation in 
males (Hodgkin 1986). In contrast to sex determination pathway in D. melanogaster, in which the most 
downstream transcription factors DSX and FRU show tissue specificity and act in parallel, the C. elegans 
sex determination pathway culminates in a single transcription factor that functions to ensure female 
development of the entire soma; tra-1 will be discussed in detail in the following section.  
Although the afore-mentioned regulatory pathway is relevant for the entire soma of C. elegans, it is 
worth briefly noting that because the C. elegans hermaphrodite is self-fertile due to a brief period of 
spermatogenesis during late larval development followed by germline transition to oogenesis in 
adulthood, an additional level of genetic regulation applies to the germline as compared to the soma. 
During the period of spermatogenesis, two feminization of germline genes (so named for their mutant 
phenotypes), fog-1 and fog-3, act downstream of TRA-1 to promote spermatogenesis (Barton and Kimble 
1990; Chen et al. 2000). 
 
1.3. Global regulator genes in sex determination 
Mutants in C. elegans TRA-1 were isolated in forward genetic screens for XX animals transformed 
into phenotypic males (referred to as pseudomales), and to date at least 67 independent mutant alleles of 
tra-1 have been carefully characterized (Hodgkin 1987; Hodgkin and Brenner 1977; Zarkower et al. 
1994). The most severe loss-of-function alleles of tra-1 are notable for the extent of their somatic 
phenotypes; XX mutants are transformed into phenotypic males in the case of every single somatic 
lineage, and while some pseudomales are sterile due to disorganized somatic gonad morphology (which 
will be discussed below), about 30% of animals are able to mate with hermaphrodites and sire progeny 
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(Hodgkin and Brenner 1977). Thus, although tra-1 has been compared to D. melanogaster dsx/fru and 
mammalian Sox9 in regard to its genetic position within sex determination hierarchies, it exhibits a more 
complete sexual transformation than mutation of either of these genes (Williams and Carroll 2009). 
Early experiments examining mosaic animals (tra-1(-) mutants carrying chromosomal free 
duplications of tra-1(+)) demonstrated that in all lineages examined, TRA-1 acts cell-autonomously to 
repress male fates and promote female fates, suggesting the breadth of requirement for TRA-1 
expression in the soma (the extent of sexual dimorphism in the C. elegans soma will be discussed in Part 
III of this introduction) (Hunter and Wood 1990). The only tissue that loss of tra-1 does not perfectly 
masculinize is the somatic gonad and germline; the majority of tra-1(-) pseudomales have a disorganized 
somatic gonad morphology, and all tra-1(-) pseudomales still execute a hermaphroditic germline fate, with 
the germline first producing sperm in young adults and transitioning to oogenesis in older adults (Hodgkin 
and Brenner 1977; Kelleher et al. 2008). This somatic gonad phenotype is due to a requirement of the 
somatic gonad precursor cells, Z1 and Z4, for TRA-1 in the male during their first round of cell division 
(Kelleher et al. 2008; Mathies et al. 2004). 
Although the cell-autonomous nature of TRA-1 action for specifying female fates in the soma could 
suggest that it is simply expressed ubiquitously and constantly in the hermaphrodite, multiple studies 
have suggested that both tra-1 transcripts and protein are subject to a high degree of regulation. While 
Northern blot analysis suggests that tra-1 transcripts are not regulated in a sex-specific manner, they are 
regulated temporally (Zarkower and Hodgkin 1992). Instead, the sex-specificity of TRA-1 arises via two 
levels of protein-level regulation; in male animals, TRA-1 is degraded by the FEM-1/2/3 complex, whereas 
in hermaphrodites it is not only protected from degradation, but also activated by a C-terminal proteolytic 
cleavage event (Schvarzstein and Spence 2006; Starostina et al. 2007). This mode of activation by C-
terminal cleavage is common among Gli-family proteins, of which tra-1 is an ortholog (Koebernick and 
Pieler 2002). While these whole-animal biochemical approaches to studying tra-1 regulation have yielded 
important insights, TRA-1 expression has been less thoroughly characterized in regard to its spatial 
dynamics. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I will provide a characterization of the temporal, spatial, sexual 
and environmental aspects of TRA-1 regulation in both hermaphrodite and male animals. 
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The fact that somatic sex determination in C. elegans terminates in a ubiquitously expressed 
transcription factor has implications for complexity of regulation of the pathway. Indeed, TRA-1 has been 
shown to transcriptionally regulate upstream genes in the sex determination pathway via direct enhancer 
binding, ranging from relatively downstream genes such as fem-3 to the most upstream “master switch” of 
sex determination, xol-1 (Berkseth et al. 2013; Hargitai et al. 2009). In contrast, there is no suggestion in 
the literature that DSX or FRU regulate upstream components of the D. melanogaster sex determination 
pathway. 
Given that these sex determination pathways are so widely diverged from one another despite 
originating from a common mechanism of sex chromosome measuring, how quickly have they evolved 
compared to other more closely related species? The differences between somatic roles of C. elegans 
tra-1 and tra-1 in another Caenorhabditis hermaphroditic species that diverged from elegans ~100 million 
years ago, C. briggsae, have been characterized extensively.  While the locus architecture of tra-1 is 
unusually diverged in C. elegans versus C. briggsae, the functions of tra-1 are remarkably similar in both 
species (de Bono and Hodgkin 1996). Like C. elegans tra-1 mutants, loss of C. briggsae tra-1 results in 
complete somatic masculinization of animals, in addition to masculinization of the somatic gonad and 
germline (although the germline becomes feminized in older adults due to the disparities between 
germline and somatic sex determination pathways), generating fertile male animals (Kelleher et al. 2008). 
In addition to the comparison between C. elegans and C. briggsae, tra-1 has been studied in another 
hermaphroditic nematode species, P. pacificus. C. elegans and P. pacificus are molecularly as diverged 
as humans and sea urchins (Kiontke and Fitch 2005), but screens for transformer mutants in P. pacificus 
also identified several alleles of P. pacificus tra-1 (Pires-daSilva and Sommer 2004). Despite C. elegans 
and P. pacificus only sharing 9% sequence-level conservation (the highest conservation being restricted 
to the zinc finger DNA-binding domains), P. pacificus tra-1 mutants show complete masculinization of the 
soma, identical to C. elegans mutants, and is dispensable for male development, although P. pacificus 
tra-1 mutants show no attraction to hermaphrodites and do not attempt mating (Pires-daSilva and 
Sommer 2004). Thus, the output of nematode somatic sex determination, tra-1, has been functionally 
conserved over at least 200-300 million of years of evolution. 
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Considering sex determination hierarchies more broadly, are either C. elegans/C. briggsae/P. 
pacificus (a sex determination pathway concluding in a somatically ubiquitous master effector) or D. 
melanogaster (a sex determination pathway concluding in multiple parallel effectors) the “standard” model 
for sex determination? As discussed above, the initial steps of sex determination are widely diverged 
between vertebrates and invertebrates, and among each group, with some species more fully understood 
than others. In mammals, the master switch of sex determination was identified as Sex-determining 
Region on Y, based on analysis of intersexes both in mice and humans (Jager et al. 1990; Koopman et 
al. 1991; Sinclair et al. 1990). Importantly, SRY was determined to be both necessary and sufficient for 
testis development in mice, with XY SRY mutant  mice failing to generate testes and appearing 
somatically female (albeit sterile and with gonad dysgenesis), while XX SRY-overexpressing mice 
generate testes and appear somatically male, including engaging in male-specific mating behaviors, but 
defective for sperm production and thus sterile (Koopman et al. 1991). SRY in turn activates Sox9 in the 
testes, which engages in a positive autoregulatory feedback loop (with Splicing Factor 1), in turn 
negatively regulating SRY once Sox9 expression reaches a threshold (Sekido and Lovell-Badge 2008). 
Sox9, while required for testis development, is not specific to a function in sex determination. Studies 
have shown extensive post-transcriptional and post-translational regulation of SOX9, in addition to 
context-dependent binding partners (GLI2/3 to regulate Col10, SOX5/6 to regulate Col2, SF1 for 
autoregulation in testis development) (Jo et al. 2014). In accordance with this diversity of regulation of 
SOX9, functions of SOX9 are pleiotropic and include regulating neural stem cell populations, gliogenesis, 
cardiogenesis, and chondrogenesis during embryonic development, in addition to persisting functions in 
adult retina and intestinal cells (Jo et al. 2014). Thus, downstream of SRY, the genetic pathway diverges 
from strict involvement in sex determination. 
Because SRY is necessary for testis development in mice and humans, it is in turn necessary for 
production of male-specific sex hormones produced by the testes, androgens, MIS (Müllerian-inhibiting 
substance), and Insl3 (insulin-like hormone), which drive sexual differentiation (Nef and Parada 2000). 




2. Hormonal outputs of sex determination 
In the late 20th century, studies in rodents and birds revealed a breadth of anatomical sexual 
dimorphisms in the CNS and suggested the roles of circulating steroid hormones (originating in the 
gonads) in establishing these dimorphisms (Arnold and Gorski 1984). In contrast to earlier studies 
implicating pubertal hormones in secondary sexual differentiation, these studies focused on role of 
perinatal hormones in generating dimorphisms in the CNS (Arnold and Gorski 1984). This led to a 
dichotomous view of sex determination and sex differentiation in vertebrates that persists today: primary 
(genetic) sex determination is required for specification of the gonads, and then gonadal hormones 
circulate during multiple developmental windows and result in sexual differentiation in the rest of the 
somatic tissues (Arnold 2017; Arnold and Gorski 1984). Thus, the mode of sexual differentiation in 
vertebrates is non-autonomous and differs from cell-autonomous invertebrate sexual differentiation. 
While steroid hormones (and their corresponding receptors) have been shown to be essential for 
many aspects of sexual differentiation, including nervous system development, there are also examples 
in vertebrates of somatic sexual differentiation preceding gonad sexual differentiation, such as the 
differentiation of mammary glands and scrotal tissue before gonadal differentiation in wallabies (Renfree 
et al. 1996). Consistent with this example, the development of more advanced molecular tools for 
assessing spatiotemporal patterns of gene expression and function over the last few decades suggests 
the need for a more nuanced view of sexual differentiation in vertebrates. For instance, microarray and 
RT-PCR studies on the mouse brain have revealed that dimorphic gene changes are apparent even 
before gonad differentiation, suggesting cell-autonomous mechanisms of sexual differentiation are also a 
factor in CNS development (Dewing et al. 2006). 
Does cell-autonomous sexual differentiation in the CNS utilize the same regulator as the gonad 
(SRY), similar to the nematode system of employing a somatic master regulator, or do multiple parallel 
factors specify different tissues, like in arthropods? Adult brains of mice, rats, and humans have been 
analyzed for SRY expression, and in all three species adult males show persistent expression of SRY in a 
subset of dopaminergic neurons (in humans, SRY transcripts and protein have been detected in adults up 
to age 70, despite the fact that circulating androgens begin decreasing in men by age 50)  (Czech et al. 
2012; Dewing et al. 2006; Kaufman and Vermeulen 2005). 
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The restricted expression of SRY in dopaminergic neurons is of particular interest in the context of a 
direct role of SRY in establishing CNS sexual dimorphism, as the number of dopaminergic neurons is one 
aspect of the brain that has been shown to be sexually dimorphic (Dewing et al. 2006). While it is 
conceivable that continued SRY expression in the adult male CNS could just be a vestige of embryonic 
development, with no continuing role in the adult brain, SRY has been shown to function in maintaining 
dopaminergic neurons (Czech et al. 2012; Wu et al. 2009). By complexing with another transcription 
factor, Sp1, SRY directly binds the enhancers of multiple downstream genes, and regulates expression of 
the monoamine oxidase MAO A, tyrosine hydroxylase (TH), dopa decarboxylase (DDC), and dopamine ß-
hydroxylase (DBH), all genes that directly impact dopaminergic neurotransmission (Czech et al. 2012; Wu 
et al. 2009). 
The specific and continued activity of SRY in regulating dopaminergic neuron identity and MAO A 
also raises important suggestions about the role of nervous system dimorphisms in human disease. For 
instance, Parkinson’s disease is male-biased in its prevalence, and known to involve defects in 
dopaminergic neurons and changes in MAO A regulation (Czech et al. 2012). While the potential links 
between cell-autonomous sex determination and a disease etiology are perhaps easiest imagined in this 
particular case, Parkinson’s disease represents just one sex-biased human disease that cannot be fully 





Part II: Effectors of Sexual Development 
1. The extent of cellular sexual differentiation 
While it is widely accepted that the upstream components of sex determination pathways result in 
generally ubiquitous expression of some sex-specific genes or hormones (ie Sxl in Drosophila, TRA-1 in 
C. elegans, or circulating testosterone and estrogen in mammals), it remains controversial whether this 
indicates that all cells in an organism actually express either receptors to respond to these signaling 
factors (or in the absence of circulating hormones such as in invertebrates, downstream sexually 
dimorphic genes or phenotypes), and thus whether an individual is or isn’t a “mosaic” of sexually 
differentiated and sex-neutral cells (Arnold 2017; Baker and Ridge 1980; Robinett et al. 2010). Part of this 
controversy may arise from attempting to deduce the extent of sexual differentiation in a particular cell or 
tissue type without complete knowledge of what sexual differentiation entails; for instance, it has been 
argued that D. melanogaster is exemplary of the theme of mosaicism of sexual differentiation based on 
the fact that a major component of the downstream sexual differentiation pathway, doublesex, is 
expressed broadly but not ubiquitously (Robinett et al. 2010). However, this conclusion requires that dsx 
be absolutely necessary for sexual differentiation of a cell, and that a lack of dsx expression in a cell 
indicates no sexual differentiation or sexual dimorphism of that cell, which is already known to be 
explicitly untrue based on the presence of other parallel and complementary genes such as fruitless 
(Ryner et al. 1996). 
This interplay of dsx and fru also highlights a common theme in cellular sexual differentiation; 
downstream of the ubiquitous aspects of sex determination, the expressivity of sexual identity is regulated 
in a decidedly piecemeal manner. Interestingly, despite the striking divergence of modes of primary sex 
determination across phyla, the genes that act at the transition point between global sex determination 
and sexual differentiation (those processes that act at a cellular level to give rise to specific features of 
sexual development) commonly belong to a single family of transcription factors conserved across all 
metazoan (Matson and Zarkower 2012). This transcription factor family, the doublesex/mab domain-
related transcription factors, has been shown to function in sexual differentiation across phyla, and will be 
the focus of the following sections. 
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2. The doublesex/mab domain-related transcription factor (dmrt) family 
The doublesex/mab (DM) domain family was first identified based on the observation that a gene 
required for C. elegans male sexual differentiation, mab-3, contained a DNA-binding domain with 
sequence similarity to a gene required for D. melanogaster sexual differentiation, dsx (Raymond et al. 
1998). This DNA-binding domain is comprised of two intertwined Zn2+ binding domains and is structurally 
dissimilar to any other known Zn2+ -containing DNA-binding domain (Zhu et al. 2000). Consistent with 
experiments on the binding affinity of D. melanogaster dsx, structural analyses reveal that DM domains 
bind DNA as obligate dimers, with preference for palindromic DNA sequences (Zhu et al. 2000).This 
characterization of the DM domain provided a basis for broad evolutionary analysis of transcription factors 
containing the DM DNA-binding domain, a field which continues to be expanded by increasing access to 
fully-sequenced genomes and functional characterization in widely diverged phyla. 
Based on sequence conservation of the DM DNA-binding domain, DM-related transcription factors 
(dmrt) evolved from three ancestral clusters of genes that were present in the ancestor of bilateria: 
dmrt2a/2b, dmrt4/5, and dmrt93B (Figure 1.2) (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). Expansions of the dmrt family in 
Nematoda (including mab-3), Arthropoda (including the Drosophila dsx), and vertebrate lineages have 
generated clusters of additional dmrt genes unique to these phyla, and extant dmrt genes can be divided 
into up to 9 subfamilies (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). In addition to the DM DNA-binding domain, many 
extant dmrt genes also contain a second domain, the DMA domain. This domain is present not only in 
genes most closely related to the three ancestral clusters, but also in the single A. millepora dmrt gene, 
suggesting that its presence is ancestral (Miller et al. 2003; Volff et al. 2003). However, some extant dmrt 
subfamilies have lost the DMA domain. For instance, dsx does not contain a recognizable DMA domain, 
and of the four dmrt subfamilies present in C. elegans, only one gene (dmd-4) contains a DMA domain 
(Volff et al. 2003). 
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Figure 1.2. Phylogenetic tree of bilaterian dmrt genes.  
This tree considers the DM DNA-binding domain (the most conserved region of dmrt genes) in assigning 
phylogeny. MAB-3* and MAB-3** indicates each of the two DM domains in the mab-3 gene, which have 
diverged from one another. Figure taken from (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). 
 
Due to the nematode-specific expansion of dmrt genes, the C. elegans genome contains 11 dmrt 
genes representing 4 of the subfamilies: MAB-3A, MAB-3B, DMRT93B, and DMRT4/5. Two of the 11 
dmrt genes belong to the ancestral clusters DMRT93B (dmd-4) and DMRT4/5 (dmd-5), with the other 9 
genes representing the MAB-3A and MAB-3B subfamilies. The C. elegans mab-3 actually contains not 
one, but two DM domains, and these domains are significantly diverged from one another and in fact 
define different (but adjacent) evolutionary clusters (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). It has been proposed that 
the presence of two DM domains allows mab-3 to function as an internal dimer, rather than requiring 2:1 




Figure S2. Maximum likelihood tree of bilaterian DMRT family genes. The tree was 
constructed by MEGA7 sing the protein sequenc s of the DM domains from 19 species 
representing eight different phyla in bilateria (Fig. S3). Brachiopoda, Lingula anatina (La); 
Mollusca, Aplysia californica (Ac); Mollusca, Lottia gigantea (Lg); Priapulida, Priapulus 
caudatus (Pc); Nematoda, Caenorhabditis elegans (Ce); Nematoda, Caenorhabditis remanei 
(Cr); Arthropoda, Anopheles gambiae (Ag); Arthropoda, Drosophila melanogaster (Dm); 
H m chordata, Saccoglossus kow levskii (Sk); Echinodermata, Strongylocentrotus urpuratus 
(Sp); Chordata, Urochordata, Ciona intestinalis (Ci); Chordata, Cephalochordata, 
Branchiostoma floridae (Bf); Chordata, Vertebrata, Chondrichthyes, Callorhinchus milii 
(Cm); Chordata, Vertebrata, Chondrichthyes, Leucoraja erinacea (Le); Chordata, Vertebrata, 
Actinopterygii, Lepisosteus oculatus (Lo); Chordata, Vertebrata, Actinopterygii, Oryzias 
Biology Open (2019): doi:10.1242/bio.041962: Supplementary information
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2.1. Drosophila doublesex  
Perhaps the most extensively studied member of the dmrt gene family is represented by Drosophila 
doublesex. The first mutant allele of doublesex was isolated as a spontaneous mutation and was 
recognized as unique due to the nature of the intersexual phenotype it generates; while previously-
described genes such as tra or intersex transform XX females toward maleness, dsx generates 
phenotypic intersexes from both XX and XY animals (Hildreth 1965). The molecular nature of dsx that 
gives rise to intersex phenotypes in both males and females stems from the fact that the dsx locus 
encodes two splice isoforms, one endowing female fates and one endowing male fates; the original 
intersex mutant affects both forms (Erdman and Burtis 1993). DSXF and DSXM both contain the DM DNA-
binding domain, in addition to a C-terminal domain controlling their dimerization, but each also contains 
sex-specific regions generated by the dsx alternative splicing pattern (regulated directly by tra/tra-2) 
(Burtis and Baker 1989; Erdman et al. 1996). The consequence of this combination of sex-shared and 
sex-specific exons is that both DSXF and DSXM are capable of binding to the same regulatory regions, but 
with different activity (activation in females vs. repression in males) based on interactions with other 
binding partners endowed by the sex-specific parts of the proteins, as is the case for female activation 
and male repression of the Yolk protein enhancers in D. melanogaster (An and Wensink 1995; 
Coschigano and Wensink 1993). 
While this male vs. female splice form method of dmrt regulation is common to insects, recent 
evidence suggests that it is a mode of regulation uniquely evolved in Arthropoda, and elaborates from a 
more ancestral method of simply regulating male vs. female expression of dmrt genes by using upstream 
sex determination genes to establish male-specific transcription (Rice et al. 2019). 
When considering downstream functions of dsx, the expressivity of the dsx intersexual phenotypes is 
extensive, but incomplete, and effects of dsx can even vary within a given tissue. For instance, in a dsx 
mutant XX female, all of the abdominal segments are masculinized in their pigmentation with the 
exception of the fifth segment (Baker and Ridge 1980). Furthermore, some tissues are relatively 
unaffected by loss of dsx; despite the drastic effect of dsx on outward intersexual morphology, dsx mutant 
males only show minor defects in courtship behavior, and XX;dsx-dominant pseudomales (XX animals 
that constitutively express the male isoform of DSX) exhibit no male-like courtship behavior (Taylor et al. 
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1994). This suggests that the tissues underlying male courtship behavior (largely neurons in the CNS) are 
not under the control of dsx. 
Indeed, in this instance, dsx has been shown to act in a complementary fashion to another parallel 
factor, the fruitless transcription factor. Similar to dsx, fru produces male- and female-specific isoforms 
(several, rather than one for each sex like dsx), and these splicing decisions are directly downstream of 
the tra/tra-2 sex determining genes, placing fru parallel to dsx in the sexual differentiation cascade (Ryner 
et al. 1996). However, the female-specific isoforms of fru are not thought to encode any functional protein, 
and all phenotypes in fru mutants affect male behavior, despite the fru mutant males appearing outwardly 
normal for sexual differentiation (von Philipsborn et al. 2014). fru shows a restricted pattern of expression 
in the adult male CNS, where dsx and fru expression overlap in some CNS neurons, and no detectable 
expression in the female (Rideout et al. 2010; Robinett et al. 2010; von Philipsborn et al. 2014). 
The respective contributions of fru and dsx to courtship behavior remain a point of contention. While 
dsx itself isn’t apparently necessary nor sufficient for male courtship behavior, inactivation of the dsx+ 
neurons in the CNS results in severe courtship defects in both males and females (Rideout et al. 2010). 
Conversely, loss of fru itself results in severe male courtship defects, and fru shows a much broader 
expression pattern in the male CNS than dsx (Rideout et al. 2010; Taylor et al. 1994). Thus, while dsx 
and particularly dsx+ neurons are not dispensable for male mating, there are important parallel 
contributions from fru both in fru+/dsx+ neurons and fru+/dsx- neurons. 
Interestingly, while fru is a transcription factor, it does not belong to the dmrt family, but rather is a 
member of the BTB-ZF family (Ryner et al. 1996). The fact that fru has been coopted to a parallel and 
complementary role in sexual differentiation highlights the diversity and rapidly-evolving nature of sexual 
differentiation hierarchies, reminiscent of the use of tra-1/Gli as a global regulator of sex determination in 
C. elegans, despite having otherwise evolutionarily disposed of Shh signaling. While tra-1 and dsx/fru 
have also been compared to one another in the sense that they seem to occupy a similar position in sex 
determination hierarchies (Williams and Carroll 2009), TRA-1 is ultimately a ubiquitous and global 
regulator of somatic sex determination whereas DSX and FRU are both piecemeal regulators of sexual 
differentiation. 
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Converse to the inability of dsx to account fully for all sexual dimorphisms in D. melanogaster, the 
question also remains whether the full extent of sexual differentiation has yet been appreciated. Although 
no sexually non-dimorphic functions of dsx have been described to date, complete characterization of the 
dsx expression pattern has revealed dsx expression in tissues with no known dimorphism, such as the 
larval fat bodies, thoracic and leg muscles, and sections of the digestive system (Robinett et al. 2010). 
Thus, either phenotypic aspects of sexual differentiation remain to be characterized in these tissues in D. 
melanogaster, or dsx also functions in non-sexually dimorphic tissue development (or, perhaps, simply is 
expressed in these tissues without any appreciable function whatsoever). Whether the former is true or 
false, the possibility remains open that additional parallel factors to dsx and fru exist to direct sexual 
differentiation of tissues that have not yet been described. 
 
2.2. dmd gene family in C. elegans 
Independent of the efforts to describe sexual differentiation in D. melanogaster, screens for mutants 
defective in male mating in C. elegans led to isolation of the mab-3 gene, which was later identified to be 
an ortholog of dsx based on their highly similar DNA binding domains (thus termed DM domains after dsx 
and mab-3) (Raymond et al. 1998; Shen and Hodgkin 1988; Yi and Zarkower 1999). Interestingly, 
although loss of upstream components in the C. elegans sex determination pathway results in broad 
intersexual phenotypes, as does mutation of dsx in D. melanogaster, mab-3 mutants show much more 
restricted phenotypes. Specifically, mab-3 is required to suppress yolk production in the adult male 
intestine, via direct transcriptional repression of the vitellogenin loci, male-specific development of some 
sex-shared sensory neurons, male muscle development, and for development of the V5 neuroblast 
lineage in males, which undergoes an extra cell division in males vs. hermaphrodites to give rise to male-
specific neurons (Fagan et al. 2018; Shen and Hodgkin 1988; Yi et al. 2000). However, there are also 
other sexually dimorphic neuroblast lineages that exhibit normal dimorphic division patterns in mab-3 
mutant males (to give just one unaffected example from a number of other sexually dimorphic somatic 
features), and mab-3 mutant hermaphrodites are entirely wild-type (Shen and Hodgkin 1988). Thus, mab-
3 and dsx differ phenotypically both in expressivity and sex-specificity of their phenotypes. 
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Genetically, mab-3 and dsx are functionally interchangeable, with DSXM overexpression able to 
rescue mab-3(0) males (although DSXF cannot) both for phenotypes in the V5 neuroblast lineages and 
repression of yolk protein production in male intestine (Raymond et al. 1998; Yi and Zarkower 1999). The 
finding that mab-3 and dsx are functionally interchangeable and evolutionarily related provided the basis 
to assess the possibility of broader conservation of genes controlling sexual differentiation across phyla. 
Indeed, searching human cDNA expression profiles for DM domain-containing genes initially identified a 
human gene with testis-specific expression (Raymond et al. 1998). This opened the possibility that sexual 
differentiation is controlled across phyla by a conserved gene family, and work on the extent and nature 
of this functional conservation beyond C. elegans and D. melanogaster will be examined in the following 
section. 
The spatially restricted and male-specific phenotypes of mab-3 mutants account for only a subset of 
known sexual dimorphisms in C. elegans. Thus, additional factors must act in parallel to specify sexual 
differentiation. In contrast to D. melanogaster, where the fru transcription factor acts in parallel to dsx and 
no other DM domain genes have been implicated in sexual differentiation (although two others are 
present in the genome), C. elegans contains an expanded dmrt gene family, and mab-3 is not the only 
member implicated in sexual differentiation. 
The second dmrt gene identified in C. elegans, mab-23, also was identified in a forward genetic 
screen for mutants in male nervous system development (Lints and Emmons 2002). Like mab-3, mab-23 
affects male but not hermaphrodite development, despite reporter genes showing expression in some 
cells in the hermaphrodite (and in fact one mab-23 allele was isolated from a wild isolate of C. elegans, 
suggesting that the hermaphrodite fitness and general population-level fitness of mab-23 mutants are 
unaffected), and is required for a subset of cells to sexually differentiate in the male (Lints and Emmons 
2002; Siehr et al. 2011). This subset of mab-23-dependent cells is also a set of male-specific neurons 
and muscles, and mab-23 functions in both overlapping and non-overlapping subsets of cells compared 
to mab-3, reminiscent of the parallel activities of dsx and fru (Lints and Emmons 2002; Shen and Hodgkin 
1988). 
The regulatory action of mab-23 highlights another similarity between dmrt genes in C. elegans and 
D. melanogaster, and perhaps a broader evolutionary theme; mab-23 suppresses egl-5 (AbdB-like) to 
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ensure proper dopaminergic specification of ray neurons, and dsx has been shown to interact with AbdB 
to effect sex-specific neuroblast apoptosis, sexually dimorphic abdominal pigmentation, and differentiation 
of the genital imaginal disc (Ghosh et al. 2019; Keisman et al. 2001; Kopp et al. 2000). Thus, loss or gain 
of enhancer binding sites for DM domains can add a layer of sex-specific regulation onto already complex 
and highly conserved developmental events. This evolutionary theme is indeed apparent when comparing 
D. melanogaster dsx with species in the Drosophila genus, and I will discuss it in the following section. 
In the context of C. elegans male tail development, a third and final dmrt gene has been 
characterized that is required for the proper development of gross tail morphology, dmd-3. In dmd-3 
mutant males, hypodermal cells in the male tail fail to properly execute their sex-specific fates (Mason et 
al. 2008). The dmd-3 mutants are also able to enhance minor male tail defects in a mab-3 mutants, with 
the double mutant displaying hermaphrodite-like tail morphology (Mason et al. 2008). dmd-3 and mab-23 
have also been shown to function in parallel to specify the male-specific A-type ray neurons (Siehr et al. 
2011). This reiterates the theme of multiple, parallel sexual differentiation genes acting in a given tissue 
type. Furthermore, like mab-3, dmd-3 is bound directly by the global regulator of global sex determination 
TRA-1, suggesting that not only are dmrt genes commonly acting in parallel with other factors (whether or 
not these other factors are dmrt genes or other transcription factors), but at the same level in the sex 
determination hierarchy, directly downstream of global regulators of sex determination. In this dissertation 
I will show that two additional dmrt genes, dmd-5 and dmd-11, function to control nervous system 
development specifically in the male, and provide additional functional characterization of dmd-3 in male 
nervous system development (Appendices A and B). 
While these features of dmrt action are similar between C. elegans and D. melanogaster, the fact that 
three dmrt genes have been implicated in male tail morphogenesis, as compared to just dsx in D. 
melanogaster, and that none of these genes shows any apparent functions in hermaphrodites, suggests 
that the specific nature of dmrt action is rapidly evolving. In the following section, I will broadly consider 
what is known about dmrt gene function across a wider range of phyla to examine the ways in which dmrt 




2.3. Functional conservation of dmrt genes 
The initial discovery that mab-3 and dsx were orthologs with comparable functions suggested that 
dmrt genes may function broadly to control sexual differentiation, a suggestion that was confirmed by 
early functional analysis of Dmrt1 in mouse (Raymond et al. 2000). Dmrt1 mutant XY mice are born with 
testes that have failed to differentiate, but without any sign of gonadal transdifferentiation (no ovarian 
tissue is apparent) (Raymond et al. 2000). However, during postnatal development, the undifferentiated 
testes of Dmrt1- XY mice undergo maturation that involves repression of male-specific genes such as 
SOX9 and upregulation of female-specific genes such as FOXL2. Importantly, this expression of the 
ovarian gene battery results in the production of estradiol, so Dmrt1- XY mice may be more broadly and 
non-autonomously feminized (Matson et al. 2011).  
This function of Dmrt1 in specifying gonadal differentiation and thus hormone production in mice 
argues that Dmrt1 may be better considered a sex determining rather sex differentiation gene, although 
this distinction becomes unclear when considering that XY animals are initially born with testes that then 
transdifferentiate into ovary-like tissue (Matson et al. 2011). The potential role of Dmrt1 as a sex 
determining rather than sex differentiating gene is especially pronounced when considering vertebrate 
species other than mice. In medaka, a genome duplication has allowed autosomal Dmrt1 to serve a role 
similar to Sry on a newly-evolved Y chromosome, whereas in X. laevis a duplicated Dmrt1 serves the 
opposite role as an ovarian determinant, and the duplicated version may interfere with the autosomal 
Dmrt1 and thus prevent its ability to masculinize (reviewed in (Matson and Zarkower 2012). Duplications 
of Dmrt1 have also occurred in reptiles with environmentally dependent sex determination, allowing dmrt 
genes to function at the interplay of genetic sex determination and the influence of external cues, which 
will be discussed in the following section. 
The broad evolutionary conservation of dmrt genes in sexual differentiation extends further, evident in 
species such as A. millepora and H. sapiens. Like in other vertebrates, Dmrt1 also appears to function in 
gonad differentiation in humans, with XY patients bearing chromosomal deletions or rearrangements of 
the region presenting as phenotypic females with gonad dysgenesis (Tannour-Louet et al. 2010). In A. 
millepora, the genome only encodes a single dmrt gene (perhaps most closely related to the DMRT4/5 
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subfamily based on both DM and DMA domain conservation), which is also expressed in gonadal tissue, 
although function has not yet been analyzed (Miller et al. 2003). 
Further work in invertebrates has also cast light on the detailed functional mechanisms of rapid dmrt 
evolution in sexual differentiation. The functions of dsx have been investigated not just in D. 
melanogaster, but also in several other species in the Drosophila genus. Certain aspects of sexually 
dimorphic development, such as sex pheromone production and pigmentation patterns, have evolved 
rapidly in Drosophila species. For instance, D. melanogaster females produce diene pheromones from 
dimorphic expression of the desatF locus, but in several related species diene pheromones are produced 
by both sexes and accordingly, desatF is not dimorphically expressed. Expression patterns of desatF 
have apparently undergone up to ten evolutionary transitions over the past 40 million years (Shirangi et 
al. 2009). In the case of both D. melanogaster and D. erectus (two species with the female-specific 
expression of desatF), sex-specificity of expression is established by direct binding of DSXF to the 
enhancer, suggesting that a binding site for DSXF evolved in a common ancestor, and was later lost in 
species with monomorphic expression (Shirangi et al. 2009). 
A similarly rapid evolution of DSX regulation is apparent in sexually dimorphic pigmentation patterns. 
As discussed above, dsx interacts with the Hox gene AbdB to generate sexually dimorphic abdominal 
pigmentation patterns via the bab gene in D. melanogaster (Kopp et al. 2000). Study of the evolutionary 
history of this sex-specific pigmentation pattern by comparison with other Drosophila species suggests 
that it arose from an originally monomorphic pigmentation pattern (with both sexes showing abdominal 
pigmentation similar to the D. melanogaster male) (Williams et al. 2008), The comparison of desatF 
expression, where the presence of a DSXF binding site is apparently the ancestral state that was later lost 
to give rise to monomorphic expression, and bab, where dimorphism arose from a monomorphic 
expression state (although the DSX binding sites themselves appear to be ancestral), suggests that gain 
and loss of dmrt binding sites facilitates relatively rapid evolution of sexually dimorphic features (Matson 
and Zarkower 2012; Shirangi et al. 2009; Williams et al. 2008). 
The evolutionary expansion of the dmrt family has also allowed for the divergence of functions of dmrt 
genes, including functions that are apparently unrelated to sexual differentiation. Interestingly, many dmrt 
genes have been specifically associated with nervous system development. For instance, a naturally-
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occurring truncated allele (but still containing both the DM and DMA domains) of Dmrt3 was identified by 
a genome-wide association study in a search for genes linked with horse gait profiles (a locomotory 
feature), and Dmrt3 was correspondingly shown to affect spinal circuit formation in mice, and thus 
locomotion (Andersson et al. 2012; Perry et al. 2019). Dmrt3 action in establishing neural identity is not 
restricted to the spinal cord, as Dmrt3 mutant  mice also show defects in neuronal specification of the 
cerebral cortex (Konno et al. 2019). Similar to the theme apparent in C. elegans male tail morphogenesis, 
with multiple dmrt factors acting in parallel to ensure specification, Dmrt3 also cooperates with other dmrt 
genes in neural development in the mouse cerebral cortex; Dmrt2/3 or Dmrt3/5 double mutants are more 
severely affected than Dmrt3 single mutants (De Clercq et al. 2018; Konno et al. 2019). 
The dmrt93b/Dmrt3 subfamily also highlights that conserved functions of dmrt genes may not just be 
restricted to roles in sexual differentiation. When comparing reported expression patterns from 
Drosophila, Tribolium, Glomeris, Parasteatoda, Euperipatoides (representing all major groups of 
arthropods), and Caenorhabditis, all show expression in tissues giving rise to the pharynx or 
stomatogastric nervous system (Panara et al. 2019), and expression has also been shown in the 
olfactory/nasal placodes of embryos in the chick, mouse, and zebrafish (Li et al. 2008; Smith et al. 2002). 
While functional data for dmrt93B/Dmrt3 in regards to these tissues is sparse, apart from a reported 
feeding defect in Dmrt3- mice that results in death at weaning (Ahituv et al. 2007; Inui et al. 2017), it does 
raise the possibility that evolutionarily ancient themes aside from sexual differentiation may be 
characteristic of some dmrt subfamilies. 
In this dissertation, I will provide functional data from knockout of the C. elegans dmrt93B/Dmrt3 
ortholog dmd-4 demonstrating an essential and non-dimorphic role in pharyngeal development, in 
addition to a hermaphrodite-specific role in nervous system development (Chapter 3). 
 
3. Environmental contributions to sexual development 
In addition to the complex cascades of genes that have arisen to transmit sex chromosome 
complement to hormonal output or cell-autonomous sexual differentiation, some species have evolved 
further mechanisms that integrate environment cues into these regulatory decisions. For instance, at the 
most upstream level of the sex determination decision during embryogenesis, the sex of individuals in 
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some reptile species will be determined by the environmental temperature. Relevant here, this 
temperature-dependent sex determination is an example of a dmrt gene having risen to the level of 
primary sex determination. Initial evidence on the expression pattern of Dmrt1 implicated the gene in both 
turtles and alligators, based on temperature-dependence of its expression levels (expression at male-
promoting but not female-promoting temperatures), and the observation that this expression precedes 
other markers of sexual fate commitment, such as Sox9 expression (Kettlewell et al. 2000; Smith et al. 
1999). Further work in turtles (T. scripta) has confirmed a functional role for Dmrt1 in temperature-
dependent sex determination. Knockdown of Dmrt1 during the temperature-sensitive period results in 
phenotypic feminization of embryonic gonads, with corresponding changes in gene expression profiles 
(from tesis-like to ovary-like) (Ge et al. 2017). 
Temperature is not the only environmental cue that can affect sex determination or sexual 
differentiation. In hundreds of species of fish, animals are capable of undergoing female-to-male 
transitions (sequential hermaphroditism) in situations where there is no male present in the population, a 
change that initiates within minutes of a male being lost from the social group. In species where the 
genetic factors underlying this decision have been examined, the socially induced sex change involves 
the upregulation of Dmrt1 to induce male-specific fates, although the importance of Dmrt1 in orchestrating 
the transition (versus merely a downstream effect) still remains controversial (Todd et al. 2019). 
While both of these examples illustrate the importance of environmental inputs for primary sex 
determination decisions (in addition to Dmrt1), environmental cues also impact sexual differentiation in 
some species without an effect on sex determination itself. For instance, males in orangutan populations 
display one of two adult morphs: “subadult” or adult, based on development of secondary sex 
characteristics (Maggioncalda et al. 2000). The cues underlying the transition from subadult to adult 
morphology in males have been suggested to be determined at the level of social hierarchy; an adult 
morphology male is generally the dominant male in a social group, whereas subordinate males show the 
subadult characteristics (phenotypically similar to females, these males lack all obvious secondary sex 
characteristics of adult males). Males who have not yet transitioned to the adult morph (which is 
irreversible) are considered to have temporarily arrested their sexual and reproductive development, but 
the genetic regulation of this process is still completely unknown (Maggioncalda et al. 2000). Thus, 
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environmental cues can have an effect on downstream sexual differentiation without involving drastic 
changes at the level of primary sex determination. Consistent with this point, I will show an example of 
environmental stress affecting sexually dimorphic development of C. elegans males, but not 
hermaphrodites, in this dissertation (Chapter 4).  
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Part III: Somatic sexual dimorphisms 
1. Somatic sexual dimorphisms in C. elegans 
The complete embryonic and post-embryonic cell lineage of C. elegans, in addition to the adult 
hermaphrodite connectome and more recently the male connectome, allow an analysis of sexual 
dimorphism at a single-cell resolution that is unmatched in any other organism. The initial lineage tracing 
experiments of both sexes of C. elegans made it immediately clear that the soma was highly sexually 
dimorphic; 30% of hermaphrodite somatic cells and 40% of male somatic cells show overt dimorphisms 
(Cline and Meyer 1996; Cook et al. 2019; J. 1988; Jarrell et al. 2012; Kimble and Hirsh 1979; Kimble and 
Sharrock 1983; Sulston et al. 1980; Sulston and Horvitz 1977; Sulston et al. 1983; White et al. 1986). The 
first of these sexual dimorphisms arise during embryonic development, when a sexually dimorphic 
apoptotic decision generates the first neurons of the sex-specific nervous system, and sexually dimorphic 
lineage events continue to occur at every larval stage (Sulston et al. 1980; Sulston et al. 1983). 
As suggested by the discussed cell-autonomous nature of TRA-1 function, in combination with the 
high degree of tissue specificity exhibited by the expression and function of dmrt genes, these two modes 
of regulation intersect to generate somatic sexual dimorphisms. For instance, the hermaphrodite intestine 
is specialized specifically in the hermaphrodite to produce yolk proteins (vitellogenins) for embryogenesis, 
and the regulation of this dimorphism requires TRA-1 to directly repress expression of mab-3 in the 
hermaphrodite, which is expressed in the male intestine to prevent yolk protein production (Shen and 
Hodgkin 1988; Yi et al. 2000). mab-3 additionally functions in regulating sex-specific muscle development 
in the male (Shen and Hodgkin 1988). In the hypodermis, TRA-1 directly regulates mab-3 and dmd-3 to 
prevent tail tip retraction in the hermaphrodite, which is an essential feature of generating the copulatory 
apparatus in the male (Mason et al. 2008; Shen and Hodgkin 1988; Yi et al. 2000). The somatic gonad, 
which arises from the same initial precursor cells in both sexes but undergoes dimorphic cell divisions to 
generate an adult dimorphic structure, requires TRA-1 to generate proper morphology and function (in 
both sexes, rather than just in the hermaphrodite) (Hodgkin and Brenner 1977; Kelleher et al. 2008; 
Mathies et al. 2004). In contrast to the cases of the intestine and hypodermis, no dmrt family genes have 
been implicated in TRA-1 regulation of somatic gonad morphology, so TRA-1 targets in regulating 
somatic gonad development are likely to suggest that additional factors function genetically in parallel 
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with dmrt family genes to ensure sexual differentiation of tissues. This is also true of sexually dimorphic 
nervous system development, which will be discussed in the following section. 
This overview of somatic sexual dimorphisms highlights that all tissue types in C. elegans 
(hypodermis, muscle, intestine, nervous system, gonad) demonstrate some degree of sexual dimorphism, 
and that TRA-1 has been implicated in regulation of dimorphism in all of these tissue types. 
 
2. Sexual dimorphisms of the nervous system 
In the adult C. elegans male, the majority of sex-specific somatic cells are neurons and neuron 
support cells, in addition to some muscle, gonadal, and hypodermal cells (Sulston et al. 1980). With the 
exception of the Male-specific CEphalic neurons (CEM), the 200+ male-specific cells present in adult 
animals are all generated post-embryonically (Sulston et al. 1980). The CEM neurons represent one of 
two neuronal dimorphisms generated embryonically. In the embryonic male, the absence of TRA-1 allows 
the expression of a Bar Homeodomain transcription factor ceh-30, which represses pro-apoptotic genes 
and allows the survival of the CEM neurons. Conversely, the presence of TRA-1 in hermaphrodites 
represses ceh-30, resulting in expression of apoptotic genes and CEM death (Schwartz and Horvitz 
2007). By a conceptually similar mechanism in the embryonic hermaphrodite, TRA-1 acts cell-
autonomously in the Hermaphrodite-Specific Neurons (HSN) to directly repress the pro-apoptotic gene 
egl-1, which allows HSN to escape apoptosis in the hermaphrodite (whereas the neurons die in the male 
due to the absence of TRA-1 activity) (Conradt and Horvitz 1999). Notably, both HSN and CEM life/death 
decisions represent instances of direct cell-autonomous activity of TRA-1 independent of a dmrt gene, 
highlighting the use of other parallel downstream effectors in sexual differentiation. 
The remaining hermaphrodite- and male-specific neurons are largely generated by the sex-specific 
divisions of blast cells and are implicated in sex-specific behavioral programs. For instance, the male-
specific neurons function to coordinate the highly complex male mating behavior (Liu and Sternberg 
1995). While the C. elegans nervous system is generally considered to be evolutionarily constrained for 
efficiency in its compactness, the male-specific nervous system displays an interesting degree of 
apparent redundancy for ensuring behavioral robustness. Although the male has 9 pairs of ray sensory 
neurons, males are able to successfully respond to hermaphrodite contact and initiate mating even when 
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two-thirds of the neurons are ablated, and it does not appear to matter which pairs are left intact (Koo et 
al. 2011). Conversely, the downstream steps of the male mating program such as scanning the 
hermaphrodite body and turning require specific subsets of rays be left intact, suggesting functional 
specialization among the 9 pairs for some behaviors but not others (Koo et al. 2011).  
Based on the fact that tra-1 mutant pseudomales successfully generate all 9 pairs of rays (in addition 
to all other male-specific neurons) identically to wild-type males, TRA-1 is expected to be genetically 
upstream of all sex-specific neuron generation in some capacity, although the downstream effectors 
directly bound by TRA-1 have not been identified for all sex-specific neurons (Hodgkin and Brenner 
1977). 
The study of gross anatomical differences in nervous system morphology (brain size, size of specific 
regions/nuclei, or neuron count) have been used to estimate the amount of sexual dimorphism present in 
nervous systems of many species, and C. elegans is no exception in displaying dimorphic ganglia and 
neuron counts (Dohler et al. 1982; Nottebohm and Arnold 1976; Ritchie et al. 2018). 
 
2.1. Whole animal hermaphrodite vs. male connectomes in C. elegans 
Despite the presence of gross anatomical dimorphisms in nervous systems across phyla, it has also 
been observed that neural connectivity or projection pattern can exhibit clear sexual dimorphisms even in 
the absence of overt sex differences in size of brain regions or number of neurons present (Kimura et al. 
2005). Thus, studies of nervous systems at the level of synaptic connectivity are likely to reveal previously 
unappreciated levels of sexual dimorphism. 
This has indeed been shown to be the case in reconstructing the complete neural connectome of 
both sexes of C. elegans. The C. elegans adult hermaphrodite connectome reconstruction was completed 
in 1986, with the adult male following in 2019 (Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et al. 2012; White et al. 1986). 
Both sexes were reconstructed from annotating the processes of every neuron, including corresponding 
chemical and electrical synapses, using electron micrographs of serial sections. The C. elegans 
hermaphrodite has 302 neurons in adulthood; 294 of these are sex-shared (present in both the 
hermaphrodite and male), and 8 are sex-specific (Figure 1.3) (Sulston and Horvitz 1977; Sulston et al. 
1983; White et al. 1986). Two of these sex-specific neurons are generated during embryonic 
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development, and the other 6 are generated in postembryonic lineages (Sulston and Horvitz 1977; 
Sulston et al. 1983). The hermaphrodite sex-specific neurons differentiate during sexual maturation, and 
function in hermaphrodite-specific egg-laying behavior (Emmons 2018; Pereira et al. 2015; Trent et al. 
1983; Waggoner et al. 1998). 
 
Figure 1.3. The complete neural connectomes of C. elegans hermaphrodites and males.  
Insets show sex-specific muscles and the pharyngeal (enteric) nervous system. In the connectivity 
diagram sensory neurons are triangular, interneurons are hexagonal, motor neurons are ellipsoid, and 
muscles are rectangular. Red lines represent electrical connections, black arrows represent chemical 
connections (figure taken from (Cook et al. 2019)). 
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Fig. 1 | The C. elegans adult nervous system, 
neuroanatomy and connectivity. a, The 
major nerve tracts and ganglia (anterior to 
left) of adult hermaphrodite and adult male. 
Not shown are lateral nerves containing 
the processes of three neurons associated 
with the canal cell and processes of lateral 
touch neurons. The major sex difference is 
a larger number of neurons and muscles in 
the male tail that subserve copulation. The 
primary centres of complex connectivity 
are the nerve ring and, in the male, the pre-
anal ganglion. CG, cloacal ganglion; DRG, 
dorsorectal ganglion; LG, lumbar ganglion; 
PAG, pre-anal ganglion; RVG, retrovesicular 
ganglion; VG, ventral ganglion. Bottom 
diagrams, neuroanatomy and network graph. 
In the interactive version of this figure (see 
Supplementary Information), the cells in 
the worm are connected to the nodes in the 
network, and information about each cell is 
given along with links to supporting websites. 
b, c, Adult hermaphrodite (b) and adult male 
(c). The top right insets show the sex muscles. 
The worm diagrams show the locations of 
cell nuclei (left side and centre nuclei only, 
the right-side homologues of left–right pairs 
are not shown). In the graph representations, 
the layout of the vertices is determined by 
an algorithm that clusters more-heavily 
connected cell pairs (AllegroViva, force-
directed strong clustering algorithm). 
The display is by Cytoscape (https://
cytoscape.org/). Nodes are labelled in the 
A3 and interactive versions of the figure (see 
Supplementary Information). Directed edges 
(black arrows) represent chemical synapses; 
undirected edges (red lines) represent gap 
junctional connections. The widths and 
transparencies of the lines represent the edge 
weights. A single key to network diagrams is 
used throughout: triangles, sensory neurons; 
hexagons, interneurons; ovals or circles, motor 
neurons; rectangles, muscles. Colours define 
various categories: various shades of red 
indicate categories of sensory neurons defined 
by modality and similarity of connectivity 
(Fig. 3); various shades of blue indicate 
interneuron categories according to their 
assignment to a layer (or lack of assignment 
in the case of IN4) (Fig. 2); motor neuron 
classes (various shades of yellow and orange) 
are described in the text; non-muscle end 
organs are white, grey or black. Sex-specific 
neurons are pink or purple, with numerous 
additional colours used here for the male-
specific network in the male tail, delineating 
the modules described previously3.




While the C. elegans male contains the same core 294 sex-shared neurons as the hermaphrodite, 
the male nervous system contains an additional 91 neurons, most of which function in generating male-
specific mating behaviors in the tail of the animal (Figure 1.3) (Jarrell et al. 2012; Liu and Sternberg 1995; 
Sulston et al. 1980; Sulston and Horvitz 1977). Although the majority of the male-specific neurons aren’t 
generated until sexual maturation during the late larval stages, they integrate into the sex-shared nervous 
system with a high degree of interconnectivity; two-thirds of shared neuron classes receive input from 
sex-specific neurons (Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et al. 2012; Sulston and Horvitz 1977). Comparing the 
male and hermaphrodite connectomes in regards only to the sex-shared neurons also reveals a striking 
degree of sexually dimorphic connectivity between neurons that are present in both sexes, with 79/102 
sex-shared neuron classes making sexually dimorphic synaptic connections (Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et 
al. 2012; White et al. 1986).  
Some sex-shared neuron classes demonstrate more sexually dimorphic connectivity than others; for 
instance, a subset of sex-shared neurons in the tail forms a circuit wherein almost all synaptic 
connections are different between the two sexes. This circuit will be discussed in detail later in this 
introduction. 
 
2.2. Sexually dimorphic neuronal connectivity across phyla 
Although C. elegans is the only species where both hermaphrodite and male connectomes have been 
completely reconstructed, sexually dimorphic circuits and neuronal connectivity have been identified in a 
broad range of species. In the absence of an unbiased overview of dimorphism provided by a complete 
connectome, studies in other organisms have generally proceeded either from a dimorphic behavior, or in 
some cases (namely Drosophila dsx and fru), from a known dimorphic gene expression pattern. As a 
result, the best-studied sexually dimorphic circuits are those underlying the most obvious sexually 
dimorphic behaviors, such as courtship and aggression. 
In contrast to the diverse genes that regulate them, dimorphic courtship behaviors display common 
themes across phyla. From C. elegans to D. melanogaster and A. carolinesis to X. laevis to M. musculus, 
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courtship behavior is initiated by the male, who responds to various sensory cues (pheromonal/olfactory 
and visual) to detect and court a female (Barrios et al. 2008; Fischer and Kelley 1991; Kimchi et al. 2007; 
Manoli et al. 2005; Sigmund 1983). In C. elegans, D. melanogaster, and M. musculus, the initial 
pheromone-dependent steps of mate detection and mate searching have been successfully linked to 
specific neurons and circuits, and in some cases also to relevant regulatory genes.  
C. elegans males perform a mate-searching behavior that is a balance of two appetites; feeding and 
copulation (Barrios et al. 2012; Barrios et al. 2008; Lipton et al. 2004). A well-fed male will leave an area 
of food (a behavior very rarely performed by hermaphrodites) to seek out hermaphrodites, a behavior that 
is mediated primarily by four sex-shared neurons via the PDF neuropeptide (one neuron class is required 
to secrete the neuropeptide, and three neuron classes are required at the receptor level) (Barrios et al. 
2012). In addition to mate-searching, C. elegans males also demonstrate targeted chemotaxis toward 
hermaphrodite pheromones, a behavior that requires a defined set of both sex-specific and sex-shared 
sensory neurons (White et al. 2007). Additionally, these neurons must be wired into a male-specific 
chemosensory circuit during a specific time during larval development; ablation before sexual maturation 
can be compensated for, but ablation after sexual maturation results in attraction defects (White et al. 
2007). Together, the neurons required for both of these behaviors total 15 cells, or just under 4% of the 
entire male nervous system. 
Interestingly, initiation of courtship behavior in D. melanogaster also requires a similar percentage of 
the nervous system. The fruitless mutant was isolated in a forward genetic screen for gametogenesis, as 
fru mutant males are sterile, but the sterility originates in a failure to engage in copulation behavior rather 
than any gametogenesis defect (Hall 1978). fru has since been shown to express in a restricted subset of 
the male nervous system (~2% of neurons), predominantly involving the peripheral sensory system (both 
primary sensory neurons and some downstream neurons) (Manoli et al. 2005). In contrast to the C. 
elegans mutants with defects in initiation of male copulation due to sensory defects, in which mating is 
simply reduced, fru mutants initiate mating at a similar rate but without exhibiting any preference for 
mating males versus females, and never successfully performing copulation (although initiating mating 
non-discriminately is a wild-type C. elegans male behavior) (Hall 1978). In this sense, fru is fairly 
pleiotropic (affects multiple steps of D. melanogaster mating behavior), which has been attributed to the 
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fact that it generates at least 3 functional isoforms in male animals, and loss of individual isoforms results 
in subtly different behavioral phenotypes (von Philipsborn et al. 2014). 
In mice, defects in pheromone sensation have been shown to affect the courtship behavior of both 
males and females, in contrast to the male-specific defects of pheromone sensation mutants in C. 
elegans and D. melanogaster. Mouse courtship behavior requires expression of the TRP2 channel, which 
is highly specific to the vomeronasal organ (VNO) (Stowers et al. 2002). In male mice mutants for TRP2, 
the VNO fails to maintain mature sensory neurons. Male mice still display normal innate sexual behavior 
toward females, but also show indiscriminate mating behavior toward other males, similar to D. 
melanogaster fru mutant males (Stowers et al. 2002). Interestingly, these phenotypes are also present in 
TRP2 mutant female mice, which show male-like courtship initiation behavior toward male and female 
mice indiscriminately (Kimchi et al. 2007). 
An important similarity in courtship and aggression behaviors among all species described above is 
that these behaviors are developmentally hard-wired (ie do not need to be socially taught or learned), 
suggesting that the sexually dimorphic circuits underlying them should also be developmentally hard-
wired, in addition to the genetic pathways governing circuit development (Manoli et al. 2013). Additionally, 
the fact that female TRP2 mutant mice engage in male patterns of courtship behavior suggests that the 
female nervous system contains the underlying competence for these behaviors. While sexually 
dimorphic circuits underlying courtship behaviors have been identified in C. elegans and D. melanogaster, 
and it has been proposed that dimorphic connectivity could result in the courtship dimorphism in mice, 
these dimorphic circuits have not yet been identified (Stowers and Liberles 2016). 
 
2.3. The phasmid sensory circuit in C. elegans 
One example of a highly sexually dimorphic circuit comprised of sex-shared neurons in C. elegans is 
the phasmid sensory circuit, located in the tails of both males and hermaphrodites. While specific features 
of the sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity, development, and behavioral outputs of this circuit are 
discussed in Chapters 3 and 4, and in Appendices A and B, I will briefly introduce it here. 
The phasmid neurons (PHA and PHB) are generated embryonically and modulate chemosensory 
avoidance behavior via dendrites that are open to the environment (Hilliard et al. 2002). The homeobox 
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transcription factor ceh-14 is required for establishing subtype-specific identity of the phasmid neurons, 
including neurotransmitter identity, neuropeptide expression, receptor expression, and proper dendrite 
morphology (Kagoshima et al. 2013; Serrano-Saiz et al. 2013). In hermaphrodites the phasmid neurons 
synapse heavily onto interneurons controlling locomotory behavior, whereas in males they synapse onto 
an entirely different set of sex-shared interneurons, via both chemical and electrical synaptic connections 
(Figure 1.4) (Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et al. 2012; Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). As discussed previously, the 
PHA neuron has also been implicated in sexually dimorphic mate searching behavior mediated by PDF 
neuropeptide signaling, suggesting that the phasmid neurons may also participate in sexually dimorphic 
connectivity via peptidergic signals, in addition to what is known from the C. elegans connectome data 
(Barrios et al. 2012). 
  
 
Figure 1.4. Sexually dimorphic connectivity of the phasmid sensory neurons.  
The sex-shared PHA and PHB neurons make sexually dimorphic connections (both chemical and 
electrical) with other sex-shared neurons and also with male-specific neurons.  
 
While these extensive sexual dimorphisms of the phasmid neurons have been demonstrated over the 
past decade, it is worth highlighting that the phasmid neurons also attracted early attention for sexually 
dimorphic features of their dendrite socket and support cells, as was noted during early electron 
micrograph reconstruction undertaken to identify all post-embryonically born male neurons (Sulston et al. 
1980). 
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Thus, the phasmid neurons have been extremely well-characterized in terms of anatomical and 
behavioral dimorphism, although genetic factors that establish these sexually dimorphic features 
(downstream of global sex determination) have not been described. A dmrt gene, dmd-4, that is 
dimorphically expressed exclusively in PHA and PHB will be discussed in Chapter 3. 
In this thesis, I will first describe the differential temporal, spatial, sexual and environmental regulation 
of the tra-1 master regulator of sexual identity (Chapter 2). In Chapters 3 and 4, I will focus on the 
dimorphic development of the phasmid sensory circuit, first by characterizing the expression and function 
of dmd-4 in establishing phasmid dimorphism (Chapter 3), and then by describing how early life starvation 
stress affects the development of phasmid dimorphism specifically in male animals (Chapter 4). Taken 
together, I will show how sex determination, sexual differentiation, and environmental influences input to 
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CHAPTER 2 : DIFFERENTIAL TEMPORAL, SPATIAL, SEXUAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
REGULATION OF THE MASTER REGULATOR OF SEXUAL IDENTITY IN C. elegans 
 
ABSTRACT 
Sex determination of gonadal and somatic tissue is controlled by a diverse set of master regulatory 
factors across the animal kingdom. The zinc finger transcription factor TRA-1, an ortholog of vertebrate 
Gli proteins, is the master regulator of sexual identity in the nematode C. elegans, where it was reported 
to be expressed in a sex-specific manner in the non-gonadal soma of hermaphrodites only. By 
CRISPR/Cas9-mediated gfp tagging of the endogenous tra-1 locus, we reveal unanticipated dynamics of 
TRA-1 protein expression in five different dimensions - space, time, sex, environment and subcellular 
localization. We show a striking temporal regulation of TRA-1 protein accumulation in somatic tissues with 
different onsets of expression in different tissue types, indicating that sexual identity is not uniformly 
imposed. We show that within the sex-shared nervous system of the male and hermaphrodites, many 
neurons do indeed show hermaphrodite-specific TRA-1 expression and this expression gradually 
increases during larval stages. Unexpectedly, we also identify expression of TRA-1 in a subset of sex-
shared neurons in the male whose number also increase over developmental time. Additionally, we show 
that a food signal is required to turn on TRA-1 expression in the intestine and that a combination of 
stressful external conditions entirely shut off TRA-1 expression in all somatic tissue types outside the 
gonad primordium, indicating that sexual identity can be controlled by external conditions. Lastly, we 
show that the subcellular localization of TRA-1 is sex- and cell-type specific. We reveal the regulatory 
mechanisms that control several aspects of the dynamics of TRA-1 expression. In conclusion, our studies 
reveal the mosaic and dynamic nature of sexual identity control. 
All of the experiments in this chapter were performed by me, and this chapter represents a 
manuscript in preparation. Some experiments are still ongoing; these are mentioned throughout the 




Across the animal kingdom, females and males display sexual dimorphisms in many somatic tissue 
types. Sex-specific differentiation of gonadal and somatic tissue types are often controlled by sex-
specifically acting master regulatory factors (Bachtrog et al. 2014; Beukeboom and Perrin 2014). For 
example, in many vertebrates, the SRY master regulator acts in the gonad which then secondarily 
releases hormones to impose sexual identity on other tissues types (Arnold 2017; Beukeboom and Perrin 
2014; Kashimada and Koopman 2010). Alternatively, in some vertebrates (birds) and many invertebrate 
species, such as insects or nematodes, such master regulatory factors are expressed throughout all 
somatic tissues in exclusively one sex to then specify sexual identity in a cell-autonomous manner 
(Bachtrog et al. 2014; Beukeboom and Perrin 2014). For example, in a wide range of insects, the splicing 
factor Transformer acts as a master regulator in female cells to promote female-specific features 
throughout all somatic tissues (Beukeboom and Perrin 2014; Verhulst et al. 2010).  
Intriguingly, the nature of these master regulatory factors is highly species specific (Bachtrog et al. 
2014; Beukeboom and Perrin 2014; Wilkins 1995). In the nematode C. elegans, the master regulator of 
sexual identity is the Gli-type zinc finger transcription factor TRA-1 (Fig.2.1A)(Hodgkin 1987; Zarkower 
and Hodgkin 1992). TRA-1 protein was previously described to be expressed broadly throughout all 
somatic tissues of the hermaphrodite (a germline-modified female), but degraded in the male soma 
(Schvarzstein and Spence 2006; Starostina et al. 2007).  Genetic removal of TRA-1 leads to a complete 
sex transformation of all male somatic features to that of the hermaphrodite, while the disruption of the 
machinery that normally degrades TRA-1 in males (or tra-1 alleles that are resistant to downregulation) 
results in transformation of male features into features of the hermaphrodite. The machinery that controls 
the degradation of TRA-1 is activated by a secreted protein, HER-1, that is produced only in males 
(Hodgkin 1980; Perry et al. 1993; Trent et al. 1991; Zarkower 2006). The male-specificity of HER-1 
expression is, in turn, governed by transcriptional mechanisms that are controlled by the sex 
chromosome configuration of a given cell (Chu et al. 2002; Meyer 2018). 
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Figure 2.1 Background and reagents  
A: Schematic of C. elegans sex determination pathway based on genetic studies (Hodgkin 1986; Perry et 
al. 1994; Starostina et al. 2007). In hermaphrodites, X dosage represses HER-1, resulting in TRA-2-
mediated inactivation of the CUL-2/FEM-1/2/3 complex, allowing TRA-1 expression, whereas in males it 
is degraded by the complex. In hermaphrodites, TRA-1A is proteolytically cleaved into an activated 
version. 
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B: Schematic of the tra-1 locus and all tra-1 mutants and alleles used in this study. The N-terminal GFP 
tag, ez72, is referenced as GFP::TRA-1 throughout our study. 
C: GFP::TRA-1 is expressed in all tissue types in the adult hermaphrodite, but only in a subset of neurons 
in the head of adult males. Representative examples of cell types are indicated on the figure; not all cells 
of each type are annotated. The C. elegans intestine also contains autofluorescent gut granules, which 
are not GFP expression (ie in the male midbody). GFP::TRA-1 images are presented in color-inverted 
black and white, scale bars (horizontal red bar) are 10 microns. 
D: GFP::TRA-1 is expressed panneuronally in adult hermaphrodites, and in a subset of neurons in the 
adult male. Black and white images of GFP::TRA-1 in the heads of both sexes are shown with a 
panneuronal nuclear RFP marker (PN::RFP), and then overlaid. 
 
One of the fascinating consequences of the cell autonomous action of master regulatory sex 
determinants, such as C. elegans TRA-1 or avian DMRT1, is that specific experimental manipulations can 
generate chimeric male/female animals that are composed of cells with different sexual identities. In 
chicken, such gynandromorphs can even come into existence spontaneously (Zhao et al. 2010), while in 
flies and C. elegans they can be precisely genetically engineered. For example, such mosaics can be 
engineered in C. elegans either by overexpression of FEM-3, a component of the TRA-1 degradation 
machinery in hermaphrodites, or conversely via cell-specific expression of an activated form of TRA-2, 
which results in stabilization of TRA-1 in male cells, hence transforming these cells into a hermaphroditic 
identity (Lum et al. 2000; Mehra et al. 1999). 
In light of the instructive role of TRA-1 as a somatic sex determinant, it is imperative to precisely 
dissect the patterns of TRA-1 protein accumulation along multiple dimensions, including the patterns of 
sexual, temporal, spatial, and – given that TRA-1 encodes a DNA-binding transcription factors - also 
subcellular accumulation. Previous studies that investigated protein expression of TRA-1 have drawn an 
incomplete, but nevertheless temptingly simple picture: Using antibodies or reporter transgenes, these 
studies reported that TRA-1 is expressed broadly throughout the nuclei of most or all somatic tissues in 
the hermaphrodite, but, as a consequence of protein degradation, much more weakly in males 
(Schvarzstein and Spence 2006; Starostina et al. 2007). However, these initial studies have not analyzed 
the dimorphic nature  of TRA-1 expression with single cell resolution in the nervous system which is 
highly sexually dimorphic (Cook et al. 2019; Emmons 2018). Moreover, these initial studies have focused 
on the adult and did not analyze the temporal regulation of TRA-1 accumulation. Earlier studies analyzed 
tra-1 expression using Northern Blots using RNA preparations from whole animals (Zarkower and 
Hodgkin 1992). While providing no cellular resolution, these studies revealed the presence of a short 
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splice form, tra-1b (Fig.2.1B), whose cellular sites of expression and function have remained unresolved. 
Northern Blots also revealed some temporal dynamics of tra-1a/b accumulation (Zarkower and Hodgkin 
1992) but did not assign these dynamics to specific tissue types. We have recently begun to analyze 
expression pattern of TRA-1 using a reporter allele in which we used CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering 
to tag both isoforms of the endogenous tra-1 locus (Weinberg et al. 2018). Focusing on the nervous 
system, we noted that TRA-1A/B showed a temporal accumulation within the nervous system (Weinberg 
et al. 2018). In the present paper, we broaden our analysis of TRA-1 expression to multiple tissue types 
and to single cell resolution within the nervous system and we clarify the function of TRA-1B. We discover 
highly dynamic features of TRA-1 accumulation and we probe the mechanisms that control these 
complex expression patterns, revealing distinct transcriptional and posttranscriptional mechanisms. Our 
studies reveal a remarkable plasticity in the expression of this key determinant of sexual identity. 
 
RESULTS 
TRA-1 expression in the adult: TRA-1 is not strictly sexually dimorphic 
Previous reporter gene and immunohistochemical analysis described broad expression of TRA-1 
throughout many cells of the hermaphrodite and had reported significantly lower if not absent expression 
in males (Schvarzstein and Spence 2006). However, other than the somatic gonad and intestine 
(Starostina et al. 2007), TRA-1 expression had initially not been systematically described across all 
tissues or within cell types of a given tissue. We recently used a gfp-tagged tra-1 locus, which reports on 
the expression of both tra-1 isoforms (Fig.2.1B) to demonstrate sexually dimorphic expression in the 
nervous system (Weinberg et al. 2018), but like other previous studies, did not systematically examine 
expression within the nervous system. 
We now systematically analyzed expression of gfp-tagged tra-1, ez72, throughout all major tissue 
types at the young adult stage, shortly after animals have reached full sexual maturity. We observe 
gfp::tra-1a/b expression in all major tissues, namely, the epidermis (also termed the “hypodermis” in C. 
elegans), muscle, intestine, somatic gonad and nervous system. Using a panneuronal landmark reporter 
(NeuroPAL; more below), we assessed expression of TRA-1 within the nervous system and found that all 
neurons in the adult hermaphrodite express GFP::TRA-1 (Fig.2.1C,D). As expected, we observed no 
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GFP::TRA-1 expression in the epidermis, muscle, intestine or somatic gonad of adult males. However, we 
were surprised to observe GFP::TRA-1 expression in many neurons of the adult male nervous system. 
We used the NeuroPAL landmark reporter strain that assigns unique color codes to neurons throughout 
all ganglia of the nervous system to identify the nature of these male-expressing neurons. We find that 20 
of the 116 sex-shared neuron classes express GFP::TRA-1 consistently, with a level of expression that 
appears superficially similar to hermaphrodite neurons, and that an additional 21 classes show variable 
gfp expression from animal to animal; precise identification of these neurons is ongoing (Fig.2.1C,D). 
Taken together, our analysis of TRA-1 expression refines the simple on/off view of this female identity 
determinant of somatic tissue, demonstrating that specifically within the male nervous system there are 
many neurons that do express TRA-1. 
 
Tissue specific temporal dynamics of TRA-1 expression 
We next examined the temporal accumulation of TRA-1 expression and identified a number of non-
anticipated temporal transitions. In late stage embryos (three-fold), we observe expression of TRA-1 
exclusively in the two somatic gonadal precursor cells Z1 and Z4 (as previously reported (Mathies et al. 
2004) and two neuron pairs that we identified as ASG and AWA (Fig.2.2A). This expression is observed 
in both sexes. There is a striking cellular, sexual and subcellular specificity in the onset of TRA-1 
expression in other cell types at the first larval stage. Only at hatching does expression turn on first in 
muscle cells of the tail and rectal epithelial blast cells (1hr post-hatching), and then in the intestine (5hr 
post-hatching)(Fig.2.2A). Moreover, TRA-1 expression in male Z1 and Z4 becomes cytoplasmic 
(Fig.2.2A), as previously reported (Mathies et al. 2004). Expression is initially turned on in the intestine of 
both sexes. In muscle cells of the tail, expression is also turned on in both sexes, but similar to the 
somatic gonad, TRA-1 expression is observed only in the cytoplasm of muscle cells in males while in 
hermaphrodites, it is localized to the nucleus, as in all other tissue types (Fig.2A). Expression and 
localization in the two neuron pairs AWA, ASG, remains unchanged. 
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Figure 2.2. GFP::TRA-1 accumulates from late embryo to L4  
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A. Expression of GFP::TRA-1 in three-fold embryos and all larval stages. Embryonic GFP::TRA-1 
expression is non-dimorphic, but becomes dimorphic from L1 onward. Representative examples of cell 
types are indicated on the figure; not all cells of each type are annotated. Black arrowheads in L1 
hermaphrodite indicate the rectal epithelial blast cells. The C. elegans intestine also contains 
autofluorescent gut granules, which are not GFP expression (ie in the L4 male midbody). GFP::TRA-1 
images are presented in color-inverted black and white, scale bars (horizontal red bar) are 10 microns.  
B: Quantification of GFP+ head neurons in each larval stage and adulthood in both sexes. Center bar 
shows median, boxes indicate quartiles, and vertical bars indicate range. While we have been quantifying 
TRA-1 onset by counting neurons in the head thus far, we are in the process of precisely identifying each 
neuron class that expresses GFP::TRA-1 at each stage. 
 
By the L2 stage, another layer of temporal transitions has taken place. While expression in the tail 
muscles is retained (with the same sexually differential subcellular localization), expression in somatic 
gonad as well as the intestine is downregulated in males, while it persists in hermaphrodites. 
Unanticipated TRA-1 patterns are observed in the nervous system: more neurons in the nervous system 
express TRA-1 in both sexes in L2 as compared to L1, but, intriguingly, the increase number of neurons 
expressing TRA-1 in hermaphrodites is larger than in males (Fig.2.2A,B). Identification of the neurons 
that upregulate GFP::TRA-1 during larval development is ongoing using NeuroPal. While we observed 
TRA-1 expression in all somatic gonadal cells through the beginning of the L2 stage, we find that at the 
end of L2 TRA-1 expression is only maintained in the distal tip cells, and persists there through 
adulthood. Additionally, hypodermal cells specific to the tail begin expressing TRA-1 in L2 
hermaphrodites. 
The trend of increase in the nervous system continues in the L3 stage, again with a greater increase 
in hermaphrodites compared to male, and hermaphrodites also begin expressing TRA-1 in all muscle 
cells (Fig.2.2A,B). In the L4 stage, expression in the nervous system reaches what we described above 
for the adult nervous system: Expression in the hermaphrodite is now pan-neuronal (118 neuron classes), 
while expression in the male remains in a subset of neuron classes. By the L4 stage, we now also 
observe a downregulation of cytoplasmic TRA-1 in the male muscle. 
Finally, the L4 to adult transition results in the onset of TRA-1 expression in the entire hermaphrodite 
epidermis, including the seam cells, which do not exit the cell cycle and differentiate until the adult molt 
(Sulston and Horvitz 1977). 
Taken together, we identified a number of non-anticipated temporal transitions. First, the embryo to 
L1 transition results in upregulation of TRA-1 non-dimorphically in the intestine and a subset of muscle 
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cells, and then each larval stage not only results in the continued increase of TRA-1-expressing neurons 
(in both sexes), but also dynamic upregulation of TRA-1 in other tissue types of the hermaphrodite. 
Thus far, I have relied purely on quantifying the number of GFP::TRA-1-expressing neurons in each 
larval stage and in both sexes to characterize the dynamics of TRA-1 in the nervous system. However, 
the fact that TRA-1 has been found to be functionally relevant to the sexual differentiation of several 
neuron classes suggests that identifying which neuron classes begin expressing TRA-1 in each larval 
stage, and which are and are not sexually dimorphically expressing TRA-1, could provide clues to 
potentially sexually dimorphic functions. For instance, I identified AWA and ASG as the two neuron 
classes expressing TRA-1 in both sexes in L1. Interestingly, based on the connectomic data 
reconstructed from electron micrographs, ASG makes no sexually dimorphic synaptic connections (either 
to sex-shared or sex-specific neurons), while AWA does (Cook et al. 2019). In contrast to the stereotypy 
of AWA and ASG expression in L1, in adult males I’ve identified ASG as a neuron that consistently 
expresses TRA-1, whereas expression in AWA is variable from animal to animal (based on ongoing 
analysis of TRA-1 expression pattern using the NeuroPal transgenic tool for uniquely identifying all 
neuron classes in the worm, developed in our lab). 
Based on the fact that AWA and ASG expression may differ between L1 and adult males, which 
could functionally underly the sexual maturation of one or both neurons, it is also worth asking whether 
the upregulation of TRA-1 in the hermaphrodite nervous system (from the same two TRA-1-expressing 
neuron pairs at hatching to panneuronal expression in the L4 and adult stages) represents a stereotyped 
regulation. Considering the high degree of stereotypy of TRA-1 regulation in other tissues (such as the 
stage-specific onsets of muscle and hypodermal regulation), it may be expected that the order and 
developmental stage in which each neuronal class begins expressing TRA-1 is invariant; this is also a 
question I will answer by analyzing TRA-1 expression in the context of NeuroPal during hermaphrodite 
development. 
 
TRA-1 expression is dynamically controlled by feeding state and environmental conditions 
The onset of TRA-1 expression at the embryo to L1 transition made us wonder whether feeding, 
which commences at the L1 stage, has a role in turning on TRA-1 expression. Intriguingly, we find this to 
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be the case, but with striking cellular specificity. We find that the onset of TRA-1 expression in the first 
larval stage is strictly feeding-dependent in the intestine, but not expression in the muscle (Fig.2.3A). 
Expression in the somatic gonad and nervous system, which had already commenced in the embryo is 
unaffected as well (Fig.2.3A). Starvation at other developmental or adult stages did not affect TRA-1 
expression (Fig.2.3B).  
 
Figure 2.3. Starvation and diapause arrest downregulate GFP::TRA-1 expression 
A: L1 starvation prevents upregulation of GFP::TRA-1 in intestinal cells, but other tissues are unaffected. 
Representative examples of cell types are indicated on the figure; not all cells of each type are annotated. 
The C. elegans intestine also contains autofluorescent gut granules, which are not GFP expression (ie 
the starved L1 intestine). GFP::TRA-1 images are presented in color-inverted black and white, scale bars 
(horizontal red bar) are 10 microns in all panels.  
B: GFP::TRA-1 is expressed in neurons, muscle, intestine, and hypodermis in L3 hermaphrodites, but 
only the distal tip cells (DTC) of hermaphrodites expresses GFP::TRA-1 in dauer. Expression recovers in 
post-dauer adults, and is not affected in hermaphrodites starved only during adulthood. 
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C: Sexual dimorphism of MAB-3::GFP expression in neurons and the intestine is unaffected by passage 
through the dauer stage. 
 
 
Starvation in combination with other detrimental environmental conditions results in entry into the 
dauer stage, a diapause arrest stage (Golden and Riddle 1984). Under these conditions, the activity of 
three internal hormonal signaling systems (insulin, TGF-ß, and the steroid hormone dafachronic acid) 
triggers a number of tissue remodeling events that enable dauer stage animals to tolerate poor 
environmental conditions for extended periods of time (Androwski et al. 2017). We find that in dauer stage 
animals GFP::TRA-1 expression is turned off in all tissues, excluding the distal tip cells of the somatic 
gonad (Fig.2.3B). When animals exit the dauer stage after improvement of environmental conditions, 
TRA-1 expression is restored such that TRA-1 expression in post-dauer adult animal is indistinguishable 
from that of an animal that did not pass through the dauer stage (Fig.2.3B).  
Furthermore, we assessed whether passage through the dauer stage and the resulting temporary 
loss of TRA-1 expression affected sexual differentiation of the hermaphrodite. We examined the 
expression of a CRISPR/Cas9-generated mab-3::gfp locus, a male-specific DMRT family transcription 
factor that has shown to be directly bound and repressed by TRA-1 in the hermaphrodite intestine, thus 
preventing MAB-3 from repressing the expression of yolk protein (Pereira et al. 2019; Shen and Hodgkin 
1988; Yi et al. 2000). We found that like in animals that had not passed through dauer, the male-
specificity of the expression pattern of MAB-3 was maintained in post-dauer adults (Fig.2.3C). We 
conclude that loss of TRA-1 expression in dauer hermaphrodites does not result in an obvious loss of 
TRA-1-dependent sexual differentiation. 
 
Disentangling the expression and function of the tra-1a and tra-1b isoforms  
We next set out to disentangle the contributions of the tra-1a and tra-1b isoforms to the expression 
and function of the tra-1 locus (Fig.2.1B). A number of previously reported arguments pointed to the B-
isoform not being functional. First, alleles that only affect the tra-1A isoform are as strong as putative tra-1 
null alleles (Zarkower and Hodgkin 1992); second, TRA-1B is a significantly truncated protein that lacks 
most of the DNA binding domains of TRA-1A (Fig.2.1B)(Zarkower and Hodgkin 1992) and third, even 
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though tra-1 function is conserved in other nematodes (as explicitly demonstrated in C. briggsae and P. 
pacificus)(Kelleher et al. 2008; Pires-daSilva and Sommer 2004), none of these other nematode species 
display the same shortened B-isoform that C. elegans encodes. We sought to further solidify this 
conclusion by generating a tra-1b isoform specific allele using CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering. To 
this end, we deleted the intron that contains the tra-1b isoform-specific sequences (Fig.2.1B). The 
resulting ez72syb1455 animals appear totally wildtype, displaying none of the overt somatic 
masculinization characteristic of mutations affecting tra-1a, and produced the same number of progeny as 
ez72, suggesting that tra-1b is also dispensable in the germline (Fig.2.4A,B). Since we generated this 
deletion in the context of the ez72 gfp tagged allele, we were able to assess the impact of loss of this 




Figure 2.4. The tra-1b isoform has no function in sexual differentiation 
A: Overt morphology of the adult hermaphrodite head, somatic gonad, vulva, and tail is unaffected by 
deletion of the tra-1b isoform (allele syb1455; see Fig.2.1A). DIC images of hermaphrodite heads, 
midbodies, and tails are shown. 
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B: tra-1b is dispensable in the hermaphrodite germline. Brood size of GFP::TRA-1 (tra-1 (ez72)) and 
GFP::TRA-1∆tra-1b (tra-1 (ez72syb1455)) was counted; each dot shows the brood size of one 
hermaphrodite. Horizontal black bar indicates median, box indicates quartile. P values shown above 
horizontal bar at top, calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 
C: Expression of GFP::TRA-1∆tra-1b (tra-1 (ez72syb1455)). Representative examples of cell types are 
indicated on the figure; not all cells of each type are annotated. Images are presented in color-inverted 
black and white, scale bars (horizontal red bar) are 10 microns.  
 
Temporal regulation of TRA-1 in the nervous system is not an indirect effect of the sex determination 
pathway 
To understand the molecular mechanisms that control the many facets of TRA-1 temporal, sexual 
and spatial specificities, we first turned to the protein degradation mechanism that previous work had 
shown to be required to establish sexually dimorphic TRA-1 expression at the adult stage (Schvarzstein 
and Spence 2006; Starostina et al. 2007). We sought to specifically ask whether the temporal 
accumulation of TRA-1 protein in the nervous system may be the result of regulated protein degradation 
as well, such that TRA-1 degradation may be wide-spread in all neurons in both sexes at early stages 
and then become more and more limited through larval development, such that protein degradation 
becomes completely suppressed in hermaphrodites, but not in males. 
To address this question, we first focused on the HER/TRA/FEM pathway that was previously shown 
to control TRA-1 protein degradation in adult tissue (Hodgkin 1986; Perry et al. 1994; Starostina et al. 
2007) (Fig.2.1A). In this pathway, the active TRA-2 transmembrane receptor inhibits the machinery that 
degrades the TRA-1 protein. It is possible that the temporal dynamics of TRA-1 expression we observe in 
the nervous system are not a direct result of TRA-1 regulation, but rather an indirect result of upstream 
temporal regulation in the sex determination pathway. If the larval nervous system is competent to 
express TRA-1 broadly, but lacking induction from upstream factors such as TRA-2, then ectopic 
expression of an activated TRA-2 (“TRA-2IC”) should both feminize and prematurely induce TRA-1 
panneuronally (Lum et al. 2000). Expressing TRA-2IC under a panneuronal promoter that is active at all 
developmental stages from embryo to adult, we find that male animals indeed now ectopically express 
GFP::TRA-1 protein throughout the entire adult nervous system (Fig.2.5A). Importantly, however, there is 
no ectopic GFP::TRA-1 expression in the first larval stage (Fig.2.5A), indicating that the L1 to adult 
increase in TRA-1(+) neurons is unrelated to the TRA-2 signaling pathway. 
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Figure 2.5. tra-1 sexual specificity, but not temporal or environmental specificity is controlled by 
protein degradation  
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A: Constitutive panneuronal expression of TRA-2(IC) feminizes adult males but does not affect L1 
animals. Representative images of L1 and adult males are presented in color-inverted black and white for 
GFP::TRA-1 in all panels, and panneuronal TRA-2(IC) (which is also marked with tagRFP) is shown 
below. Neurons are indicated on the GFP::TRA-1 panels. Two independent transgenic TRA-2(IC) lines 
were examined in all contexts; each dot represents the number of GFP+ neurons in one animal, 
horizontal black line indicates median, boxes indicate quartiles. P values shown above horizontal bar at 
top, calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 
B: A temperature-sensitive allele of the cul-2 cullin stabilizes GFP::TRA-1 in the L2 male intestine, but 
does not broaden nervous system expression. Percentage of L2 animals with GFP::TRA-1+ intestinal 
nuclei are shown for control and cul-2 mutant animals following a temperature shift in the L1 stage. N 
number of animals is shown in white in the bars. P value shown above horizontal bar at top, calculated by 
Fisher exact test. For neuron counts, each dot represents the number of GFP+ neurons in one animal, 
horizontal black line indicates median, boxes indicate quartiles. P values shown above horizontal bar at 
top, calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test. Representative images of L2 animals shown below.  
 
The above experiments suggest that forced expression of TRA-2 is insufficient to induce TRA-1 in the 
larval nervous system. However, it is possible that TRA-1 is indeed induced, but then degraded at the 
protein level. To address this issue in a different manner, we used a temperature sensitive allele of cul-2, 
a cullin previously shown to be required for degrading TRA-1 in the adult germline and intestine, via a 
protein complex with the FEM proteins (Burger et al. 2013; Starostina et al. 2007). We find that a 
temperature shift of cul-2 (or209) at the L1 stage leads to appearance of TRA-1 protein in the intestine of 
male L2 animals, but that nervous system expression does not increase above L2 levels (Fig.2.5B). 
Taken together, these findings provide evidence that the developmental increase of TRA-1-expressing 
neurons in the nervous system is regulated at the level of tra-1 itself, rather than upstream in the sex 
determination pathway.  
 
TRA-1 dynamics are only partially a result of transcriptional regulation 
Another obvious possibility for tra-1 temporal regulation lies at the transcriptional level. The tra-1 5’ 
intergenic region is unusually large for a C. elegans gene (>20kb), and tra-1 also contains large introns 
(Fig.2.1B,6A). We used a reporter covering the most proximal ~8kb of the tra-1 promoter (and containing 
the first exon of tra-1; “promoter::gfp”), in addition to generating a transcriptional reporter containing the 
large third intron of tra-1 fused to gfp (“intron 3::gfp”), which has been suggested to contain binding sites 
both for TRA-1 itself and for the DAF-12 transcription factor (which we will discuss further below) based 
on ChIP-seq studies (Berkseth et al. 2013; Hochbaum et al. 2011). 
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Figure 2.6. Transcriptional regulation of tra-1 expression  
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A: Schematic of transcriptional reporters used in this study in the context of the tra-1 locus. Regions 
containing TRA-1 binding and DAF-12 binding sites are based on comparing ChIP-seq data and 
proposed sequence binding specficity for both proteins (Berkseth et al. 2013; Hochbaum et al. 2011) with 
regions of conservation using the UCSC genome browser. Size and location of promoter::gfp, which is an 
integrated transgene that has been previously utilized (qIs76;  (Mathies et al. 2004), and intron-3::gfp, 
which we generated, are shown.  
B: Expression patterns of promoter::gfp and intron 3::gfp. Black and white color-inverted images of GFP 
expression are shown in all panels. Representative examples of cell types are indicated on the figure; not 
all cells of each type are annotated. GFP+ head neurons are quantified below; each dot represents the 
number of GFP+ neurons in one animal, horizontal black line indicates median, boxes indicate quartiles. 
P values shown above horizontal bar at top, calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test. For intron 
3::gfp, we quantified two independent transgenic lines. 
C: Environmental regulation is not controlled on transcriptional level. Expression of promoter::gfp is 
shown in a three-fold embryo, starved L1, and dauer hermaphrodite. 
D: Deleting the tra-1a 3’ UTR does not affect GFP::TRA-1 expression pattern. Representative images of 
L1 and adult animals of both sexes in the tra-1 (ez72ot924) allele are shown (see Fig.2.1A). Scale bars 
(horizontal red bars) indicate 10 microns. 
 
The tra-1 promoter::gfp recapitulates several aspects of regulation observed using GFP::TRA-1. First, 
we observed the same restricted pattern of expression in hermaphrodite L1s with both the transgenic 
reporter and endogenous GFP::TRA-1; expression is limited to the intestine, two neuron pairs in the 
head, and muscle cells in the tail (Fig.2.2A,6B). Over the course of larval development promoter::gfp 
expression increases in the hermaphrodite nervous system, before stabilizing in the L4 stage. However, 
in contrast to GFP::TRA-1, the nervous system enhancers contained in promoter::gfp are insufficient to 
drive expression to the panneuronal level (Fig.2.6B). The regulatory information for temporal upregulation 
of TRA-1 in muscle and epidermis is also encoded in promoter::gfp, although we observe expression one 
larval stage earlier using promoter::gfp as compared to GFP::TRA-1 (Fig.2.2A,6B), a time difference of 
10-12 hours, suggesting that there is another layer of posttranscriptional regulation creating the delay 
between onset of transcription and accumulation of TRA-1 protein. 
In contrast to the expression pattern of promoter::gfp, intron 3::gfp shows an expression pattern that 
is both more restricted and not temporally regulated. At L1 we observed expression of intron 3::gfp in a 
subset of the nervous system, but much more broadly expressed than the two neuron pairs visible using 
GFP::TRA-1 or promoter::gfp (Fig.2.6B). This nervous system expression is largely unchanged between 
L1 and adulthood (in one transgenic line we observed a maintenance of neuronal expression, while in 
another we saw a slight decrease in the number of neurons with intron 3::gfp expression; Fig.2.6B). The 
nervous system expression of intron 3::gfp is also not sexually dimorphic, suggesting that the regulatory 
information present in the third intron of tra-1 encodes neither temporal nor sexually differential aspects of 
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TRA-1, although it remains possible that the neurons that express TRA-1 in both hermaphrodites and 
males are encoded by intron 3::gfp, while the remainder of the nervous system that expresses TRA-1 
only in hermaphrodites is encoded by promoter::gfp. 
These transcriptional reporters also allowed us to assess whether the embryo/L1 onset and 
environmental regulation of TRA-1 protein we observed are regulated at the transcriptional level. Using 
the promoter::gfp fusion, we found that we could already observe tra-1 transcription in the intestine of 
three-fold embryos, earlier than we observe endogenous GFP::TRA-1 protein (Fig.2.2A,6C). This is 
consistent with the earlier onset of promoter::gfp we observe in muscle and hypodermal cells during larval 
development as compared to GFP::TRA-1 (Fig.2.2A,6B). Additionally, we evaluated promoter::gfp in both 
starved L1 and dauer hermaphrodites, and observed no downregulation of intestinal, neuronal, or muscle 
expression (Fig.2.6C). Thus, while there is some upregulation of tra-1 transcription over developmental 
time, it is not sufficient to explain all axes of TRA-1 regulation. 
We also considered the possibility that the temporal regulation of tra-1 accumulation may occur on a 
3’UTR-mediated posttranscriptional level because such a mechanism has been observed in the germline 
of C. elegans, where the translational regulator GLD-1 binds to the tra-1 3’UTR to downregulate TRA-1 
protein accumulation (Lakiza et al. 2005). GLD-1 binds to several sequence motifs that are conserved by 
sequence and function in the vertebrate TRA-1 homolog Gli (Lakiza et al. 2005). To probe an involvement 
of these sequences in tra-1 regulation in somatic tissue, we used CRISPR/Cas9-mediated genome 
engineering to delete the 3’UTR of tra-1, including all putative GLD-1 binding sites, in the context of the 
gfp-tragged tra-1 locus. We found that this deletion has no impact on the dynamics gfp::tra-1 expression, 
suggesting that the accumulation of TRA-1 protein is not a result of regulating mRNA stability via the 3’ 
UTR (Fig.2.6D). 
 
Control of TRA-1 expression by heterochronic pathway genes 
What are the upstream factors that regulate the temporal accumulation of TRA-1 in trans? In C. 
elegans, larval development and stage transitions are globally regulated by the heterochronic pathway, 
which is comprised of a series of microRNA switches and their regulators that ensure proper execution of 
developmentally timed cell divisions (Rougvie and Moss 2013) (Fig.2.7A). We examined mutants in the 
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microRNA lin-4 and nuclear hormone receptor daf-12, which both cause reiteration of earlier cell fates 
(Antebi et al. 2000; Chalfie et al. 1981), and RNA-binding protein lin-28, which executes cell fates 
precociously and has been found to cause masculinization of some hermaphrodite cell lineages (Ambros 
and Horvitz 1984). daf-12 is uniquely positioned in the heterochronic pathway in that it is required not only 
for specifying temporal cell divisions, but also for the developmental decision between dauer formation 
and continuous larval development (Antebi et al. 2000), which makes it an interesting candidate for 
regulating tra-1 based on our finding that TRA-1 is broadly downregulated in the dauer stage (Fig.2.3B). 
Additionally, daf-12 is a transcription factor of the nuclear hormone receptor family, with a known steroid 
hormone ligand, and ChIP-seq has suggested that it directly binds the tra-1 locus (Hochbaum et al. 2011; 
Jia et al. 2002).  
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Figure 2.7. Heterochronic genes control the timing of GFP::TRA-1 expression 
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A: The expression patterns (shaded bars) and regulatory interactions (repressive lines between bars) fo 
the heterochronic genes examined in this study are schematized. Schematic based on (Magner and 
Antebi 2008). 
B: lin-4 and daf-12 mutants reduce the number of GFP::TRA-1+ neurons in hermaphrodites. Black and 
white color-inverted images of GFP expression are shown in all panels. Representative examples of cell 
types are indicated on the figure; not all cells of each type are annotated. lin-4 mutants also fail to express 
GFP::TRA-1 in muscle and hypodermal cells. GFP+ head neurons are quantified below; each dot 
represents the number of GFP+ neurons in one animal, horizontal black line indicates median, boxes 
indicate quartiles. Here we count the number of GFP::TRA-1+ neurons in the head of the animal as a 
proxy for the effect of each mutant on TRA-1 expression in the nervous system; we are in the process of 
identifying the specific neuron classes that lose expression in lin-4 and daf-12 mutants. P values shown 
above horizontal bar at top, calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test in all panels. 
C: daf-12 mutant hermaphrodites display the same number of GFP::TRA-1+ neurons as wild-type 
animals through the L3 stage, and then fail to panneuronally upregulate GFP::TRA-1 in L4. We are in the 
process of identifying the specific neuron classes that lose expression in daf-12 mutants. 
 
We found that in adult hermaphrodites, loss of lin-4 and daf-12 results in a significant reduction in 
TRA-1-expressing neurons, and this reduction is not more severe in one mutant as compared to the other 
(Fig.2.7B). Although both lin-4 and daf-12 mutants show GFP::TRA-1 expression in some neurons and in 
the intestine, lin-4 mutants fail to express TRA-1 in the hypodermal and muscle cells, whereas this 
expression in unaffected in daf-12 mutants (Fig.2.7B). 
Because we expect that the effect of lin-4 on TRA-1 expression in the nervous system is indirect, 
based on the fact that lin-4 is a microRNA and the TRA-1 3’ UTR is dispensable for expression dynamics 
(Fig.2.6D), whereas the effect of daf-12 is via direct binding of DAF-12 to the tra-1 locus and subsequent 
transcriptional regulation, in the case of daf-12 mutants we examined nervous system expression at all 
larval stages. We found that neuronal upregulation of TRA-1 occurred normally in L1/L2/L3 stages in daf-
12 mutants, but that daf-12 mutants fail to upregulate TRA-1 panneuronally at the L4 stage, although 
there is still some upregulation between the L3 and L4 stages (Fig.2.7C). However, the fact that lin-4 
mutants also fail to express TRA-1 in the adult hypodermis and muscle suggests that lin-4 is also 
regulating downstream pathways parallel to daf-12; the heterochronic pathway is genetically complex and 
lin-4 directly regulates multiple genes, so it is likely that the heterochronic pathway regulates TRA-1 
expression with some level of tissue-specificity (Rougvie and Moss 2013). To assess whether this is also 
the case for lin-4 regulation of the nervous system, I will also analyze the effect of the lin-4 mutant on 
GFP::TRA-1 at each larval stage. 
This effect of loss of daf-12 on TRA-1 expression led us to ask whether the expression of DAF-12 in 
the nervous system mirrors TRA-1 in its temporal regulation or sex-specificity. Using a CRISPR/Cas9-
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generated endogenously gfp-tagged daf-12, we found that during L3 and L4, when we observe the 
requirement for daf-12 in establishing TRA-1 expression in the nervous system, DAF-12::GFP is in fact 
ubiquitously and non-sexually dimorphically expressed (Fig.2.8). 
 
Figure 2.8. DAF-12::GFP is ubiquitously and non-dimorphically expressed 
Black and white images of DAF-12::GFP in the heads and tails of both sexes in L3 and L4 animals are 
shown with a panneuronal nuclear RFP marker (PN::RFP). 
 
Comparing the neuronal expression of TRA-1 in lin-4 and daf-12 mutants with the neuronal 
expression of the transcriptional reporters promoter::gfp and intron 3::gfp (which contains multiple 
evolutionarily conserved daf-12 binding sites was found to bind DAF-12 by ChIP-seq, and is transcribed 
non-dimorphically) suggests a temptingly simple picture; loss of lin-4 or daf-12 results in the loss of the 
neuronal expression controlled by intron 3::gfp but not that of promoter::gfp (Fig.2.6B,7B,C). Thus far, I 
have focused on the effects of heterochronic mutants in controlling the temporal dynamics of GFP::TRA-1 
in hermaphrodite tissues. However, the fact that both the intron 3::gfp transgene containing the DAF-12 
binding sites and DAF-12 itself are non-dimorphically expressed suggests the possibility that DAF-12 
functions to induce the non-dimorphic TRA-1-expression in the nervous system. One straightforward 
experiment that will test this possibility is whether all TRA-1 expression is lost in the nervous system of 
male daf-12 mutants. I can also directly test the relationship between DAF-12 and the regulatory 






 While sex determination pathways evolve extremely rapidly across phyla, C. elegans tra-1 is a 
global regulator of somatic sex determination that has been functionally conserved over at least 300 
million years of nematode evolution (de Bono and Hodgkin 1996; Pires-daSilva and Sommer 2004), but a 
systematic study of its expression had not been performed. We find here that TRA-1 expression is 
dynamically regulated in all somatic tissues over developmental time, in response to environmental 
stimuli, and between the two sexes. TRA-1 expression in the nervous system represents a unique case of 
this regulation, as it is the only somatic tissue in which TRA-1 expression is not strictly sexually dimorphic 
in adult animals; a subset of sex-shared neurons in male animals also express TRA-1 (Figs.2.1,2). While 
it has been observed that TRA-1 is expressed in the somatic gonad precursors of L1 males, and that this 
expression is required for the initial sexually dimorphic cell divisions in these lineages and the subsequent 
mature gonad morphology in adult males (Hodgkin and Brenner 1977; Kelleher et al. 2008; Mathies et al. 
2004), this is the only reported function for TRA-1 in the male soma. 
 We find that the temporal regulation of TRA-1 in the nervous system, hypodermis, and muscles is 
under control of the heterochronic developmental pathway. In lin-4 microRNA mutants, where the L1 to 
L2 stage transition is never properly executed and animals instead reiterate early larval cell divisions, the 
onset of TRA-1 expression in hermaphrodites never occurs in hypodermis, muscles, and a significant 
proportion of the nervous system (Fig.2.7). The same proportion of the nervous system fails to express 
TRA-1 in daf-12 mutant hermaphrodites. 
 The implication of the role of the daf-12 nuclear hormone receptor (NHR) in regulating TRA-1 
expression between the L3 and L4 larval stages (the time in which C. elegans undergoes overt sexual 
maturation) is interesting due to the fact that DAF-12 is one of few NHRs in C. elegans for which a ligand 
has been identified (Jia et al. 2002). The distinction has been noted between sex determination in 
invertebrates, wherein the entire hierarchy is proposed to function independently of hormonal signaling, 
and vertebrates, in which the gonads sexually differentiate via cell-autonomous genetic pathways and 
these in turn secrete hormones globally (Arnold and Gorski 1984; Hunter and Wood 1990; Robinett et al. 
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2010). However, DAF-12 requires binding of a circulating steroid hormone to promote reproductive 
development, and bound versus unbound DAF-12 show differential regulatory activity (Gerisch and 
Antebi 2004). Specifically, ligand-bound DAF-12 supports sexual maturation in target tissues (which we 
found to promote TRA-1 expression), whereas unbound DAF-12 promotes dauer entry (which we found 
to repress TRA-1 expression). Thus, our results suggest that a circulating steroid hormone is integral for 
C. elegans sex determination and sexual maturation, via binding to a nuclear hormone receptor that 
directly regulates tra-1 (Figs.2.6,7). 
 While one interpretation of our results is a straightforward unidirectional regulatory relationship 
between DAF-12 and tra-1, ChIP-seq data for TRA-1 binding suggests that this regulation could in fact be 
reciprocal; TRA-1 binding was detected in the 5’ intergenic promoter of the daf-12 locus (Berkseth et al. 
2013). Thus, TRA-1 and DAF-12 may engage in a more complex reciprocal feedback mechanism. This 
reciprocal regulation involving TRA-1 may be a common theme of tra-1 activity; TRA-1 has also been 
found to bind the loci of the upstream sex-determining genes xol-1 and fem-3, in addition to its own locus, 
suggesting it may also feedback on the sex determination pathway itself (Berkseth et al. 2013). 
 However, we do not expect that all aspects of tra-1 dynamics are controlled by daf-12 for three 
reasons that we demonstrate here: 1) lin-4 mutants fail to express TRA-1 in the hypodermis and muscles, 
while daf-12 mutants have no defects in these tissues (Fig.2.7), 2) the transcriptional enhancer region 
controlling temporal regulation of TRA-1 in the hypodermis, muscles, and some neurons is separable 
from the enhancer containing DAF-12 binding sites (Fig.2.6), and 3) DAF-12 expression onsets earlier 
and more broadly than TRA-1, and is non-dimorphic (Fig.2.8). Rather than representing a simple 
directional genetic pathway, the heterochronic genes form a complex regulatory network (Rougvie and 
Moss 2013). In light of this, it is likely that the requirement of lin-4 for TRA-1 expression in non-neuronal 
somatic tissues is via another parallel heterochronic subroutine. Additionally, the expression of DAF-
12::GFP may not be entirely indicative of its activity; the daf-12 locus encodes multiple isoforms (which all 
differ N-terminally), and is additionally regulated differentially by ligand binding (Antebi et al. 2000; Jia et 
al. 2002). Thus, the inconsistencies between DAF-12::GFP and GFP::TRA-1 are not definitive functional 
evidence of the regulatory relationship between the two genes. 
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 In considering sex determination pathways across phyla, C. elegans tra-1 has been compared to 
D. melanogaster Doublesex (dsx) and mammalian Sox9 in regard to its position in the genetic hierarchy 
(Williams and Carroll 2009). Interestingly, while both dsx and Sox9 show broad patterns of expression, 
they are notably more restricted in expression and sites of action than tra-1, and in the case of dsx, 
another transcription factor (fruitless) acts in parallel to control sexual differentiation of the central nervous 
system (Jo et al. 2014; Robinett et al. 2010). In contrast, TRA-1 is expressed in every tissue type and 
functions cell-autonomously to ensure proper sexual differentiation (Hunter and Wood 1990). In the 
extragonadal soma of hermaphrodites, we find that TRA-1 expression is the “end state” for all cells (with 
the exception of animals that interrupt TRA-1 expression by passing through dauer); once a cell turns on 
TRA-1, the expression is maintained through adulthood, and in lineages like the hypodermal seam cells 
the expression of TRA-1 is a hallmark of cell cycle exit and final differentiation (Figs.2.1,2). 
 Recent studies in vertebrates have suggested that both hormonal and cell-autonomous 
mechanisms intersect to ensure proper sexual differentiation (in contrast to a strictly hormonal basis for 
sexual differentiation) (Czech et al. 2012; Dewing et al. 2006), and our study of tra-1 provides some 
interesting parallels. Downstream of a steroid hormone required for reproductive maturation via DAF-12, 
TRA-1 acts cell autonomously to regulate genes required for sexual differentiation (such as the DMRT 





Wild-type strains were C. elegans variety Bristol, strain N2. Worms were maintained by standard methods 
(Brenner 1974). Worms were grown at 20C on nematode growth media (NGM) plates seeded with 
bacteria (E.coli OP50) as a food source, with the exception of temperature sensitive alleles, which were 
maintained at 15C. Mutant and transgenic strains used were (shown in order of appearance; in cases 
where strains appear multiple times, they are only listed the first time): 
Figure 1: 
DZ840: tra-1(ez72[biotag::GFP::TEV::3xflag]) III 
OH15668: tra-1 (ez72); otIs669 [NeuroPal]; him-8 (e1489) 
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Figure 3: 
OH15732: mab-3(ot931[mab-3::GFP::3xflag]); him-5 (e1490) 
Figure 4: 
OH16195: tra-1 (ez72syb1455) III; him-5 (e1490) V 
Figure 5: 
OH15835: otEx7348 [UPN::TRA-2(IC)::SL2::tagRFP, pRF4 line 1]; tra-1 (ez72) III; him-8 (e1489) IV 
OH15836: otEx7349 [UPN::TRA-2(IC)::SL2::tagRFP, pRF4 line 2]; tra-1 (ez72) III; him-8 (e1489) IV 
OH15662: cul-2 (or209); tra-1 (ez72); him-8 (e1489) 
Figure 6: 
OH16228: qIs76 I/hT2 I; hT2 [bli-4(e937) umnIs36] III 
OH15995: otEx7403 [intron 3::gfp, pRF4 line 1]; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH15967: otEx7383 [intron 3::gfp, pRF4 line 2]; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH15661: tra-1 (ez72ot924) III; him-8 (e1489) IV 
Figure 7: 
OH16050: lin-4 (e912) II; tra-1 (ez72) III; bqSi242[Plem-2::lem-2::mCherry] IV 
OH15994: lin-28 (n719); tra-1 (ez72) III; bqSi242[Plem-2::lem-2::mCherry] IV; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH16114: tra-1 (ez72) III; bqSi242 IV; daf-12 (rh61) X 
Figure 8: 
OH15965: otIs669 [NeuroPal]; him-8 (e1489); daf-12 (ot870 [daf-12::GFP::3xFlag]) X 
 
 
CRISPR/Cas9 strain generation 
The ot924 allele was generated by me in the context of tra-1 (ez72) using dpy-5 coCRISPR and two 
gRNAs in the tra-1 3’ UTR. It is a 1.1kb deletion of tra-1A 3' UTR; from the tra-1A stop codon, +34 to 
+1150 is deleted (one small sequence remains as insertion, ttttttctc). ot924 was backcrossed 1x to 
remove dpy-5 phenotype and genotyped using both external and internal primers. 
The syb1455 allele was generated by SUNY Biotech. 
The ot870 allele was generated by Ulkar Aghayeva. 
 
Cloning and constructs 
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To generate UPN::TRA-2(IC)::SL2::tagRFP, a concatenated panneuronal promoter (containing promoter 
fragments from unc-11, rgef-1, ehs-1, and ric-19; generated by Ev Yemini) was cloned using Gibson 
assembly into the SphI/XmaI sites of pMO37 (TRA-2(IC)::SL2::tagRFP) (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). 
To generate intron 3::gfp, the third intron of tra-1 was amplified from N2 genomic DNA and cloned into 





Worms were anesthetized using 100mM of sodium azide (NaN3) and mounted on 5% agar on glass 
slides. Worms were analyzed by Nomarski optics and fluorescence microscopy, using a Zeiss 880 
confocal laser-scanning microscope. Multidimensional data was reconstructed as maximum intensity 
projections using Zeiss Zen software. Animals were imaged using 40x objective and quantification of 
GFP+ neurons was performed using the FIJI software by generating a maximum intensity projection, and 
then annotating neurons using the Cell Counter plug-in. Sex of L1 animals was determined using rectal 
epithelial cell morphology. To identify the onset of GFP::TRA-1 expression in the muscle and hypodermal 
cells, the RFP transgenes stIs10596 [ceh-41p::HIS-24::mCherry + unc-119(+)] and stIs10166 [dpy-
7p::HIS-24::mCherry + unc-119(+)] were used to assess colocalization. 
 
Staging and starvation of animals 
L1 starvation was performed by plating a synchronized population of embryos (following hypochlorite 
treatment of gravid adults) onto unseeded NGM. Dauers were obtained from starvation of crowded plates, 
and entry into the dauer stage was confirmed by the presence of dauer-specific cuticular alae when 
mounted on slides for imaging. Larval staging for continuously fed animals was performed by assessing 
stage-specific anatomical features (ie cell divisions and migrations in the somatic gonad, rectal epithelial 
cells, and P lineage). 
 
Brood size assays 
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Brood size assays were performed by singly plating L4 hermaphrodites onto seeded NGM plates, and 
then transferring the adults each day until reproduction ended (4-5 days later). Progeny were counted 1-2 
days later, following immobilization at 4C to avoid imprecise counting. 
 
Figure preparation and statistics 
Plots for expression data were generated in R using the beeswarm package. Statistical tests were 
performed in R as detailed in figure legends, in addition to post-hoc Bonferroni corrections to adjust p-
values for number of pairwise tests in all cases where more than two pairwise statistical tests were 
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CHAPTER 3 : REGULATED PROTEIN DEGRADATION OF A CONSERVED DMRT PROTEIN 
CONTROLS SEXUALLY DIMORPHIC SYNAPTIC CONNECTIVITY AND BEHAVIOR 
 
ABSTRACT 
The mechanisms that generate sexual dimorphism are remarkably diverse throughout the animal 
kingdom. We describe here a novel mechanism that promotes sexually dimorphic neuronal function and 
synaptic connectivity in the nervous system of the nematode C. elegans. We demonstrate that a 
conserved, but previously uncharacterized Doublesex/Mab-3 related transcription factor (DMRT), dmd-
4, displays opposite sex-specificity compared to all other DMRT family members previously described in 
C. elegans, showing expression in two classes of sex-shared neurons only in hermaphrodites but not in 
males. We find dmd-4 to be required to promote hermaphrodite-specific synaptic connectivity and 
neuronal function. Hermaphrodite specificity is controlled by a novel mode of posttranslational regulation 
of DMRT proteins that involves sex-specific protein degradation controlled by a ubiquitin binding domain, 
the DMA domain, which we find to be sufficient for ubiquitin binding both in dmd-4 and the Dmrt3 human 
ortholog. This domain is ancestral to DM domain proteins across the animal kingdom, indicating that our 
findings may have implication for the control of sexual differentiation in other animals as well. 
All of the experiments in this chapter were performed by me, and this chapter represents a 




Across both invertebrate and vertebrate phyla, many adult animals display striking sexually dimorphic 
features. These features range from morphological secondary sex characteristics such as pigmentation 
patterns to complex behavioral programs executed by one sex but not the other. Additionally, sexually 
dimorphic morphologies and behaviors are often not apparent in juveniles of a species, but arise in 
adulthood, suggesting that they are regulated not only by sexual identity, but also by factors that control 
developmental timing.  
The existence of sexually dimorphic behaviors suggests the existence of sexually dimorphic features 
in the underlying neuronal circuits that govern such behaviors. Recently, the complete connectome of an 
adult C. elegans male was reconstructed, providing an unprecedented ability to consider synaptic 
connectivity at the whole-animal level in both sexes of an organism (Cook et al. 2019; White et al. 1986). 
When viewing the entire nervous system at this cellular and subcellular resolution, it is apparent that 
sexual dimorphisms in adult animals are not merely restricted to differences in their complement of 
neurons (i.e. presence of sex-specific neurons), but are also evidenced by sex-specific synaptic 
connections between sex-shared neurons in adult animals. Moreover, specific sexually dimorphic circuits 
comprised of sex-shared neurons in C. elegans have been shown to generate behavioral dimorphisms 
(Oren-Suissa et al. 2016; Ryan et al. 2014; White et al. 2007). How are sex-shared neurons instructed by 
the genome to undergo sexually dimorphic maturation resulting in changes in sex-specific synaptic 
connectivity and behavioral?  
While sexual differentiation is a vital part of development across a breadth of species, the upstream 
components of these genetic pathways are surprisingly non-conserved. Multiple forms of primary sex 
determination have arisen at various points in evolutionary history (autosomal sex determination, male or 
female heterogamy, fertilization status, or environmental cues), all with the ultimate downstream goal of 
producing stable mating types. In many metazoans, these divergent modes of sex determination involve 
on a family of transcription factors broadly required for sexual differentiation, the doublesex/mab-3 
domain (DM domain) transcription factors (Matson and Zarkower 2012), which we refer to here as DMRT 
(Doublesex and mab-3 related transcription factor) proteins. As their name implies, DMRT family 
members were first identified in D. melanogaster and C. elegans based on their roles in directing sexually 
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dimorphic development (Baker and Ridge 1980; Shen and Hodgkin 1988) and subsequently found to also 
control sexual differentiation in vertebrates. DMRT-encoding genes evolved from three ancestral clusters 
of genes that were present in the ancestor of bilateria and radiated independently in multiple distinct 
lineages unique to each phyla (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). Those DMRT proteins most extensively 
characterized in controlling sex-specific differentiation in the brain – mab-3, mab-23, and dmd-3 in C. 
elegans and Doublesex in Drosophila– are examples of such radiated DMRTs and, therefore, have no 
clear orthologs across phylogeny. To what extent are the phylogenetically conserved DMRT proteins 
involved in sexual differentiation in the brain? We describe here the function of a previously 
uncharacterized DMRT gene, C. elegans dmd-4, that is deeply conserved across phylogeny. We show 
here that dmd-4 is expressed in a specific set of sensory neurons, in addition to muscle and gland cells, 
and in some of these sensory neurons dmd-4 displays sexually dimorphic expression. We show that 
DMD-4 is required to generate sexually dimorphic connectivity and behavioral output of sex-shared 
neurons. Unexpectedly, we found that sexually dimorphic expression of DMD-4 is established post-
translationally via an additional, phylogenetically conserved domain, the DMA domain, which we identify 
as a ubiquitin-binding domain both in C. elegans and H. sapiens. Ubiquitin binding appears to be critical 
to stabilize the DMD-4 in all cell types, but this ubiquitin-mediated stabilization is dynamically controlled in 
a cell-, time- and sex-specific manner to sculpt sexually dimorphic expression of DMD-4 in phasmid 
neurons during sexual maturation. 
 
RESULTS 
Expression pattern of dmd-4 
 To determine the expression pattern of dmd-4, we used CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering to 
tag the endogenous dmd-4 locus at the 3’ end of its coding region with gfp. We examined potentially 
sexually dimorphic expression in sexually mature, adult animals and indeed identified two sites of 
sexually dimorphic expression. DMD-4::GFP is expressed in PHA and PHB phasmid sensory neuron 
pairs of the adult hermaphrodites, but not adult males (Fig.3.1A,B). Electron micrographical 
reconstruction of the synaptic connectivity of males and hermaphrodites revealed that these two neuron 
pairs display highly dimorphic synaptic connectivity (Fig.3.1C). In addition to this sexually dimorphic 
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expression, we observed sexually non-dimorphic expression in a subset of head sensory neurons (AFD, 
AWB, ASE, ASG, ASH, BAG), a single pharyngeal neuron (I5) and a number of MS blastomere derived 
cells - the head mesodermal cell (hmc), a single pharyngeal muscle (pm8), a pharyngeal gland cell pair 
(g2L/R) and four of the six pharyngeal intestinal valve cells (vpi1/2) (Fig.3.1B).  
 
Figure 3.1. DMD-4 shows both dimorphic and non-dimorphic expression 
A: Schematic of the GFP-tagged dmd-4 locus in the dmd-4 (ot935) allele. The DM, DMA, and EH1 
domains of DMD-4 are indicated in the colored boxes and labeled below the locus. 
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B: DMD-4::GFP is expressed in head sensory neurons and pharyngeal cells/the head mesodermal cell 
(HMC) in both sexes, and the phasmid sensory neurons PHA and PHB in both sexes until adulthood, 
when it is degraded in the male phasmids. Expression in the pharyngeal cells onsets during the “bean” 
stage of embryogenesis. GFP is shown as color-inverted black and white. All scale bars (red horizontal 
bars) indicate 10 microns. Head images are maximum intensity projections of the entire worm; tail images 
are maximum intensity images of one half of the tail to clearly display phasmid nuclei. To the right, a 
quantification of the number of phasmid neurons expressing DMD-4 in L1/L4/adult animals of both sexes 
is shown (maximum is 4 cells for PHAL/R and PHBL/R), where each dot represents the number of 
neurons expressing in a single animal, blue horizontal bars indicate median, and black boxes indicate 
quartiles. 
C: Sexually dimorphic connectivity of the PHA and PHB neurons based on electron micrograph 
reconstruction (Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et al. 2012). 
 
 The onset of sexual dimorphisms can occur at different stages of embryonic and postembryonic 
development. To address the temporal onset question for dmd-4, we examined expression of the gfp-
tagged dmd-4 locus throughout all developmental stages. dmd-4::gfp is first detectable in mid-embryonic 
development, with a pattern that is restricted to all the pharyngeal cells and the hmc cells described 
above. Onset of expression in the non-pharyngeal nervous system is first observed at around hatching in 
the same set of sensory neurons as observed in the adult stage, including the phasmid neurons PHA and 
PHB. During larval development, dmd-4::gfp expression is the same in both sexes until the fourth larval 
stage, including the PHA and PHB neurons. DMD-4::GFP protein then starts to disappear from PHA and 
PHB in the male, but not the hermaphrodite, during the L4 to adult molt. Hence, we conclude that sexually 
dimorphic dmd-4::gfp expression in the adult PHA and PHB neurons is the result of male-specific 
downregulation of dmd-4::gfp from these neurons. These dynamics contrast the ontogeny of other 
sexually dimorphic expression patterns in the C. elegans nervous system, in which genes often are not 
expressed at all until sexual maturation and then become turned on in a sex-specific manner (e.g. daf-7 in 
ASJ, flp-13, eat-4 in PHC, srj-54 in AIM). 
 
Generation of a nervous system-specific knock-out allele of dmd-4 
 To assess dmd-4 function in the nervous system and, specifically, in the phasmid neurons, we 
used CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering to delete the first two exons of dmd-4, which code for most of 
the DM DNA binding domain (Fig.3.2A). This putative null allele (ot933) results in substantial embryonic 
lethality, perhaps as a result of abnormal pharynx and/or hmc function. However some ot933 
homozygotes develop into fertile adults, although they display abnormal vpi morphology, distended 
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anterior pharynx, and distended anterior intestine, in addition to many cell corpses both within and outside 
the pharynx (Fig.3.2A). A deletion allele generated by the C. elegans knockout consortium (tm1951), that 
eliminates parts of the DM domain, also results in embryonic lethality. Another deletion allele that we 
generated using CRISPR/Cas9 leaves the DNA binding domain unaffected, but deletes other domains of 
the protein (DMA domain and EH1 domain) and this allele (ot896) results in no embryonic lethality, 




Figure 3.2. Generation of a viable cis-regulatory allele of dmd-4 
A: The ot933 probable null allele of DMD-4 results in embryonic lethality and severe pharyngeal defects 
in mutants that survive to adulthood. Deletion alleles generated by CRISPR/Cas9 are shown in the 
context of the dmd-4 locus above, Nomarski images of a wild-type adult and a dmd-4 (ot933) mutant adult 
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are shown below. 
B: The enhancers for I5/HMC expression, pharyngeal muscle expression, and somatic nervous system 
expression are located in separable regions of the dmd-4 promoter and introns. All constructs we 
examined are schematized, those that showed expression (promoter, intron 2.5, and intron 3) are shown 
in adult hermaphrodites to the right. GFP and mCherry are shown as color-inverted black and white, 
boundaries of the heads and tails of animals are marked with navy lines in all panels. Expressing cells are 
labeled on the GFP/mCherry images. 
C: Generation of the dmd-4 (ot957ot935) nervous system null allele. Deletion of the third intron is 
schematized in the context of the dmd-4 locus above, color-inverted black and white GFP images of dmd-
4 (ot935[DMD-4::GFP]) and dmd-4 (ot957ot935) hermaphrodites are shown below. 
 
We sought to generate a viable nervous system-specific deletion allele in the dmd-4 locus that would 
allow us to study the role of dmd-4 in sexual dimorphisms in the phasmid sensory neurons. To this end, 
we sought to identify (and then delete) the cis-regulatory element required for dmd-4 expression in the 
nervous system. Through the fusion of individual segments of the dmd-4 locus to gfp, we identified the 
third intron of the dmd-4 locus as containing the regulatory information for nervous system expression 
(Fig.3.2B). Using CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering, we deleted this enhancer in the context of the 
DMD-4::GFP allele (dmd-4(ot957ot935)), and indeed found that in these animals dmd-4::gfp expression 
was lost in all head and tail neurons at all developmental stages, but unaffected in the pharynx and hmc 
(Fig.3.2C). Most importantly, dmd-4(ot957ot935) mutants showed none of the lethality phenotypes 
associated with removal of the gene from all tissues, allowing us to characterize the function of dmd-4 in 
the nervous system. 
Using this nervous system-specific allele, we evaluated several markers of neuronal identity to 
assess whether neurons that express dmd-4 were properly specified. We found no evidence of defects in 
general neuronal specification or morphology; all head sensory neurons as well as the phasmid neurons 
were generated in dmd-4(ot957ot935) mutant hermaphrodites and had a normal appearance of axon and 
dendrite morphologies (Supp. Fig.S3.1). Furthermore, we examined transgenic reporters for 
neurotransmitter identity, neuropeptides, and receptors, and found no loss or misexpression of these 
genes in the amphid and phasmid neurons of dmd-4(ot957ot935) mutant animals (Supp. Fig.S3.1). 




dmd-4 mutants display defects in sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity  
The phasmid sensory neurons are notable for their strikingly dimorphic synaptic connectivity patterns 
(Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et al. 2012) (Fig.3.1C). Not only do both the PHA and PHB neurons generate 
synaptic connections to male-specific neurons, but they also display dimorphic synaptic connection to 
neurons that are shared between the two sexes (Fig.3.1C). Using GFP-Reconstitution Across Synaptic 
Partners (GRASP), we have previously shown that sexually dimorphic connectivity of phasmid neurons to 
other sex-shared neurons arises during sexual maturation in late larvae, with juvenile stages exhibiting 
non-dimorphic “sex-hybrid” connectivity; during sexual maturation, some synapses are then pruned, while 
others are maintained (Fig.3.3A)(Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). Using GRASP reagents for both 
hermaphrodite-specific and male-specific connections in the adult phasmid neurons, we found that dmd-
4(ot957ot935) mutants show a distinctive defect in sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity. While 
hermaphrodite-specific synaptic connections (between PHA>AVG and PHB>AVA) are unaffected in dmd-
4 mutants (Fig.3.3A,B), male-specific synapses (PHB>AVG) failed to be pruned in hermaphrodite dmd-4 
mutants (Fig.3.3A,C). We rescued the PHB>AVG synaptic pruning defect by expressing dmd-4 cDNA 
under the control of a PHB-specific promoter, confirming the cell-autonomous role of dmd-4 in the 
presynaptic neuron to control sex-specific synaptic pruning (Fig.3.3C). 
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Figure 3.3. dmd-4 is required dimorphic synaptic connectivity 
A: Sexually dimorphic connectivity of the phasmid neurons in wild-type animals and dmd-4 (ot957ot935) 
animals is schematized. Adult sexual dimorphism is generated by synaptic pruning of juvenile “sex-hybrid” 
connectivity (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). 
B: The hermaphrodite-specific connections between PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG are unaffected in dmd-4 
(ot957ot935) mutants. Each dot represents one animal (red=hermaphrodite, cyan=male, in all figures), 
blue bars show median, black boxes represent quartiles. P values are shown above horizontal black bars 
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by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections for multiple testing where applicable (see 
Methods). 
C: The male-specific PHB>AVG connection is not pruned in dmd-4 (ot957ot935) mutant hermaphrodites, 
and this phenotype can be rescued by expressing DMD-4 cDNA specifically in the PHB neurons. We 
quantified two independent transgenic lines for DMD-4 rescue. dmd-4 (ot957ot935) mutant 
hermaphrodites also show an increased number of BFP puncta in the BFP::RAB-3 construct labeling pre-
synaptic vesicles. The sexual dimorphism of PHA chemical synaptic output based on the number of EM 
sections where PHA is presynaptic in both sexes (Cook et al. 2019) is shown. 
 
We also developed a PHA-specific transgene using a synaptic vesicle-associated protein, RAB-3, to 
visualize all presynaptic zones of PHA as discrete BFP puncta (Fig.3.3C). Transgenic animals show the 
predicted sexual dimorphism based on electrical micrograph reconstruction of PHA synaptic connectivity, 
with wild-type males displaying more synaptic outputs than wild-type hermaphrodites (Fig.3.1C, Fig.3.3C) 
(Cook et al. 2019; Jarrell et al. 2012). In dmd-4(ot957ot935) mutant animals this sexual dimorphism is 
also lost, corroborating the notion that synapses fail to be pruned (Fig.3.3C).  
Taken together our results indicate that dmd-4 functions in the phasmid neurons to promote pruning 
of phasmid synaptic connections in hermaphrodite animals during sexual maturation. 
 
Behavioral defects of dmd-4 mutants 
Sexually dimorphic connectivity of the phasmid neurons also gives rise to sexually dimorphic 
behavioral outputs in adult animals. In larval animals, the phasmid neurons function to mediate 
chemosensory avoidance behavior, a functional output which is maintained in adult hermaphrodites, but 
lost in adult males (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). We found that dmd-4(ot957ot935) mutants demonstrated a 
masculinization of SDS avoidance behavior, such that mutant hermaphrodites were less responsive to 
the noxious stimulus, although still intermediate relative to control adult males (Fig.3.4). This suggests 
that factors in addition to normal hermaphrodite-specific connectivity, which we found to be normally 
generated in dmd-4 mutants, function to modulate chemosensory avoidance behavior. Since dmd-4 
mutants exhibit no defects in SDS avoidance in juvenile stages, i.e. before sexual maturation (Fig.3.4), 
these additional sexually dimorphic aspects of phasmid identity are not generated until animals undergo 
sexual maturation.  
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Figure 3.4. dmd-4 affects sexually dimorphic behavior 
Noxious chemosensory avoidance is mediated by the PHB neuron (Hilliard et al. 2002), and sexually 
dimorphic in adults (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). Left panel shows predicted synaptic input into avoidance 
behavior by relevant amphid and phasmid neurons. All experiments were done using tax-4 (p678) 
mutants to disable amphid input and uncover phasmid function, as previously described (Hilliard et al. 
2002). dmd-4 (ot957ot935) adult hermaphrodites show reduced chemosensory avoidance behavior, but 
this is not evident in larval animals before PHB behavioral output is sexually dimorphic. Each dot 
represents the average reversal index of one animal over 10 experimental trials, median shown with 
vertical magenta bar. P values shown to the right by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections 
for multiple testing (where applicable; see Methods). 
 
Control of spatiotemporal and sexual specificity of DMD expression 
We sought to place the regulation of DMD-4 expression in the context of other regulatory pathways 
that control spatial, sexual and temporal regulation of gene expression in the nervous system. First, to 
ask how dmd-4 expression is established in the phasmid neurons, we turned to terminal selector type 
transcription factors, master regulatory factors that control multiple aspect of a neuron’s identity. Based 
on previous mutant analysis, the ceh-14 LIM homeobox transcription factor is a terminal selector for the 
phasmid neurons (Kagoshima et al. 2013; Serrano-Saiz et al. 2013), and we find that in a ceh-14 mutant, 
dmd-4::gfp expression is selectively lost in the phasmid neurons in both sexes during larval stages and in 
the adult stage in hermaphrodites (Fig.3.5A). 
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Figure 3.5. dmd-4 is regulated by spatial, temporal, and sex-specific cues in the phasmid neurons 
A: DMD-4 expression is lost in hermaphrodite animals when the ceh-14 terminal selector of phasmid 
neuron fate is mutated. Male expression is unaffected. Color-inverted black and white GFP images are 
shown to the left in all panels, quantification of phasmid neurons expressing DMD-4 in wild-type and 
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mutant animals is shown to the right in all panels. 
B: Constitutive expression of the LIN-41 heterochronic gene maintains DMD-4 in the adult male 
phasmids. Color-inverted black and white GFP images of adult males are shown in addition to the 
pannueronal LIN-41 overexpression (which is also marked with RFP). L4 male quantification of DMD-4 
expression in the phasmids (from Fig.3.1B) is shown again for reference comparison to control adults 
(siblings of transgenic animals) and LIN-41 overexpressing males. We quantified two independent 
transgenic lines. P values are shown above horizontal black bars by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with 
Bonferroni corrections for multiple testing where applicable (see Methods) in all panels. 
C: DMD-4 is degraded in the phasmid neurons of tra-1 (e1099) XX pseudomales in adulthood, but not in 
the L4 stage. Adult pseudomales are compared both to wild-type adult X0 males and XX hermaphrodites 
to the right. 
D: Constitutive expression of proteolytically cleaved TRA-1active feminizes adult male phasmid neurons 
and maintains DMD-4 expression. The hermaphrodite sex determination pathway resulting in TRA-1 
stabilization and proteolytic cleavage is schematized to the left. We examined three independent 
transgenic lines; two had a significant effect on DMD-4 expression in the male phasmid neurons and one 
did not. 
 
We find that the well-characterized heterochronic gene regulatory pathway affects the downregulation 
of DMD-4::GFP in male phasmid neurons at the adult stage. During the third larval stage, the RNA-
binding protein LIN-41 is down-regulated to allow progression into the final larval stage and then 
adulthood, which is the developmental time window during which sexual maturation occurs (Ambros 
2000). We generated transgenic animals that constitutively express LIN-41 in the nervous system and 
asked whether ectopically maintaining throughout all larval stages to adulthood was sufficient to maintain 
DMD-4 expression in the adult male phasmids. Indeed, we found that DMD-4 was ectopically maintained 
in these transgenic male animals (Fig.3.5B), demonstrating that the heterochronic pathway functions to 
regulate the timing of DMD-4 degradation. 
To address how the sexual specificity of dmd-4::gfp downregulation is controlled, we turned to the 
TRA-1 master regulatory factor of sex determination, a transcription factors expressed in somatic cells of 
the hermaphrodite but degraded in males. Manipulation of TRA-1 activity has been previously found to be 
required for the establishment of a number of sexually dimorphic gene expression programs in the 
nervous system, as well as sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity. We found that genetic removal of 
tra-1, in tra-1(e1099) XX pseudomales, leads to a downregulation of DMD-4 expression in hermaphrodite 
phasmid neurons at the adult stage (Fig.3.5C). Conversely, force-expression of an activated version of 
the TRA-1 protein which escapes protein degradation in the phasmid neurons of both sexes results in 
ectopic DMD-4 expression in male phasmid neurons (Fig.3.5D). We conclude that the transcriptional 
regulator TRA-1 normally acts to promote DMD-4::GFP expression in hermaphrodite phasmid neurons 
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upon sexual maturation, while its absence in adult male phasmids results in DMD-4 loss.  
 
DMD-4 downregulation is controlled by sex-specific proteolysis 
 The experiments described so far demonstrate an intersectional control of dmd-4 expression 
through the activity of spatial (ceh-14), temporal (lin-41) and sex-specific (tra-1) determinants, but they do 
not address the mechanism of DMD-4 downregulation in the male phasmid neurons. In the context of our 
analysis of the cis-regulatory control regions of dmd-4 expression, we noted that our transcriptional 
reporter containing the nervous system enhancer (Fig.3.2B), was expressed in the phasmid neurons of 
both adult hermaphrodite and adult male animals (Fig.3.6A), suggesting that the regulatory information 
generating DMD-4 sexual dimorphism is not encoded on the transcriptional level. To narrow down the 
potential mechanisms of posttranscriptional regulation, we expressed gfp tagged dmd-4 cDNA with a 
heterologous 3’ UTR under control of a non-dimorphic PHA- or PHB-specific promoter. In transgenic 
animals, these constructs show dimorphic expression in the phasmid neurons, identical to the 
endogenous DMD-4::GFP expression pattern (Fig.3.6B), indicating that dimorphic DMD-4 expression is 
controlled on the level of stability/degradation of the protein.  We also find that in animals in which we 
inhibit protein degradation through the use of a temperature-sensitive allele of uba-1, DMD-4 becomes 
stabilized in male phasmid neurons (Supp. Fig.S3.2), but this result is not easily interpretable since uba-1 
is also expected to stabilize the TRA-1 protein, which we had described above to promote DMD-4 stability 
(likely via indirect means) as well. 
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Figure 3.6. Sexually dimorphic degradation of DMD-4  
A: Dimorphic expression is not regulated on the level of transcription. The enhancer driving DMD-4 
expression in the somatic nervous system is schematized above (see also Fig.3.2A), color-inverted black 
and white GFP images in adult hermaphrodite and male are shown below. 
B: Driving DMD-4 cDNA under heterologous promoters in the phasmid neurons recapitulates the 
endogenous expression pattern. Heterologous promoters driving GFP with and without the DMD-4 cDNA 
are shown to the left in adult hermaphrodites and males, quantification is shown to the right. Scale bar 
(horizontal red bar) denotes 10 microns. For quantification, each dot represents the number of phasmid 
neurons expressing GFP in one animal (maximum is two neurons for PHAL/R or PHBL/R), 
red=hermaphrodite and cyan=male. P values are shown above horizontal black bars by Wilcoxon rank-
sum test. 
 
 To assess which part of the protein may be responsible for DMD-4 protein stability, we turned to 
the phylogenetically conserved DMA domain (for DM associated). The DMA domain is found associated 
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with the DM domain in most of the phylogenetically conserved DMRT proteins and is also present in the 
sole homolog of the most primitive DMRT protein from corals (Miller et al. 2003). Curiously, the function of 
the DMA has previously not been examined. Through a close sequence inspection, we noted that the 
DMA domain shows sequence homology to CUE domains, a subtype of the ubiquitin-associated (UBA) 
family of domains (Kang et al. 2003) (Fig.3.7A). We performed homology modeling of the DMD-4 DMA 
domain in comparison to a known CUE-ubiquitin solution structure (Kang et al. 2003) and were able to 
generate a model in which the DMA domain contains three alpha-helices with helices 1 and 3 forming a 
binding surface for direct non-covalent contact with ubiquitin, as is typical for CUE domains (Fig.3.7B).  
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Figure 3.7. The conserved DMA domain is a novel, ubiquitin binding degron 
A: Weighted sequence alignment of DMA domains and CUE domains across phyla. The highly 
conserved FP residues (FC in C. elegans dmd-4) that are mutated for the in vitro analysis in panel C are 
indicated with black arrows. 
B: Homology model of the dmd-4 DMA domain based on the known structure of a ubiquitin-binding CUE 
domain (Kang et al. 2003). The three alpha-helices are labeled; helices 1 and 3 form a binding surface for 
contact with ubiquitin. The leucine 31 side chain mutated in panel D is highlighted in black; note the 
position on the ubiquitin-binding surface. 
C: SPR binding analysis of the C. elegans dmd-4 and human Dmrt3 DMA domains shows that both bind 
to monoubiquitin, and this binding is lost if the core FC or FP residues are mutated to alanine (see panel 
A). 
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D: CRISPR/Cas9 mutation of leucine 31 (see panel B) to arginine, which should disrupt DMA binding to 
ubiquitin, destabilizes DMD-4::GFP. The ot990 mutation is schematized in the context of the dmd-4 locus 
above, and the wild-type and ot990 amino acid sequence are given below. Color-inverted black and white 
GFP images of L1/L4/adult hermaphrodite heads and tails are shown below, purple boxes indicate 
nervous system expression, green boxes indicate pharyngeal expression. Dashed boxes indicate missing 
expression. I5 sometimes maintains DMD-4::GFP expression in adults (green arrowhead). Scale bars 
(red horizontal bars) denote 10 microns. 
 
To confirm the functional ability of the DMD-4 DMA domain to bind ubiquitin, we expressed the DMA 
domain in bacteria, purified it and, together with purified and commercially available human ubiquitin 
(which differs in only one of the 76 amino acids from C. elegans ubiquitin), performed binding assays 
using Surface Plasmon resonance (SPR). We found that the DMA domain binds monoubiquitin with an 
affinity of ~500uM, which is typical of known affinities for CUE-ubiquitin binding (Hurley et al. 2006), and 
found that this binding is eliminated by making mutations known to disrupt ubiquitin binding (Kang et al. 
2003) (Fig.3.7C). Furthermore, we found that the DMA domain from H. sapiens Dmrt3 is also able to bind 
ubiquitin with a similar affinity, suggesting that the DMA domain may generally function as a ubiquitin-
binding domain across phyla (Fig.3.7C). 
 Using our homology model, we identified Leu31 (relative to the DMA domain) as a residue 
expected to make direct contact with ubiquitin. We engineered this mutation into the endogenous, gfp-
tagged dmd-4 locus using CRISPR/Cas9 (dmd-4(ot990ot935) allele). Our guiding hypothesis was that 
through an abrogation of ubiquitin binding, we may perhaps prevent the degradation of DMD-4 in male 
PHA/PHB neurons. Much to our surprise, we observed the exact opposite result; we find that in dmd-
4(ot990ot935) animals, DMD-4 expression is lost in the phasmid neurons in both sexes and at all stages 
of development (Fig.3.7D). Expression in the amphid sensory neurons was also lost, again in a sexually 
non-dimorphic manner. This suggests that the binding of the DMD-4 DMA domain to ubiquitin is required 
to promote the stability of DMD-4 in the nervous system, and that degradation of DMD-4 in the male 
phasmids at the larval to adult transition is possibly generated by loss of the ubiquitin-based stabilization 
mechanism.  
Intriguingly, the DMA domain mutation that disrupts ubiquitin binding does not affect expression 
DMD-4::GFP stability in the pharynx throughout embryonic and larval development; however, it becomes 
lost at the larval to adult transition (Fig.3.7D). Hence, these animals are not embryonic lethal. However, 
dmd-4(ot990ot935) mutants show a starved phenotype and a stuffed pharynx. We ascribe this phenotype 
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to the adult onset loss of DMD-4 loss in the pharyngeal nervous system and/or the head mesodermal cell. 
Taken together, the stability of DMD-4 in both neurons and non-neuronal tissues is promoted by ubiquitin 
binding to the DMA domain, but the need to promote DMD-4 stability by ubiquitin binding is different in 




Supplemental Figure S3.1 
General neuron identity is unaffected in dmd-4 (ot957ot935) mutants 
A: Markers for neuronal subtype differentiation of both head and tail neurons that express DMD-4 are 
shown in the dmd-4 (ot957ot935) mutant (where neuronal expression of DMD-4 is lost; shown at top). All 
markers continue to be expressed in dmd-4 mutant animals, suggesting normal generation and 
specification of all relevant neuron types. 
B: Chemotaxis behavior generated by head sensory neurons is unaffected in dmd-4 (ot957ot935). Three 
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experimental replicates were performed for all chemotaxis assays; each dot shows the chemotaxis index 
of one replicate, blue bars indicate median. P values are shown above black horizontal bars by Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test. The odorants used and relevant sensory neurons are shown below each experiment. 
Chemotaxis index calculation and assays were performed as previously described (see Methods; 
(Bargmann et al. 1993; Wes and Bargmann 2001). 
 
 
Supplemental Figure S3.2 
Loss of the uba-1 ubiquitin activating enzyme stabilizes DMD-4 
Color-inverted black and white GFP images of wild-type and uba-1 (it129) mutant adult hermaphrodites 
and males are shown to the left; uba-1 (it129) is a temperature-sensitive allele, and animals were shifted 
to restrictive temperature at L1 and scored in adhulthood. To the right, a quantification of the number of 
phasmid neurons expressing DMD-4 in adult animals of both sexes is shown (maximum is 4 cells for 
PHAL/R and PHBL/R), where each dot represents the number of neurons expressing in a single animal, 
black horizontal bars indicate median, and black boxes indicate quartiles. P values are shown above 
black horizontal bars by Wilcoxon rank-sum test. 
 
DISCUSSION 
 The genetic mechanisms that control sexual differentiation are exceptionally diverse across the 
animal kingdom. Members of the Doublesex/mab-3 related transcription factor family are presently the 
only known type of factors commonly involved in sexual differentiation across the animal kingdom. 
However, the DMRT family is substantially diversified in distinct animal phyla (e.g. Doublesex is an 
arthropod-specific DMRT gene with no clear orthologs outside the arthropods). We have described here 
the expression and function of a DMRT gene, C. elegans dmd-4, that in contrast to Doublesex is 
conserved throughout the animal kingdom and find that this gene plays a critical role in sculpting sexually 
dimorphic synaptic connectivity patterns.  DMD-4 protein is expressed and functions hermaphrodite-
specifically in the phasmid sensory neurons where it is required to promote sex-specific synapse pruning. 
We have previously reported that other DMRT proteins (dmd-5 and dmd-11) also control sexually 
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dimorphic synaptic pruning in the phasmid circuit (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016), but the function and 
expression of DMD-4 differs from the previously described cases in three ways. First, loss of DMD-4 
results in ectopic maintenance of a sexually dimorphic synaptic connection, whereas loss of DMD-5/11 
resulted in ectopic pruning of a synaptic connection. Second, DMD-5/11 function in a post-synaptic 
neuron to modulate synaptic pruning, whereas we find that DMD-4 functions pre-synaptically. Finally, 
DMD-4 is expressed hermaphrodite-specifically (in contrast not only to male-specific DMD-5 and DMD-
11, but also to all other known dimorphisms of DMRT proteins in C. elegans, which are all male-specific). 
The sexually dimorphic function of DMD-4 in just two pairs of neurons which we describe here 
highlights the high degree of tissue and cell-type specificity with which DMRT genes function. This is also 
apparent in the well-studied case of D. melanogaster doublesex, which functions broadly but with a 
remarkable degree of mosaicism and modularity to regulate somatic sexual differentiation (Rice et al. 
2019; Robinett et al. 2010). The closest vertebrate ortholog of DMD-4, Dmrt3, as well as DMD-5/Dmrt5 
also function in nervous system development (Konno et al. 2019; Perry et al. 2019), but whether the 
vertebrate homologs are expressed or function in a sexually dimorphic manner has, curiously, not been 
examined.  
In addition to the sexually dimorphic functions in the hermaphrodite phasmid neurons, we found that 
dmd-4 is an essential gene due to functions in the pharynx, unrelated to sexual differentiation. 
Interestingly, dmd-4 orthologs DMRT93B (Arthropods) and Dmrt3 (vertebrates) have also been implicated 
in development of feeding organs based on both expression and function, with mouse Dmrt3 knockout 
mutants unable to survive past weaning due to feeding defects (Ahituv et al. 2007; Inui et al. 2017; 
Panara et al. 2019). This function of DMD-4 may not be sexually dimorphic. While we have not identified 
functions of DMD-4 in the amphid head sensory neurons, we note that DMD-4 is also non-dimorphic in 
these neurons. It is conceivable that the non-dimorphic expression of DMD-4 in several distinct tissues 
types may be an ancestral feature of DMRT expression from which sexually dimorphic expression 
eventually emerged. 
Clearly the most unanticipated results of our studies relate to the control of sexual specificity of DMD-
4 function via sex-specific protein degradation of DMD-4, apparently mediated by the DMA domain. While 
phylogenetic analysis of the DMRT gene family suggests that the presence of a DMA domain was 
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characteristic of the three ancestral gene clusters, this domain has not been maintained in all extant 
DMRT clusters (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). In C. elegans, dmd-4 represents the only gene with a DMA 
domain, which we identify here as required for protein stability and able to bind monoubiquitin, consistent 
with its sequence similarity to the CUE domains of the UBA family. We find that the H. sapiens Dmrt3 
DMA domain is also able to bind monoubiquitin, suggesting a conserved molecular function of the DMA 
domain. Interestingly, D. melanogaster dsx has also been shown to contain a C-terminal domain that 
forms 3 alpha-helices characteristic of a UBA fold, although has diverged so extensively at the level of 
protein sequence that it bears no recognizable alignment to any UBA family domains (Bayrer et al. 2005). 
Perhaps due to this high degree of divergence, the dsx C-terminal domain was found to be required for 
efficient dimerization, independent of any role in ubiquitin binding. 
The point mutation that we engineered into the DMA domain to affect ubiquitin binding revealed a 
number of unanticipated insights: First, ubiquitin binding is not required to degrade DMD-4 but is rather 
required to stabilize the protein. Second, this stabilization is remarkably susceptible to three parameters: 
sex, cell-type and time. In wild-type animals, DMD-4 is only degraded in the phasmid neurons, not in 
other neuronal or non-neuronal cell types. In addition, this degradation only occurs in males and at a 
specific time of development.  
Based on the effect of mutating the presumptive Ub binding site (= degradation of DMD-4 in phasmid 
neurons in both sexes at all times), we hypothesize that the DMD-4/Ub interaction may be subject to 
dynamic control in the phasmid neurons of wildtype animals, such that this interaction may be disrupted in 
males, thereby permitting degradation of the protein. Both the heterochronic regulatory pathway as well 
as the sex determination pathway control the dynamic nature of this process. Since the forced expression 
of LIN-41 (and hence the forced retention of a juvenile state) suppresses DMD-4 degradation, we 
presume that an adult-specific process, controlled by the heterochronic pathway (e.g. a protein 
phosphorylation event) allows the disruption of the DMD-4/Ub interaction. This destabilization may be the 
“default state,” but may be antagonized by LIN-41 in juveniles in both sexes and then by TRA-1 in adult 
hermaphrodites (Fig.3.8). Consistent with this notion, either forced expression of LIN-41 or TRA-1 will 
prevent destabilization in male adult phasmid neuron.  
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Figure 3.8. DMD-4 regulation differs from other C. elegans DMRT genes. 
 
 Strikingly, in the amphid sensory neurons, there appears to be no dynamic control of stability. DMD-4 
appears to always require Ub binding for its stabilization. However, in the pharynx and hmc, the situation 
is yet different. While Ub binding is also required to stabilize the protein, this binding is only required in 
the adult stage to stabilize DMD-4 in both sexes. We infer this from the observation that the ubiquitin 
binding mutation only destabilizes DMD-4 in adult, but not in juvenile stages. While we clearly do not yet 
fully understand the mechanisms that lead to this highly dynamic stabilization/destabilization of DMD-4 
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protein, our studies have identified novel means by which a DMRT protein in specific, and sexual 
dimorphisms more broadly, are controlled in the nervous system in a manner that depends on cell type, 
time of development and sexual identity. The deeply conserved nature of the DMA domain suggest that 
these regulatory mechanisms are conserved in other species as well. 
It is fascinating to notice the diversity by which the spatial, temporal and sexually specificity of DMRT 
proteins is controlled, particularly in the context of one and the same specifies. While similar pathways 
are used to control the spatial, temporal and sexual specificity, some of these players are utilized in a 
fundamentally distinct manner, as schematized in Fig.3.8 for different DMRTs in C. elegans. As 
demonstrated before for mab-3, dmd-3 and here for dmd-4, the spatial specificity of expression (i.e. the 
cell types which display dimorphic DMRT expression) is controlled by terminal selector-type transcription 
factors that generally control neuronal identity. The heterochronic pathway and the sex determination 
pathway then sculpt the sexual and temporal specificity of these genes, but in a mechanistically 
fundamentally different manner. The sexual specificity of mab-3 and dmd-3 is controlled by direct 
transcriptional repression by the TRA-1 protein, which prevents transcription of these genes in 
hermaphrodites. Temporal specificity is controlled by the posttranscriptional repression of mab-3 and 
dmd-3 mRNA via a member of the heterochronic pathway, therefore resulting in male- and adult-specific 
expression of MAB-3 and DMD-3 protein (Fig.3.8). In striking contrast, dmd-4 is transcribed and the 
protein accumulates in both sexes in juvenile states, but its sexual specificity is regulated by protein 
degradation and it appears to be this protein degradation phenomenon that is controlled by presently 
unknown means via the LIN-41 and TRA-1 protein (Fig.3.8). It will be interesting to see whether 





Wild-type strains were C. elegans variety Bristol, strain N2. Worms were maintained by standard methods 
(Brenner 1974). Worms were grown at 20C on nematode growth media (NGM) plates seeded with 
bacteria (E.coli OP50) as a food source, with the exception of temperature sensitive alleles, which were 
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maintained at 15C. Mutant and transgenic strains used were (shown in order of appearance; in cases 
where strains appear multiple times, they are only listed the first time): 
Figure 1: 
OH15814: him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935) X 
Figure 2: 
OH15302: dmd-4 (ot896) X 
OH16260: dmd-4(ot933)/tmC24 X 
SD1633: ccIs4251 [(pSAK2) myo-3p::GFP::LacZ::NLS + (pSAK4) myo-3p::mitochondrial GFP + dpy-
20(+)] I; stIs10539 [dmd-4p::HIS-24::mCherry + unc-119(+)] 
OH14506: otEx6774 [dmd-4int3::GFP]; him-5 (e1490) 
OH15908: him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
Figure 3: 
OH13575: otIs612; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH16014: otIs612; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH13696: otEx6347; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH16067: otEx6347; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH13577: otIs614; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH16017: otIs614; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH16217: otEx7431 [gpa-6p::DMD-4::GFP]; otIs614; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH16208: otEx7433 [gpa-6p::DMD-4::GFP]; otIs614; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH15565: otIs702; him-5 (e1490) V 
OH16030: otIs702; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935ot957) X 
Figure 4: 
OH16115: tax-4 (p678); him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
Figure 5: 
OH16268: wgIs418; him-5 (e1490) 
OH14503: wgIs418; ceh-14 (ch3) X 
OH16159: otEx7429 [UPN::LIN-41A]; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935) X 
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OH16235: otEx7451 [UPN::LIN-41A]; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935) X 
OH16194: tra-1 (e1099) III/hT2 (bli-4) [myo-2::mKate2] (I;III); dmd-4 (ot935) X 
OH15952: otEx7352 [UPN::tagRFP::TRA-1active]; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935) X 
OH16158: otEx7353 [UPN::tagRFP::TRA-1active]; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935) X 
OH15993: otEx7354 [UPN::tagRFP::TRA-1active]; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot935) X 
Figure 6: 
OH14022: otIs627 [srg-13p::GFP]; him-8 (e1489) 
OH16177: otEx7435 [srg-13p::DMD-4::GFP]; him-5 (e1490) V ; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH13892: otEx6456 [gpa-6p::GFP]; him-5 (e1490) V  
OH16175: otEx7433 [gpa-6p::DMD-4::GFP]; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
Figure 7: 
OH16125 : him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot990ot935) X 
Supp. Fig. 1: 
OH16054: otIs518; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH16225: ntIs1; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
OH16018: wgIs73; him-5 (e1490) V; dmd-4 (ot957ot935) X 
Supp. Fig. 2: 
OH15728: uba-1 (it129); wgIs418; him-8 (e1489) 
 
CRISPR/Cas9 strain generation 
The ot935, ot933, and ot990 alleles were generated using Cas9 protein, tracrRNA, and crRNA from IDT, 
as previously described (Dokshin et al. 2018). The GFP repair template for ot935 was amplified from 
pPD95.75, and it was fused in-frame immediately before the endogenous dmd-4 stop codon using gRNA 
GTTTTCAACCGTATTACTTG. 
ot933 is a 556bp deletion beginning at +4 relative to the dmd-4 start codon and was generated using 
gRNA: TTGTTGTGTATATATCACAT. 
ot990 is a substitution in the dmd-4 DMA domain generated using gRNA TGGCTTGAAGTACATTTCCA 




The ot896 and ot957 deletion alleles were generated using dpy-5 coCRISPR and Cas9 plasmid as 
previously described (Arribere et al. 2014). 
ot896 is a 916bp deletion/insertion from +3293 to +4208 relative to the dmd-4 start codon, with inserted 
sequence ACGAGCAGATTTATACAAACTTTTTTTTTTTTTTTT. gRNAs used were 
AATCTGCTCGTGGGATTGAT and TATACACCTACACAGAAAAA. 
ot957 is a 510bp deletion removing +3201 to +3710 relative to the dmd-4 start codon, made in the context 
of ot935 using gRNAs TATACACCTACACAGAAAAA and AATTGCTCTTGGACTACGGT. 
 
Cloning and constructs 
The LIN-41A and TRA-1active cDNAs used in this study were reverse transcribed from C. elegans total 
RNA using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Thermo-Fisher). Restriction-Free Cloning 
was used to insert them into the UPN::RFP (TRA-1) or UPN:: (LIN-41) vectors. UPN is a concatenated 
panneuronal promoter (containing promoter fragments from unc-11, rgef-1, ehs-1, and ric-19), and was 
generated and cloned by Ev Yemini. 
The DMD-4 cDNA was synthesized by GeneWiz and cloned using Restriction-Free Cloning into 
pPD95.75. Gibson assembly was used to clone the srg-13 and gpa-6 promoters (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016) 
into the SphI/XmaI sites. 
 
Microscopy 
Worms were anesthetized using 100mM of sodium azide (NaN3) and mounted on 5% agar on glass 
slides. Worms were analyzed by Nomarski optics and fluorescence microscopy, using a Zeiss 880 
confocal laser-scanning microscope. Multidimensional data was reconstructed as maximum intensity 
projections using Zeiss Zen software. For GRASP and RAB-3 experiments, animals were imaged using 
63x objective and puncta were quantified by scanning the original full Z-stack for distinct dots in the area 
where the processes of the two neurons overlap. GRASP and RAB-3 experiments were scored blinded to 
genotype for mutant analysis and rescue array analysis. For fluorescence quantification experiments, 
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animals were imaged using 40x objective with fixed imaging settings, and quantification was performed 
using the Zeiss Zen software. Sex of L1 animals was determined using rectal epithelial cell morphology.  
 
SDS-avoidance behavior 
SDS avoidance assay was based on procedures described (Hilliard et al. 2002). A small drop of solution 
containing either the repellent (0.1% SDS in M13 buffer) or buffer (M13 buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 
100 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl) is delivered near the tail of an animal while it moves forward. Once in contact 
with the tail, the drop surrounds the entire animal by capillary action and reaches the anterior amphid 
sensory organs. Drop was delivered using 10 uL glass calibrated pipets (VWR international) pulled by 
hand on a flame to reduce the diameter of the tip. The capillary pipette was mounted in a holder with 
rubber tubing and operated by mouth.  Assayed worms were transferred individually to fresh non-wet 
unseeded NGM plates. Each assay started with testing the animals with drops of M13 buffer alone. The 
response to each drop was scored as reversing or not reversing. The avoidance index is the number of 
reversal responses divided by the total number of trials. An Inter Stimuli Interval of at least two minutes 
was used between successive drops to the same animal. Each animal was tested 10 times. Two 
experimental replicates were performed for each experiment. 
 
Chemotaxis assays 
The response to NaCl gradients was assayed as previously described (Bargmann et al. 1993; Wes and 
Bargmann 2001).. Briefly, 10 ml of buffered agar (20 g/l agar, 1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4 and 5 mM 
KPO4) was poured into 10 cm diameter petri dishes. To establish the chemical gradient, we applied 10 μl 
of odorant to the attractant/repulsion spot and 10 μl of double-distilled H2O to the control spot. The 
odorant was allowed to diffuse for 14-16 h at room temperature before the assay. To increase the 
steepness of the gradient, another 4 μl of odorant or water was added to the same spots 4 h before the 
assay. We applied a 1 μl drop of 1 M sodium azide to both attractant and control spots 10 min before the 
assay to immobilize worms that reached these areas. Synchronized animals were washed three times 
with CTX solution (1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM MgSO4 and 5 mM KPO4) and 100-200 animals were placed in the 
center of the assay plate in a minimal volume of buffer. Animals were allowed to move about the agar 
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surface for 1 h, after which assay plates were placed at 4°C overnight. The distribution of animals across 
the plate was then determined and a chemotaxis index was calculated as the number of animals at the 
odorant minus the number of animals at the control spot, divided by the total number of animals. Animals 
that did not leave the initial inner circle were not included in the count of total number of animals, as these 
animals were dead or had movement defects. 
 
Surface plasmon resonance 
C. elegans and H. sapiens DMA domains were synthesized by GeneWiz, codon optimized for E. coli. 
These constructs were cloned into the KpnI site of pMalc5x (NEB) and transformed into BL21 cells. The 
resultant purified protein was DMA fused to maltose binding protein (MBP) from the pMalc5x vector and 
immobilized to a Biacore chip. Commercially purchased ubiquitin (Sigma-Aldrich) was flowed across in 
solution. 
 
Figure preparation and statistics 
Plots for expression data were generated in R using the beeswarm package. Statistical tests were 
performed in R as detailed in figure legends, in addition to post-hoc Bonferroni corrections to adjust p-
values for number of pairwise tests in all cases where more than two pairwise statistical tests were 
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CHAPTER 4 : SEXUALLY DIMORPHIC NEURONAL WIRING IS SHAPED BY PAST EXPERIENCE 
THROUGH MONOAMINERGIC SIGNALING 
 
ABSTRACT 
Differences in female and male brains exist across the animal kingdom and extend from molecular to 
anatomical features. We show here that sexually dimorphic anatomy, gene expression, and function in 
the nervous system can be modulated by past experiences. In the nematode C. elegans, sexual 
differentiation entails the sex-specific synaptic pruning of synaptic connections between sex-shared 
neurons, giving rise to sexually dimorphic circuits in adult animals. We discovered that starvation during 
juvenile stages is memorized in males to suppress the emergence of sexually dimorphic synaptic 
connectivity. These circuit changes confer increased chemosensory responsiveness in adult males 
following juvenile starvation. We find that an octopamine-mediated starvation signal dampens serotonin 
production to convey the memory of starvation. Serotonin production is monitored by the 5-HT1A 
serotonin receptor ortholog SER-4, which acts cell-autonomously to promote the pruning of sexually 
dimorphic synaptic connectivity under well-fed conditions. Our studies demonstrate how life history can 
impact neurotransmitter production, synaptic connectivity, and behavioral output in a sexually dimorphic 
circuit.  
All of the experiments in this chapter were performed by me, and this chapter was published as a 
manuscript in Nature in 2018 (Bayer and Hobert 2018). Reproduced here is a slightly longer format pre-




During sexual maturation, both vertebrate and invertebrate nervous systems develop a number of 
anatomical, molecular and functional features in a sexually dimorphic manner. One specific issue that has 
not yet been investigated with cellular and molecular resolution relates to whether sexually dimorphic 
maturation of the nervous system is modulated by early-life experience. C. elegans represents a 
particularly amenable model system to address this question since sexual dimorphisms have been 
described in the nervous system of both sexes with cellular and subcellular resolution (Barr et al. 2018). 
There are two sexes in C. elegans, male and hermaphrodite, the latter being a somatic female. Among 
the most striking sexual dimorphisms in C. elegans are sex-specific synaptic connectivity patterns that are 
thought to enable information processing in a sex-specific manner (Jarrell et al. 2012; White et al. 1986). 
These sex-specific wiring differences arise during sexual maturation at the L4 stage via sex-specific 




Figure 4.1. Starvation inhibits the pruning of hermaphrodite-specific, but not of male-specific 
synapses 
(A) Schematic of adult chemical synaptic connectivity (left) based on electron micrograph 
reconstruction(White et al. 1986),(Jarrell et al. 2012). Top panel shows location of dimorphic synaptic 
connections within animal. mMN = male motor neuron, mIN= male interneuron. Summary of sex-specific 
synaptic pruning generating adult dimorphic connectivity (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016) (right) and 
hermaphrodite-specific connections which fail to prune in males following juvenile starvation 
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(B) The normally hermaphrodite-specific PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG synaptic connections fail to prune in 
post-dauer adult males, as quantified by GRASP and iBLINC, respectively. Each dot represents one 
animal (red=hermaphrodite, cyan=male, in all figures), blue bars show median, black boxes represent 
quartiles, vertical black lines show range. Control animals are the progeny of the post-dauer animals. L1 
animals (pre-synaptic pruning) are shown to the left for comparison. n.s. not significant (p>0.05), * 
p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, **** p<0.0001 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections for 
multiple testing (where applicable; see Methods) in all panels. Representative images are shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 1A. While we also observed here a decrease in the number of synaptic punta for the 
starved PHB>AVA hermaphrodites, this decrease was not consistently reproducible across experimental 
replicates and thus is likely an experimental artifact.  
(C) The male-specific PHB>AVG and AVG>DA9 synaptic connections prune normally in post-dauer adult 
hermaphrodites as quantified by GRASP. Representative images are shown in Extended Data Fig. 1A. 
(D) Starvation in the L1 or L3 stages, but not L4, results in a failure of PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG to prune 
in males. Mean number of GRASP or iBLINC synaptic puncta per animal are plotted, error bars show 
standard deviation. “No starvation” shows number of synaptic puncta in progeny of starved animals as 
control. n≥9 animals for all male time points, n≥6 animals for all hermaphrodite time points, n≥12 animals 
for “no starvation” time points. 
 
We serendipitously discovered that early-life experience can alter these sex-specific synaptic 
pruning events. C. elegans assesses its environment during a specific time window of larval development 
(before sexual maturation) and under stressful conditions, characterized by a combination of lack of food, 
crowding of animals and unfavorable temperature, will enter a diapause arrest stage known as the dauer 
stage(Golden and Riddle 1984). Upon the improvement of external conditions, animals will exit this stage 
and grow up to become fertile adults. While no overt differences are apparent in the overall morphology of 
“post-dauer” males and hermaphrodites, we found that in adult males that had passed through the dauer 
stage, the sex-specific pruning of the normally hermaphrodite-specific PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG synaptic 
connections does not occur, as measured using GRASP (Feinberg et al. 2008) (GFP reconstitution 
across synaptic partners) and iBLINC (Desbois et al. 2015) (in vivo biotin labeling of intercellular contact) 
(Fig. 1B, Extended Data Fig. 1A). In striking contrast, the pruning of the normally male-specific 
PHB>AVG and AVG>DA9 connections still occurs normally in hermaphrodites following passage through 
the dauer stage (Fig. 1C). We confirmed that these connectivity changes were not an artifact of 
expression changes in our cell-specific promoters following starvation (Extended Data Fig. 1B). These 
observations suggest a sex-specific, differential sensitivity of neuronal connectivity to the memory of 
environmental stress. 
We found that starvation alone fully recapitulates the impact of dauer passage on male-specific 
synapse pruning. This phenotype is not a generalized stress response since other stressors (heat shock 
or osmotic stress) had no effect on male-specific synapse pruning (Extended Data Fig. 1C). Animals 
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starved for limited time periods at distinct larval stages displayed altered patterns of synaptic connectivity 
in recovered adults. Specifically, males that were starved during the L1 or L3 stage for 24 hours did not 
display sex-specific synaptic pruning in adult animals that mimicked the effect of passing through the 
dauer stage (Fig. 1D). In contrast, L1-starved hermaphrodites still pruned normally male-specific 
connections during sexual maturation at the L4 stage (Extended Data Fig. 1D). Starvation during the L4 
stage did not result in defects in male-specific synaptic pruning (Fig. 1D). We have previously shown that 
synaptic pruning is first observable in the L4 stage (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016), demonstrating that 
starvation prevents pruning if the stress occurs before its onset, but does not halt or reverse synaptic 
pruning once the process has been initiated. Effects on pruning are observed after 24 hours of starvation 
(Fig.1D), while 12 hours is not sufficient to exert effects on synapse pruning (data not shown). Hence, the 
period of starvation required to affect synaptic pruning is significantly longer than the periods of starvation 
that control other organismal changes (e.g. increases in locomotory quiescence begin after 3 hr 
(McCloskey et al. 2017), and changes in octanol response behavior are apparent within 10 min (Harris et 
al. 2011)).  
The PHB sensory neurons function to modulate the avoidance response to noxious stimuli (e.g. 
SDS) via synapses onto the AVA command interneurons in juvenile animals of both sexes, as well as 
adult hermaphrodites; in adult males, however, the PHB neurons eliminate this behavioral output as a 
result of the sex-specific synaptic pruning of the PHB>AVA synaptic contacts (Hilliard et al. 2002; Oren-
Suissa et al. 2016). The lack of synaptic pruning observed by GRASP in adult males following juvenile 
starvation predicts that these adult males retain their normally juvenile-restricted ability to respond to 
SDS; we found this to indeed be the case (Fig. 2A). Our observation that synaptic pruning of the 
PHB>AVA connection is only affected when the period of starvation occurs before the L4 stage (Fig. 1D) 
is corroborated by the notion that males that are starved for 24 hours during adulthood (after pruning had 
already occurred) do not show any change in SDS avoidance behavior (“adult starved,” Fig. 2A). Taken 
together, a past experience of starvation in the juvenile results in the loss of an adult behavioral sexual 
dimorphism. Thus, the effect of a starvation experience allows the male to retain a more juvenile sensory 
acuity. However, maintenance of juvenile sensory acuity also affects other behaviors in the adult male. 
Adult males normally differ from adult hermaphrodites in that they must search for mates and engage in 
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mating behavior (Lipton et al. 2004; Liu and Sternberg 1995). Both the PHA and PHB phasmid neurons, 
in addition to the postsynaptic AVA command interneuron, have been implicated in male mating and 
mate-searching behaviors (Barrios et al. 2012; Oren-Suissa et al. 2016; Sherlekar et al. 2013). We found 
that following juvenile starvation, males demonstrated a significant defect in maintaining contact with 
hermaphrodites while attempting to mate, a phenotype previously associated with AVA ablation 
(Sherlekar et al. 2013) (Fig. 2B, Extended Data Fig. 2B). Overall, adverse juvenile experience prevents 
male-specific synaptic pruning and increases noxious sensory responsiveness, but also results in a 
decrease in male mating efficiency. 
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Figure 4.2. Juvenile starvation in males results in aberrant maintenance of juvenile behavior that 
is normally abolished in sex-specific manner 
(A) Males show enhanced chemosensory avoidance behavior following L1 starvation. Left panel shows 
predicted synaptic input into avoidance behavior by relevant amphid and phasmid neurons (Hilliard et al. 
2002; Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). All experiments were done using tax-4 (p678) mutants to disable amphid 
input and uncover phasmid function, as previously described (Hilliard et al. 2002). Control animals are the 
non-starved siblings of starved animals. Each dot represents the average reversal index of one animal 
over 10 experimental trials, median shown with vertical magenta bar. n.s. not significant (p>0.05), * 
p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, **** p<0.0001 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections for 







































































































































































adults to develop on food for an additional day (“day 2 adults,” Fig. 2A) slightly restores this 
chemosensory dimorphism, but the chemosensory responsiveness of these males is still significantly 
different from control non-starved males (p=3.91x10-8) and does not significantly differ from juvenile-
starved day 1 adult males (p=0.6832). Adult males that have not undergone juvenile starvation do not 
change behaviorally between day 1 and day 2 of adulthood (Extended Data Fig. 2A). 
(B) Males show a “loss of hermaphrodite contact” defect following L1 starvation. Each step of the mating 
process (schematized left) in addition to the number of times males lost contact with the hermaphrodite 
and halted mating was scored in adult males following L1 starvation (grey bars) and compared to self-
progeny of hermaphrodites from the starved generation (black bars). For behaviors to the left of the 
vertical red bar, efficiency is shown as success rate/animal. For “loss of hermaphrodite contact” (to the 
right of the vertical red bar), efficiency is shown as the failure rate/animal. Error bars show standard 
deviation. n=29 animals “control”, n=30 animals “L1 starved.” 
 
To explore the molecular mechanism by which starvation modulates synaptic pruning, we turned 
to aminergic signaling as a candidate. In C. elegans, several feeding-dependent behaviors such as 
locomotion, aversive response, and pathogen memory are known to be modulated by the monoamines 
serotonin and octopamine, wherein serotonin serves as an internal signal of well-fed conditions (similar to 
one of its roles in vertebrates) and octopamine signals starvation (Churgin et al. 2017; Harris et al. 2010; 
Zhang et al. 2005). Octopamine function in invertebrates is generally considered to be analogous to 
vertebrate norepinephrine function (Roeder 2005), which also functions in the starvation signaling 
cascade in vertebrates (Goldstein et al. 2011). To investigate the possible role of monoamine signaling in 
regulating male-specific synaptic pruning, we first supplemented well-fed animals with exogenous 
octopamine for 24 hours during the L1 stage, and found that this treatment mimicked starvation in that it 
was sufficient to suppress male-specific synaptic pruning of the PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG connections 
(Fig. 3A, Extended Data Fig. 3A). Conversely, starving L1 animals for 24 hours in the presence of 
exogenous serotonin fully rescued male pruning of the PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG connections to levels of 
continuously-fed males, in addition to restoring the SDS avoidance behavioral dimorphism (Fig. 2A,3A). 
Thus, serotonin not only modulates synaptic pruning in males, but also the downstream behavioral 
output. Consistent with this result, pruning was also rescued in males that were starved in a mod-5 
mutant background, or in the presence of the selective serotonin reuptake inhibitor fluoxetine, both known 
to increase extracellular serotonin (Jafari et al. 2011) (Fig. 3B, Extended Data Fig. 3B,C). In contrast, we 
did not observe any pruning defects in males defective for dopamine production (cat-2 mutants), 
confirming this as a serotonin-specific effect (Extended Data Fig. 3D). 
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Figure 4.3. The monoamines serotonin and octopamine convey feeding and starvation signals via 
octopamine-mediated regulation of serotonin synthesis in the ADF neurons 
(A) Octopamine and 5-HT (serotonin) mimic the starvation and feeding effects, respectively. 
Quantification of PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG synaptic connectivity in adults of both sexes using GRASP or 
iBLINC following L1 starvation, feeding L1 animals in the presence of exogenous octopamine (20mg/mL), 
starving L1 animals in the presence of exogenous serotonin (5mM), or control (progeny of L1 starved 
animals). Each dot represents the number of synaptic puncta in one animal, blue bars indicate median, 
black boxes indicate quartiles, vertical black lines indicate range (a, b, f, g). n.s. not significant (p>0.05), * 
p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001, **** p<0.0001 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections 
(where applicable; see Methods) for multiple testing in all panels. Representative images are shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 3A. 
(B) The failure to prune the PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG connections in L1 starved males can be rescued in 
the mod-5 mutant background, which increases extrasynaptic serotonin by eliminating the serotonin 
reuptake channel. Connectivity was scored in adult males. Representative images are shown in 
Extended Data Fig. 3C. 
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in fed or starved L1 animals. Heat-map rendered fluorescence intensity images above, quantification of 
neuronal fluorescence intensity below. Scale bars, 10µm, all panels. Each grey dot represents averaged 
expression level in one animal. Magenta bar indicates median, black box represents quartiles (c,d,e). 
Anterior left, dorsal up in all figures. 
(D) tph-1 transcription in the ADF neurons is increased in males and decreased by starvation or treatment 
of actively-feeding animals with exogenous octopamine. Expression levels of a tph-1 transcriptional 
fosmid in ADF in fed L1 animals, starved L1 animals, or L1 animals fed in the presence of 20mg/mL 
exogenous octopamine.  
(E) tph-1 transcript levels quantified by smFISH. Maximum intensity projection images of one half of 
animal to show one NSM and one ADF neuron. “merge” shows overlay of tph-1 smFISH puncta onto 
DAPI. Number of tph-1 smFISH puncta were normalized to number of ric-4/SNAP-25 synaptic protein 
smFISH puncta in the same neuron to control for staining fluctuations. NSM and ADF neurons were 
identified by their stereotyped position and smFISH puncta colocalizing with the DAPI-stained nuclei were 
quantified. 
(F) tph-1 overexpression in ADF mimics the rescuing effect of exogenous 5HT. Quantification of 
PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG synaptic connectivity in L1 starved adult males overexpressing tph-1 in ADF. 
Two independent transgenic lines were tested for each experiment, L1 starved animals without transgenic 
lines are siblings of transgenic animals, controls are non-starved adult males with transgenic arrays. Each 
experiment was performed with two biological and technical replicates. We achieved complete rescue 
with one ADF expression transgenic line each for both PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG connections, partial 
rescue with the second transgenic line in the PHB>AVA connection, and failure to rescue with the second 
transgenic line in the PHA>AVG connection. Representative images are shown in Extended Data Fig. 
6C. 
(G) Genetic ablation of ADF results in failure to prune. Quantification of PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG 
synaptic connectivity in both sexes in lim-4 mutants (lim-4 mutants fail to properly differentiate the ADF 
neuron as serotonergic (Zheng et al. 2005)).  
 
The ability of exogenous octopamine to mimic the starvation effect on pruning and exogenous 
serotonin to rescue the starvation effect on pruning are indicative of a role for monoamine signaling in 
regulating male-specific synaptic pruning, but these experiments do not prove that endogenous 
octopamine and serotonin are normally involved in this process. To assess possible roles of endogenous 
octopamine and serotonin, we examined the expression levels of the rate-limiting enzymes of octopamine 
and serotonin synthesis. In larval C. elegans, octopamine is produced exclusively in the sex-shared RIC 
interneuron class by tyramine-ß-hydroxylase, encoded by tbh-1 (Alkema et al. 2005). It was previously 
reported that 12 hours of starvation in young adult hermaphrodite animals increased transcription of tbh-1 
in RIC (Tao et al. 2016) and we confirmed this up-regulation in our 24 hour L1 starvation paradigm in both 
sexes (Fig. 3C). Notably, we found that tbh-1 transcription is even higher after 24 hours of L1 starvation 
vs. 12 hours of L1 starvation, providing a molecular correlate for our finding that 12 hours of starvation is 
insufficient to affect male synaptic pruning (Extended Data Fig. 4A). This is consistent with our results 
with exogenous octopamine treatment; starvation increases tbh-1 transcription in RIC and the resultant 
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increase in octopamine production induces downstream starvation responses, including the maintenance 
of juvenile synaptic connections in adult males. 
The expression of the serotonin-synthesizing enzyme tryptophan hydroxylase, encoded by tph-1, 
is also dependent on starvation, at least in adult animals (Liang et al. 2006), with the octopamine receptor 
SER-6 conveying the starvation signal to the serotonergic neurons(Noble et al. 2013). To investigate tph-
1 regulation in our juvenile starvation paradigm, we used a tph-1 fosmid reporter (containing ~36kb of 
genomic sequence, including the entire tph-1 locus, tagged with YFP). At the first larval stage, this tph-1 
reporter is exclusively expressed in two classes of serotonin-producing neurons, the bilateral NSM and 
ADF neuron pairs, consistent with previous observations (Sze et al. 2000).  Strikingly, under well-fed 
conditions, the tph-1 reporter was dimorphically expressed in both the sex-shared NSM and ADF 
serotonin-producing neurons, with L1 males showing higher levels of expression than hermaphrodites 
(Fig. 3D, Extended Data Fig. 4B). Upon 24 hours of starvation, we observed a highly significant acute 
decrease in tph-1 reporter expression in male ADF, but not NSM, neurons (Fig. 3D, Extended Data Fig. 
4B). tph-1 transcription in starved L1 male ADF drops to levels identical to those of well-fed 
hermaphrodites. Importantly, addition of exogenous octopamine to otherwise well-fed animals mimicked 
the effect of starvation on tph-1 transcription in male ADF neurons (Fig. 3D), whereas the addition of 
tyramine (which has some behavioral effects similar to octopamine(Alkema et al. 2005)) did not affect tph-
1 transcription (Extended Data Fig. 4C).   
We found that this downregulation of tph-1 reporter expression persisted for the duration of the L1 
stage even after animals were returned to food (Extended Data Fig. 4D). Furthermore, we observed that 
in continuously-fed animals, tph-1 expression peaks during the L3 stage in both sexes (the onset of 
sexual maturation), while tbh-1 expression is unchanged over the course of development (Extended 
Data Fig. 4A,D). Strikingly, this upregulation never occurs in L1-starved animals, and this starvation 
memory is dependent on tbh-1 and thus, octopamine production (Extended Data Fig. 4E). We also 
observed decreased levels of tph-1 transcription in ADF but not NSM during the L3 stage in mutants for 
the SER-6 octopamine receptor, corroborating the relevance of octopamine signaling for regulating 
serotonin levels during sexual maturation (Extended Data Fig. 4F). Moreover, increased levels of the 
octopamine-producing tbh-1 gene were not maintained past the period of starvation (Extended Data Fig. 
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4A), and we found that exogenous serotonin did not suppress the tbh-1 upregulation (Extended Data 
Fig. 5A).  Demonstrating the functional relevance of the persistent serotonin downregulation, we found 
that we were able to rescue the male-specific pruning defects in L1-starved animals by supplementing 
with exogenous serotonin during the L3 stage (after the animals had been returned to food; Extended 
Data Fig. 6A). We conclude that a temporary increase in starvation-induced octopamine production 
triggers a long-term alteration in serotonin production that lasts far beyond the initial starvation trigger. 
To confirm that the effects we observed by tph-1 transcriptional reporter reflected changes in endogenous 
transcription, we designed probes against the tph-1 mRNA and performed single molecule fluorescent in 
situ hybridization (smFISH) (Ji and van Oudenaarden 2012). We found that the sexually dimorphic 
expression in ADF was recapitulated by smFISH, as well as its significant decrease in transcription 
following 24 hours of L1 starvation (and a lack of tph-1 downregulation in NSM) (Fig. 3E). We confirmed 
the specificity of our probes by loss of signal in the tph-1 (n4622) mutant (Fig. 3E). 
To further examine whether levels of serotonin production in the sex-shared ADF neuron may act 
as an instructive dimorphic cue for regulating the extent of sex-specific synaptic pruning during male 
sexual maturation, we used neuron-specific promoters to overexpress tph-1 in NSM or ADF during L1 
starvation. We found that tph-1 overexpression in ADF, but, notably, not in NSM, was able to rescue sex-
specific pruning of PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG in males that had been starved, as compared to non-
transgenic siblings (Fig. 3F, Extended Data Fig. 6B,C).  
While these data demonstrate that increased serotonin from ADF is sufficient to rescue the 
effects of starvation on male-specific synaptic pruning, it was unclear whether the basal levels of 
serotonin produced by ADF during well-fed conditions were also necessary for male sexual maturation. 
We found that complete removal of serotonin in tph-1 null mutants resulted in defective PHA and PHB cell 
body placement, axon fasciculation, and dendrite morphology (Extended Data Fig. 6D). While this is 
consistent with an established role for serotonin as a neuronal migration cue in C. elegans (Kindt et al. 
2002), it prevented an analysis of synaptic connections. We found that this activity of tph-1 is mediated by 
serotonin produced in NSM (likely in the embryo), since removal of two distinct transcription factors, ttx-3 
or unc-86, whose only similarity is their effect on serotonin production in NSM (Zhang et al. 2014), 
phenocopies the phasmid morphology defects. Furthermore, we were able to rescue the morphology 
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defects by overexpression of tph-1 using an NSM-specific promoter in the tph-1 mutant background 
(Extended Data Fig. 6D). To selectively remove tph-1 activity from the ADF neuron, the relevant neuron 
for our specific paradigm, we used lim-4 mutants, in which ADF is born but fails to differentiate (Zheng et 
al. 2005). We did not observe the phasmid morphology defects observed upon NSM manipulations and 
found that PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG also failed to prune in mutant males (Fig. 3G), an effect also 
present in our NSM-specific tph-1 rescue experiment (Extended Data Fig. 6E), suggesting that the well-
fed serotonin production from ADF is both necessary and sufficient for features of male sexual 
maturation. 
 We next asked how serotonin signals from the ADF head neurons to the phasmid>interneuron 
connections in the tail. Four metabotropic serotonin receptors have been identified in C. elegans 
(Hamdan et al. 1999; Harris et al. 2009; Hobson et al. 2003; Olde and McCombie 1997), all of which are 
expressed in cells physically distal to the sites of serotonin production (in addition to some postsynaptic 
expression)(Carre-Pierrat et al. 2006), a testament to the previously reported paracrine signaling abilities 
of serotonin(Bunin and Wightman 1999). We quantified PHA>AVG and/or PHB>AVA connectivity in 
males mutant for each of these receptors. We found that in well-fed males lacking the ser-4/5HT1A 
receptor, the effects of starvation on phasmid synaptic connectivity were phenocopied, and juvenile 
synaptic connectivity was maintained (Fig. 4A, Extended Data Fig. 7A). This phenotype was not 
enhanced by juvenile starvation in ser-4 mutants, nor was it rescued by exogenous serotonin, suggesting 
that the ser-4 serotonin receptor acts directly downstream of the feeding cue and is necessary to permit 
male-specific synaptic pruning (Extended Data Fig. 8A). Furthermore, we did not find any changes in 
tph-1 transcription levels in the ser-4 mutant, confirming that ser-4 does not act upstream and exert its 
effects by feedback onto serotonin production itself (Extended Data Fig. 8B). 
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Figure 4.4. The ser-4/5HT1A serotonin receptor acts downstream of the feeding signal 
(A) Quantification of PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG synaptic connectivity in adult males mutant for 
metabotropic serotonin receptors. Each dot represents one animal, blue bar represents median, black 
box represents quartiles, vertical black bars represent range. n.s. not significant (p>0.05), * p<0.05, ** 
p<0.01, *** p<0.001, **** p<0.0001 by Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections for multiple 
testing (where applicable, see Methods) in all panels. 
(B) ser-4 smFISH puncta are present in PHB in both sexes at L1. osm-6::gfp (oyIs59) labels all ciliated 
sensory neurons and was used to identify the phasmid neurons. Identification of DVC and anal depressor 
muscle (“mu”) was based on a previously published ser-4 transcriptional reporter (Gurel et al. 2012; Tsalik 
et al. 2003). Maximum intensity projections of one half of each animal are shown for ser-4 smFISH and 
DAPI panels, and the center slice from the stacks is shown in the GFP panel.  “merge” shows overlay of 
ser-4 smFISH onto DAPI. Each grey dot in quantification represents the ratio of ser-4 smFISH puncta in 
one PHB neuron to DVC (in the same animal) to control for staining fluctuations. A series of higher 
magnification individual z-slices showing the PHB nuclei and smFISH signal is shown in Extended Data 
Figure 7B. 
(C) Expression of ser-4 cDNA in PHB or PHA rescues the PHB>AVA and PHA>AVG pruning defects, 
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Expression of ser-4 cDNA in PHB also rescues the PHA>AVG pruning defects, likely through cell-non-
autonomous activity in the circuit. This interpretation is also consistent with our observation that following 
juvenile starvation, adult males exhibit complete non-dimorphism of the PHB>AVA connection, as in 
juvenile animals, whereas the PHA>AVG connection is maintained to a lesser degree (Fig. 1B), as we 
have observed non-autonomous effects on circuit connectivity to be weaker (Oren-Suissa et al. 2016). 
(D) Summary of data. Under well-fed conditions, tbh-1 and octopamine levels are low in RIC, allowing 
high levels of tph-1 and serotonin in ADF. This signals to SER-4 in PHB to promote pruning of PHB>AVA 
and PHA>AVG (dashed lines). Under starved conditions, tbh-1 and octopamine levels increase, and tph-1 
is suppressed in ADF (both acutely and then this downregulation is maintained during sexual maturation, 




 In both C. elegans and vertebrates, ser-4/5HT1A is known to be expressed predominantly in cells 
or subcellular localizations consistent with extrasynaptic serotonergic signaling (Gurel et al. 2012; Riad et 
al. 2000), suggesting that serotonin from ADF might signal extrasynaptically to directly modulate phasmid 
connectivity. Because the ser-4 gene covers an unusually large genomic locus, no existing transgenic 
reporter is expected to recapitulate all of its regulatory information. To avoid a reliance on reporter 
constructs, we designed smFISH probes against the ser-4 mRNA to evaluate the endogenous 
expression. We identified ser-4 transcripts in several head and tail neurons, including the PHB but not the 
PHA neurons, and this probe detected no signals in ser-4 null mutants (confirming its specificity) (Fig. 4B, 
Extended Data Fig. 7B). To determine whether ser-4 exerts its role via neuron-autonomous activity 
within the phasmid sensory circuit, we performed cell-specific rescue experiments. For the PHB>AVA 
connection, we found that AVA-driven ser-4 was unable to rescue synaptic pruning in ser-4 mutants, but 
expressing ser-4 in PHB rescued the pruning defects of the PHB>AVA connection, consistent with a cell-
autonomous function (Fig. 4C, Extended Data Fig. 7A).  
  We also found cell non-autonomous responses to serotonin signaling function in the phasmids to 
modulate synaptic pruning. Specifically, we found that PHB-expressed ser-4 not only rescued the pruning 
defects of the PHB>AVA synaptic connections, but also those of the PHA>AVG connection (Fig. 4C, 
Extended Data Fig. 7A). Moreover, although we found that ser-4 is expressed in the PHB but not PHA 
neurons, expression of ser-4 in PHA is able to rescue the PHA>AVG pruning defect (Fig. 4C, Extended 
Data Fig. 7A). The most parsimonious explanation for these observations is that PHA and PHB form 
extensive gap junctional connections (which are highly male-specific) (Jarrell et al. 2012) which may allow 
to easily communicate a signal from a serotonin receptor, no matter which of the phasmid neurons 
receive the signal (Fig. 4D).  
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Early-life stress is known to have long-lasting effects in vertebrates (Lajud and Torner 2015) and 
some involve alterations of serotonin signaling (Houwing et al. 2017). For example, prenatal stress in a 
mouse model for human serotonin transporter variants affects adult memory, anxiety, and depressive-like 
behavior, dependent on genotype (van den Hove et al. 2011). Yet while both behavioral effects and some 
molecular effects of early-life stress in vertebrates have been identified, there has been difficulty linking 
specific molecular changes to corresponding behavioral outcomes, further confounded by the complex 
contributions of genetic background (Houwing et al. 2017) . Here we show that a juvenile starvation stress 
results in lasting circuit and behavioral effects in adult male, but not hermaphrodite, C. elegans by 
affecting both short-term serotonin production and serotonin levels during sexual maturation. We find that 
serotonin normally signals extrasynaptically to distal circuits and acts as a cue for male-specific synaptic 
pruning during sexual maturation. This provides insight not only into how temporary early-life stress can 
result in specific lasting changes to the nervous system, but also how stress can intersect with sexual 
maturation and result in differential effects between the two sexes, a feature that has also been observed 
in vertebrate models (Houwing et al. 2017; Lajud and Torner 2015). We anticipate that still-unknown 
genetic components underlying the many differences in sexual maturation between the two sexes of both 
C. elegans and vertebrates will shed light on the sexually differential sensitivity to juvenile starvation and 
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Extended Data Fig. 1 | See next page for caption.





Extended Data Fig. 1 | Trans-synaptic labelling by GRASP. a, The 
normally hermaphrodite-specific PHB > AVA and PHA > AVG synaptic 
connections fail to prune in post-dauer adult males, and the normally 
male-specific PHB > AVG and AVG > DA9 connections are pruned 
in post-dauer adult hermaphrodites. Top, red cytoplasmic axon label; 
middle, GRASP (PHB > AVA, PHB > AVG, AVG > DA9) or iBLINC signal 
(PHA > AVG); bottom, magnified inset of colour-inverted synaptic puncta 
with arrowheads to indicate puncta. Intestinal auto-fluorescence is labelled 
‘gut’. Representative images shown; for quantification and replication, 
see Fig. 1b, c and Methods. b, Starvation does not affect expression of 
the cell-specific promoters used for GRASP, and thus the effects on 
synaptic pruning are not an artefact of changes in promoter expression. 
Representative maximum intensity projection images of control animals 
and animals recovered from 24 h of L1 starvation are shown. mu, muscle 
(srg-13p is variably expressed in some muscle cells in addition to PHA). 
c, Neither L1 heat shock (30 min at 35 °C) nor L1 osmotic stress (24 h on 
plates with 200mM NaCl) affects male-specific pruning of the PHB > AVA 
connection. Each dot represents one animal (n = number of animals, 
shown in each column), blue bars show median, black boxes represent 
quartiles and vertical black lines show range. c, d, P values calculated 
by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test with Bonferroni corrections for 
multiple testing (where applicable; see Methods). d, L1 starvation does not 
affect the normally male-specific PHB > AVG and AVG > DA9 synapses. 
Control animals are the progeny of starved animals.
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Extended Data Fig. 2 | Behaviours unaffected by starvation or 
additional adult development. a, SDS avoidance response is unchanged 
in day 2 adults. Left, predicted synaptic input into avoidance behaviour by 
relevant amphid and phasmid neurons1,5. Each dot represents the average 
reversal index of one animal over ten experimental trials, median shown 
with vertical magenta bar. P values calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon 
rank-sum test. b, Male mate-searching behaviour is unaffected by L1 
starvation. Each dot represents the average distance one male travelled 
away from a bacterial lawn at four time points over 12 h (n = 48 animals 
control, 20 animals L1 starved), in the absence of hermaphrodites. 
Magenta bars indicate median, black boxes indicate quartiles. P values 
calculated by two-tailed t-test. By contrast, we did find mate-searching 
defects in adult males following recovery from dauer, suggesting that 
these males may have additional changes to the nervous system (data not 
shown).
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Extended Data Fig. 3 | See next page for caption.





Extended Data Fig. 3 | Effects of starvation and exogenous or 
endogenous monoamine signalling on synaptic connectivity.  
a, The normally hermaphrodite-specific PHB > AVA and PHA > AVG 
synaptic connections fail to prune in adult males following L1 
starvation or treatment with exogenous octopamine during L1, but 
can be rescued by exogenous serotonin during L1 starvation. Top, red 
cytoplasmic axon label; middle, GRASP (PHB > AVA) or iBLINC signal 
(PHA > AVG); bottom, magnified inset of colour-inverted synaptic 
puncta with arrowheads to indicate puncta. Scale bars, 10 µm, all panels. 
Representative images shown; for quantification and replication, see Fig. 
3a and Methods. b, Increases in extrasynaptic 5-HT through fluoxetine 
suppresses the failure to prune synapses. Quantification of PHB > AVA 
synaptic connectivity in adults following exposure to fluoxetine during 
L1 (on food), L1 starvation without fluoxetine, or L1 starvation in the 
presence of exogenous fluoxetine (0.1 mg ml–1). Each dot represents 
one animal (n = number of animals, shown in each column), blue bars 
show median, black boxes represent quartiles, vertical black lines show 
range (b, d). P values calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test 
with Bonferroni corrections for multiple testing (where applicable; see 
Methods). c, The effect of L1 starvation on male-specific synaptic pruning 
is rescued in the mod-5 mutant background. Representative images shown; 
for quantification and replication, see Fig. 3b and Methods. d, Loss of 
dopamine production (in a mutant for the cat-2 tyrosine hydroxylase) has 
no effect on the pruning of the PHB > AVA and PHA > AVG connections 
in males.
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Extended Data Fig. 4 | See next page for caption.





Extended Data Fig. 4 | Effects of starvation on transcription of tbh-1 
and tph-1. a, Time-course of tbh-1 transcriptional levels in fed (solid 
lines) and L1-starved (dashed lines) animals. tbh-1 levels are even higher 
after 24 h of starvation than after 12 h of starvation, providing a molecular 
correlate for our observation that 12 h of starvation is insufficient to 
affect male-specific synaptic pruning (Fig. 1d). Larval stages (and hours 
post-hatching for fed animals or post-transfer to food for starved animals 
at which imaging took place) shown on x-axis. Centre indicates median, 
error bars indicate quartiles (a, e). P values calculated by two-sided 
Wilcoxon rank-sum test (a–e). n = number of animals (shown below 
data points for fed, above for L1-starved) (a, e). b, Expression of a tph-1 
transcriptional fosmid in NSM in fed L1 animals, starved L1 animals or 
L1 animals fed in the presence of 20 mg ml–1 exogenous octopamine. Each 
grey dot represents averaged expression level in one animal. Magenta 
bar indicates median, black box represents quartiles (b–d). n = number 
of animals (shown in each column) (b–d). c, Expression of a tph-1 
transcriptional fosmid is not affected in ADF or NSM neurons (NSM 
data not shown) by exogenous tyramine in fed L1 hermaphrodites and 
males. TA, tyramine. d, tph-1 transcript levels quantified by smFISH. 
Maximum intensity projection images of one half of animal to show one 
NSM and one ADF neuron. Merge, overlay of tph-1 smFISH puncta onto 
DAPI. Number of tph-1 smFISH puncta was normalized to number of 
ric-4/SNAP-25 synaptic protein smFISH puncta in the same neuron to 
control for staining fluctuations, each dot (n = ) one neuron, shown in 
each column. e, Time-course of tph-1 transcriptional levels in fed (solid 
lines) and L1-starved (dashed lines) animals. Larval stages (and hours 
post-hatching for fed animals or post-transfer to food for starved animals 
at which imaging took place) shown on x-axis. Asterisks (fed L3 animals) 
indicate that animals were imaged at different laser settings (60% of all 
other time points) to prevent pixel oversaturation in images: thus, we 
under-estimate the magnitude of the L3 serotonin spike here.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 | Serotonin is downregulated by starvation and 
functions downstream, but not upstream, of tbh-1 transcription.  
a, tbh-1 is not required for the initial downregulation of tph-1 
transcription in ADF upon L1 starvation, but is required for the 
persistence of this downregulation into the L3 stage. Neither initial tph-1 
downregulation nor a starvation memory were apparent in NSM in a tbh-
1 null mutant. In well-fed conditions, there is no significant difference 
between control and tbh-1 mutant animals. Centre indicates median, 
error bars indicate quartiles. Solid lines indicate continuously fed animals, 
dashed lines indicate L1-starved animals. n = number of animals, shown 
in each column (a–c). P values calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-
sum test (a–c). b, The ser-6 octopamine receptor is required during sexual 
maturation to maintain tph-1 transcription levels in ADF but not NSM 
under well-fed conditions, and upon starvation tph-1 transcription levels 
in the ser-6 mutant do not further decrease, supporting the necessity of 
ser-6 for proper ADF starvation response. Magenta bar indicates median, 
black box represents quartiles (b, c). c, Upregulation of tbh-1 transcription 
upon L1 starvation is unaffected by the addition of exogenous serotonin 
(5 mM), suggesting that serotonin does not act upstream of tbh-1 
upregulation (and subsequent octopamine production).
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Extended Data Fig. 6 | See next page for caption.





Extended Data Fig. 6 | Regulation and neuronal migration effects 
of serotonin signalling. a, Effects of L1 starvation on male-specific 
synaptic pruning can also be rescued by exogenous serotonin during L3 
(while animals are feeding). Each dot represents one adult male animal 
(n = number of animals, shown in each column), blue bar represents 
median, black box represents quartiles, vertical black bars represent range 
(a, b, e). P values calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test  
(a, b, e). b, tph-1 overexpression in NSM does not rescue starvation effects 
on pruning. Quantification of PHB > AVA and PHA > AVG synaptic 
connectivity in L1-starved adult males overexpressing tph-1 in NSM. Two 
independent transgenic lines were tested for each experiment;  
L1-starved animals without transgenic lines are siblings of transgenic 
animals; controls are non-starved adult males with transgenic arrays. None 
of the transgenic lines resulted in partial or complete rescue.  
c, Overexpression of tph-1 under an ADF-specific promoter during 
L1 starvation rescues the male-specific pruning of the PHB > AVA 
and PHA > AVG synaptic connections. Representative images shown; 
for quantification and replication, see Fig. 3e and Methods. d, tph-1 
(n4622) and ttx-3 (ot22); unc-86 (n846) mutants (in which the NSM 
neuron does not express tph-1 or produce serotonin29) have cell body 
displacement, dendrite, and axon fasciculation defects in the phasmids. 
Overexpression of tph-1 under an NSM-specific promoter in the tph-1 
(n4622) mutant background rescues the severity and penetrance of these 
defects. Representative images of defects in the PHB neuron are shown 
here as inverted black and white fluorescence images. Asterisk indicates 
dendrite defect, arrow shows anteriorly shifted cell body, arrowhead shows 
fasciculation defect. Scale bars, 10 µm. Per cent of animals with visible 
defects categorized and quantified to the right, n = number of animals, 
shown in each column. P values calculated by Freeman–Halton extension 
of one-sided Fisher exact test. e, Overexpression of tph-1 under an NSM-
specific promoter in the tph-1 (n4622) mutant background (essentially, 
an ADF-specific tph-1 null) results in male-specific PHB > AVA pruning 
defects. Of two independent NSM::tph-1 transgenic lines, one resulted in a 
slight but insignificant defect in pruning, and one resulted in a substantial 
defect in pruning.














































Extended Data Fig. 7 | ser-4 expression in PHB is permissive for 
synaptic pruning. a, The normally hermaphrodite-specific PHB > AVA 
and PHA > AVG synaptic connections fail to prune in ser-4 mutant 
males, but pruning can be rescued by cell-specific expression of ser-4 
cDNA in PHB or PHA. Top, red cytoplasmic axon label; middle, GRASP 
(PHB > AVA) or iBLINC signal (PHA > AVG); bottom, magnified inset of 
colour-inverted synaptic puncta with arrowheads to indicate puncta. Scale 
bars, 10 µm, all panels. Representative images shown; for quantification 
and replication, see Fig. 4c and Methods. b, ser-4 smFISH puncta are 
present in PHB in both sexes at L1. Three consecutive individual z-slices 
taken from the maximum intensity projections in Fig. 4b are shown, 
moving laterally through each animal from top to bottom rows. Dotted 
circles outline the PHB nuclei (DAPI) identified using osm-6::gfp (see 
Fig. 4b). Arrowheads in the top row indicate the locations of ser-4 puncta, 
which fade out of focus as the slices progress laterally. For quantification 
and replication, see Fig. 4b and Methods.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 | ser-4 is necessary for PHB > AVA and 
PHA > AVG synaptic pruning and acts downstream of the ADF 
serotonin signal. a, Starvation does not enhance the male synaptic 
pruning defect in ser-4 mutants, and the ser-4 mutant phenotype cannot 
be rescued by exogenous serotonin. Each dot represents one animal 
(n = number of animals, shown in each column), blue bar represents 
median, black box represents quartiles, vertical black bars represent 
range. P values calculated by two-sided Wilcoxon rank-sum test (a, b). 
b, Expression of a tph-1 transcriptional fosmid in NSM and ADF does 
not significantly differ between wild-type and ser-4 mutant L1 animals. 
Each dot represents the expression level of one animal, n = number of 
animals, shown in each column. Magenta bar indicates median, black box 
represents quartiles.





Wild-type strains were C. elegans variety Bristol, strain N2. Worms were maintained by standard 
methods(Brenner 1974). Worms were grown at 20oC on nematode growth media (NGM) plates seeded 
with bacteria (E.coli OP50) as a food source.  
The strains used in this study were: 
Figure 1 




him-5 (e1490) otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp- 18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 
10ng/ul, pRF4 50ng/ul  
OH14099 
“PHA>AVG” 
him-5 (e1490) otIs630 srg-13::BirA::nrx-1 25ng/ul, inx-
18p::AP::nlg-1 25 ng/ul, inx-
18p::wcherry 10ng/ul, unc-
122::streptavidin::2xsfGFP 25 
ng/ul, pRF4 50 ng/ul 
OH13577 
“PHB>AVG” 
him-5 (e1490) otIs614 inx-18p::nlg-1::gfp11 30ng/ul, 
MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-1::gfp1-10) 
30ng/ul, MVC15 (nlp-
1::mcherry) 5ng/ul, inx- 








30ng/ul, inx-18p::wCherry 15 
ng/ul; pRF4 50ng/ul  
 
Figure 2 
OH15339 tax-4 (p678); him-5 
(e1490) 
  





him-5 (e1490) otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
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 1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp- 18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 
10ng/ul, pRF4 50ng/ul  
OH14099 
“PHA>AVG” 
him-5 (e1490) otIs630 srg-13::BirA::nrx-1 25ng/ul, inx-
18p::AP::nlg-1 25 ng/ul, inx-
18p::wcherry 10ng/ul, unc-
122::streptavidin::2xsfGFP 25 
ng/ul, pRF4 50 ng/ul 
OH15576 mod-5 (n3314); him-
5 (e1490) 
otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp- 18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 
10ng/ul, pRF4 50ng/ul 
OH15577 mod-5 (n3314); him-
5 (e1490) 
otIs630 srg-13::BirA::nrx-1 25ng/ul, inx-
18p::AP::nlg-1 25 ng/ul, inx-
18p::wcherry 10ng/ul, unc-
122::streptavidin::2xsfGFP 25 
ng/ul, pRF4 50 ng/ul 
OH15400 him-5 (e1490) nIs107 tbh-1::gfp 







































































lim-4 (ky403); him-5 
(e1490) 
otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp- 18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 




lim-4 (ky403); him-5 
(e1490) 
otEx6347c srg-13::BirA::nrx-1 25ng/ul, inx-
18p::AP::nlg-1 25 ng/ul, inx-
18p::wcherry 10ng/ul, unc-
122::streptavidin::2xsfGFP 25 
ng/ul, pRF4 50 ng/ul 
 
aotIs517 is a tph-1 transcriptional fosmid reporter, containing ~36kb of the genomic locus surrounding tph-
1 (presumed to contain all regulatory information) and with tph-1 uniquely tagged with YFP. 
bpKA805 and pKA807 were gifts from Kaveh Ashrafi. 
cThe extrachromosomal array for labeling PHA>AVG connectivity was used here due to genetic linkage 






ser-1 (ok345); him-5 
(e1490) 
otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp-18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 




ser-4 (ok512); him-5 
(e1490) 
otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp-18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 






otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp-18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 





otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
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PHB>AVA” 1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp-18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 





otIs612 MVC12 (flp-18p::nlg-1::gfp11) 
15ng/ul, MVC6 (gpa-6p::nlg-
1::gfp1- 10) 15ng/ul, MVC11 
(flp-18p::mcherry) 10ng/ul, 
MVC15 (nlp- 1::mcherry) 




ser-4 (ok512); him-5 
(e1490) 
otIs630 srg-13::BirA::nrx-1 25ng/ul, inx-
18p::AP::nlg-1 25 ng/ul, inx-
18p::wcherry 10ng/ul, unc-
122::streptavidin::2xsfGFP 25 






otIs630 srg-13::BirA::nrx-1 25ng/ul, inx-
18p::AP::nlg-1 25 ng/ul, inx-
18p::wcherry 10ng/ul, unc-
122::streptavidin::2xsfGFP 25 




















































































him-8 (e1489) oyIs59 osm-6::gfp 
 
Extended Data Figures: 
All strains used in extended data figures have been detailed in main text figures. In brief: 
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Extended Data Fig. 1: OH13575 otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH14099 otIs630; him-5 (e1490), OH13577 
otIs614; him-5 (e1490), OH13691 otEx6342; him-5 (e1490) 
Extended Data Fig. 2: OH15339 tax-4 (p678); him-5 (e1490), CB4088 him-5 (e1490) 
Extended Data Fig. 3: OH13575 otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH14099 otIs630; him-5 (e1490), OH15576 
mod-5 (n3314); otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH15577 mod-5 (n3314); otIs630; him-5 (e1490), OH15582 cat-
2 (e1112); otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH15583 cat-2 (e1112); otIs630; him-5 (e1490) 
Extended Data Fig. 4: OH15400 nIs107; him-5 (e1490), OH15401 otIs517; him-8 (e1489) 
Extended Data Fig. 5: OH15400 nIs107; him-5 (e1490), OH15584 tbh-1 (n3247); otIs517; him-8 
(e1489), OH15585 ser-6 (tm2146); otIs517; him-8 (e1489) 
Extended Data Fig. 6: OH13575 otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH14099 otIs630; him-5 (e1490), OH14979 
tph-1 (n4622); otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH15083 ttx-3 (ot22); unc-86 (n846); otIs612; him-5 (e1490) 
Extended Data Fig. 7: OH13575 otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH14099 otIs630; him-5 (e1490), OH14907 
ser-4 (ok512); otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH14894 ser-4 (ok512); otIs630; him-5 (e1490), OH15289 
otEx7120 ser-4 (ok512); otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH15228 otEx7077; ser-4 (ok512); otIs630; him-5 
(e1490), OH15349 otEx7153; ser-4 (ok512); otIs630; him-5 (e1490) 
 
Extended Data Fig. 8: OH14907 ser-4 (ok512); otIs612; him-5 (e1490), OH14894 ser-4 (ok512); otIs630; 
him-5 (e1490), OH15250 ser-4 (ok512); otIs517; him-8 (e1489) 
 
Cloning and constructs 
To generate pEAB42 (srg-13p::ser-4::SL2::tagRFP), ser-4 cDNA was amplified off of pEAB69 (ser-4 
cDNA in pUC57) and inserted into pEAB6 (srg-13p::fem-3::SL2::tagRFP) using Restriction-Free (RF) 
cloning to replace the fem-3 cDNA. To generate pEAB43 (gpa-6p::ser-4::SL2::tagRFP), pEAB59 (flp-
18p::ser-4::SL2::tagRFP), and pEAB60 (inx-18p::ser-4::SL2::tagRFP), the srg-13 promoter was digested 
out of the SphI/XmaI sites of pEAB42 and each promoter was ligated in (from pEAB1 (2.2kb upstream of 
srg-13 fused to wCherry), pEAB3 (2.6kb of the gpa-6 promoter fused to GFP), pEAB10 (3.1kb of the flp-
18 promoter fused to GFP), and pMO10 (intron 2 of inx-18 with the AIY enhancer site deleted(Oren-
Suissa et al. 2016) fused to wCherry). 
pKA805 (psrh-142::tph-1::GFP) and pKA807 (pceh-2::tph-1::GFP) were kind gifts from Kaveh Ashrafi. 
 
Microscopy 
Worms were anesthetized using 100mM of sodium azide (NaN3) and mounted on 5% agar on glass 
slides. Worms were analyzed by Nomarski optics and fluorescence microscopy, using a Zeiss 880 
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confocal laser-scanning microscope. Multidimensional data was reconstructed as maximum intensity 
projections using Zeiss Zen software. For GRASP experiments, animals were imaged using 63x objective 
and puncta were quantified by scanning the original full Z-stack for distinct dots in the area where the 
processes of the two neurons overlap. GRASP experiments were scored blinded to genotype for mutant 
analysis and rescue array analysis, and experimental condition for starvation, heat stress, hyperosmotic 
stress, and serotonin rescue experiments. For fluorescence intensity experiments, animals were imaged 
using 40x objective with fixed imaging settings, and quantification was performed using the Zeiss Zen 
software by measuring the mean fluorescent intensity of the neuronal cell body in the center Z-slice of 
each neuron, and then averaging the intensity of the left and right neurons of each pair to control for 
differences based on Z-position. Sex of L1 animals was determined using rectal epithelial cell morphology 
and/or coelomocyte position.  
 
Figure preparation and statistics 
Plots for GRASP and expression data were generated in R using the beeswarm package. Two-tailed 
Wilcoxon rank-sum tests were performed in R in addition to post-hoc Bonferroni corrections to adjust p-
values for number of pairwise tests in all cases where more than two pairwise statistical tests were 
performed. Freeman-Halton extension of Fisher exact tests were performed for the categorical data in 
Extended Figure 6D. Figures were prepared using Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Adobe Illustrator CS6. 
 
Starvation and neurotransmitter assays 
L1 starvation assays were performed by plating a synchronized population of embryos (following 
hypochlorite treatment of gravid adults) onto unseeded NGM and allowing 12 hours at 20C for embryo 
hatching, followed by 24 hours at 20C for starvation (unless otherwise noted) before transfer onto seeded 
NGM by washing L1 animals using M9 buffer. Later starvation assays (L3, L4, adult) were performed by 
washing synchronized populations grown at 20C off seeded NGM plates using M9 buffer, performing at 
least 3 washes in M9 at 510rcf to remove OP50, and then plating animals on NGM plates without bacto-
peptone to prevent the growth of any residual OP50 for 24 hours before transfer back to seeded NGM. 
For neurotransmitter assays, all drugs were mixed into NGM media (for serotonin starvation assays, 
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without bacto-peptone) before pouring to a final concentration of 20mg/mL (octopamine), 5mM 
(serotonin), 5mM (tyramine) or 0.1mg/mL (fluoxetine). Drugs used were 5-hydroxytryptamine 
hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich catalog #H9523), (1)-octopamine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich catalog 
#O0250), tyramine hydrochloride (Sigma-Aldrich catalog #T2879), and Fluoxetine Hydrochloride, USP 
(Spectrum Chemical catalog # F1200). L1 animals were synchronized onto drug-containing plates 
identically to starvation assays (above) and then transferred onto plain seeded NGM plates 24 hours 
post-hatching. 
 
L1 heat stress assay 
Heat stress was performed based on published conditions(Nelson et al. 2014).  Briefly, well-fed L1 
animals (6 hours post-hatching) were transferred to a 35C incubator for 30 minutes, and then recovered 
at 20C until adulthood. 
 
L1 osmotic stress assay 
Hyperosmotic stress was performed based on published conditions(Lamitina et al. 2004). Briefly, L1 
animals were grown on plates containing 200mM of NaCl for 24 hours after hatching (in the continuous 
presence of food) and then transferred to standard NGM plates until adulthood. 
 
SDS-avoidance behavior 
SDS avoidance assay was based on procedures described(Hilliard et al. 2002). A small drop of solution 
containing either the repellent (0.1% SDS in M13 buffer) or buffer (M13 buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.0, 
100 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl) is delivered near the tail of an animal while it moves forward. Once in contact 
with the tail, the drop surrounds the entire animal by capillary action and reaches the anterior amphid 
sensory organs. Drop was delivered using 10 uL glass calibrated pipets (VWR international) pulled by 
hand on a flame to reduce the diameter of the tip. The capillary pipette was mounted in a holder with 
rubber tubing and operated by mouth.  Assayed worms were transferred individually to fresh non-wet 
unseeded NGM plates. Each assay started with testing the animals with drops of M13 buffer alone. The 
response to each drop was scored as reversing or not reversing. The avoidance index is the number of 
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reversal responses divided by the total number of trials. An Inter Stimuli Interval of at least two minutes 
was used between successive drops to the same animal. Each animal was tested 10 times. Two 
biological and technical replicates were performed for each experiment. 
 
Mate-searching behavior 
Male-leaving assay was based on procedures described(Lipton et al. 2004). Males were separated from 
hermaphrodites at the L4 stage and transferred to assay plates 24 hours later. Assays were performed on 
NGM plates (5cm diameter) and seeded with 20uL of OP50 to create a small lawn that was allowed to 
grow overnight. Distance from the lawn was recorded every 3 hours over a total assay period of 12 hours, 
and then mean distance from the lawn was calculated for each assayed male. Two biological and 
technical replicates were performed for each experiment. 
 
Mating behavior assays 
Mating assays were based on procedures described(Liu and Sternberg 1995). Males were picked at the 
L4 stage and kept apart from hermaphrodites for 24 hours, either following 24 hours of starvation during 
L1. One male was transferred to a plate covered with a thin fresh OP50 lawn containing 10-15 adult unc-
31(e928) hermaphrodites. These hermaphrodites move very little, allowing for an easy recording of male 
behavior. Hermaphrodites were also isolated from opposite sex at the L4 stage and used 24 hours later, 
and were always well-fed. Animals were monitored and sequence of events was recorded within a 10 min 
window or until the male ejaculated, whichever occurred first. Males were digitally recorded using the 
Exo Labs model 1 camera mounted on Nikon Eclipse E400 compound microscope with long-distance 
X20 lenses. % efficiency (per mating behavior step)=100X(the number of successful performances of 
mating behavior step/the number of times the male attempted the mating behavior step).  % loss of 
hermaphrodite contact=100X(the number of times male lost contact with hermaphrodite and eventually 
re-initiated the mating sequence/the number of hermaphrodites the male contacted during assay). Two 
biological and technical replicates were performed for each experiment. 
 
Single molecule fluorescent in situ hybridization (smFISH)  
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smFISH was performed as previously described(Ji and van Oudenaarden 2012). Briefly, L1 larvae (6 hr 
post-hatching on food for control or 24 hr starved for “L1 starved”) were washed off NGM, fixed (4% PFA) 
for 45min at room temperature. Fixed worms were washed twice with PBS, resuspended in 70% ethanol, 
and incubated two overnights at 4C. The fixed sample was centrifuged and incubated with wash buffer for 
5 min. After wash buffer was removed, hybridization buffer containing the ser-4 or tph-1 and ric-4 probes 
(designed using the Stellaris RNA FISH probe, ser-4 and tph-1 conjugated to CalFluor 590, ric-4 
conjugated to Quasar 670, from Biosearch Technologies) was added to the sample. The sample was 
incubated overnight at 37C. The sample was subsequently incubated in wash buffer with DAPI for 30 min 
at 37C protected from light. The sample suspended in 2X SSC and then resuspended in GLOX buffer for 
2 min. The sample was then resuspended in the GLOX buffer to which the glucose oxidase were added. 
The sample was then mounted and imaged immediately. Images were acquired using an automated 
fluorescence microscope (Zeiss, AXIO Imager Z.2) with a 63x objective. Acquisition of Z-stack images 
(each slice 0.3 microns thick) was performed with the ZEN 2 pro software. Representative images are 
shown following max-projection of Z-stacks in the Zeiss Zen software. Puncta were quantified by 
scanning through the Z-slices sequentially in Zeiss Zen software. Each staining experiment was 
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CHAPTER 5 : DISCUSSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS 
 
The work in this thesis aimed to investigate the global genetic factors, cell type-specific factors, and 
environmental factors that control sex determination and sexual differentiation. In the century since sex 
chromosomes were first described, studies of sex determination have not only identified aspects of how 
sex chromosomes have evolved, along with their downstream genetic pathways, but shed light on 
fundamental biological mechanisms. For instance, studies of dosage compensation and X inactivation 
have revealed important insights on the broader mechanisms of genetic imprinting, chromatin silencing, 
and genetic mechanisms for recognizing and controlling ploidy (Carrel and Willard 2005; Charlesworth 
1996; Cline and Meyer 1996).  
While I have focused on the rapid evolution of sex chromosomes and sex determining systems, it has 
also been postulated that the inverse relationship is true; the rapid evolution of sex chromosomes is the 
effect of sex chromosomes being the basis for rapid evolution. One such theory was postulated by 
Haldane in 1922, based on the observation that in the case of interspecific hybrids of heterogametic 
species, the heterozygous sex (males in XY systems or females in ZW systems) is frequently absent due 
to lethality or sterile if viable (Haldane 1922). Experimental generation of interspecific hybrids in the 
context of the Drosophila genus bears out the validity of this theory (Coyne 1985). Thus, heterogametic 
chromosome systems serve to drive reproductive isolation between species that may not be isolated by 
physical means, or isolated only briefly, which then gives rise to further diversification between the 
species. 
In this sense, all studies of evolution in sexually reproducing species are at their core a study of the 
effect of sex chromosomes and sex determination on evolutionary diversification. Indeed, the advent of 
sexual reproduction has resulted in a degree of species diversity that far outpaces diversity of asexually 
reproducing species (Keeling et al. 2005). Experiments in D. melanogaster have suggested that 
reproductive isolation can evolve fairly rapidly; multiple studies have found that within 16 generations, a 
population will preferentially give rise to progeny from mating within the same population rather than with 
another population (Rice and Hostert 1993). The examination of sex determination provides valuable 
insights into the processes that have driven, and continue to drive, evolutionary diversity. 
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In this section, I consider how my findings relate to the literature on C. elegans sex determination and 
sexual differentiation, in addition to detailing ongoing experiments and proposing broader future 
directions. 
 
1. Regulation of tra-1 
In Chapter 2, I describe dynamic regulation of the master regulatory factor of somatic sex, TRA-1, 
across tissue types, developmental time, sex, environment, and subcellular localization. These 
expression dynamics, combined with the demonstrated involvement of the heterochronic developmental 
pathway, suggest interesting broader questions about the intersection of cell-autonomous sex 
determination and organismal development/sexual maturation, which I will discuss below. 
 
1.1. How do sex and timing via heterochronic genes intersect to establish TRA-1 expression? 
I briefly addressed the fact that the regulatory relationship between DAF-12 and TRA-1 may not be 
linear, but rather reciprocal; not only have ChIP-seq studies, in combination with our studies, suggested 
that DAF-12 is directly regulating the expression of TRA-1 via binding to the locus, but ChIP-seq of TRA-1 
has also been performed, and TRA-1 was found to bind a site in the 5’ intergenic promoter of daf-12 
(Berkseth et al. 2013). However, I found no evidence of sexually dimorphic expression of endogenously-
tagged DAF-12::GFP, so it is unclear how TRA-1 might function to regulate DAF-12 expression. 
Nevertheless, I have generated a mutant wherein the core of the putative TRA-1 binding site in the daf-12 
promoter is deleted (TGGGAGGTT mutated to TGG---TT), in the context of an endogenously gfp-tagged 
daf-12 locus, and will evaluate this mutant for effects on DAF-12::GFP expression. It is worth noting that 
the relationship between DAF-12::GFP and DAF-12 function may not be entirely straightforward because 
1) daf-12 encodes multiple N-terminally distinct isoforms and 2) ligand binding drastically changes the 
regulatory activity of DAF-12 (Antebi et al. 2000; Jia et al. 2002). 
This ligand binding activity of DAF-12 is also of particular interest because of the largely dichotomous 
view of sex determination in vertebrates versus invertebrates; that vertebrate sex determination relies 
largely on hormonal signaling while invertebrates use entirely cell-autonomous mechanisms (Arnold 
2017). Establishing that TRA-1 expression is a downstream read-out of DAF-12 activity allows for the 
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investigation more broadly of how the DAF-12 ligand (dafachronic acid (Jia et al. 2002) may regulate 
sexual differentiation, either by exogenously manipulating levels of dafachronic acid at various 
developmental timepoints, or by analyzing the effects of mutants in the enzyme required to synthesize 
dafachronic acid (daf-9) on the expression pattern of TRA-1.  
The potential for reciprocal regulation between TRA-1 and DAF-12 is not unique in regard to the 
heterochronic pathway. Specifically, TRA-1 ChIP-seq found TRA-1 binding not only to bind to the daf-12 
promoter, but also to promoters for the heterochronic genes lin-42, kin-20, lin-4, and lin-28 (Berkseth et 
al. 2013). This suggests that TRA-1 may directly interact with the heterochronic pathway at multiple 
levels. Furthermore, transgenes where these enhancer regions are fused to gfp show sexually dimorphic 
expression patterns, especially in the tail of males versus hermaphrodites (Berkseth et al. 2013). While 
the complexity of daf-12 isoforms and ligand regulation may complicate analysis of functional dimorphism, 
these caveats are not true of lin-4, which encodes a single microRNA, and I also found to regulate 
aspects of TRA-1 not recapitulated by the daf-12 mutant (muscle and hypodermal expression).   
Initial studies of lin-4 included examining lineage defects in both mutant hermaphrodites and males, 
and lin-4 mutant males show more severe defects in some lineages than hermaphrodites (Chalfie et al. 
1981). Thus, analysis of sexual dimorphism in lin-4 expression, function, and upstream regulation (by 
endogenously mutating TRA-1 binding sites) could serve as an entry point for determining how sex 
determination and heterochronic regulation intersect.   
In some cases, the direct activity of TRA-1 on enhancers of both heterochronic genes and upstream 
genes in the sex determination pathway has been tested by mutating putative TRA-1 binding sites in the 
context of transgenic reporters (Berkseth et al. 2013). Similar to the mechanism of ensuring yolk 
production in the hermaphrodite intestine via TRA-1 repression of mab-3, which in turn normally 
represses the vitellogenin genes, loss of TRA-1 binding sites in the sex determination gene fem-3 and the 
heterochronic gene lin-28 result in derepression of TRA-1 in somatic tissues (Berkseth et al. 2013). 
The potential for interactions between TRA-1 and the heterochronic pathway are also interesting in 
regard to the proposed role of TRA-1 in somatic sex determination, in the broadest sense: repressing 
male fates, and promoting female fates (Hodgkin 1983). This interpretation of TRA-1 function is based on 
the fact that tra-1 null mutant XX and X0 animals develop as males, while tra-1 gain-of-function animals 
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are females (rather than hermaphrodites) whether carrying XX or X0 sex chromosomes; in this sense, 
coupling opposing mutations in tra-1 results in the generation of a male/female “species” that no longer 
relies on X chromosome dosage for sex determination, but rather on a single autosomal locus (Hodgkin 
1983). 
In the context of the soma, the fact that strong tra-1 gain-of-function mutants are perfectly female and 
strong tra-1 loss-of-function mutants are perfectly male has suggested bidirectional roles for tra-1 in both 
male and female development. However, as detailed above, both direct genetic evidence (ie TRA-1 
regulation of mab-3) and evidence from deletion of TRA-1 binding sites in transgenic reporters suggests 
that TRA-1 functions by repressing male fates, which normally repress female/hermaphrodite fates, but 
are derepressed in the presence of TRA-1. It is possible that this is true in the examples that have been 
described thus far, but that examining TRA-1 function in other tissues will reveal roles both as female-
promoting and male-repressing. In the following section, I present one such hypothesis. 
 
1.2. Does TRA-1 have sexually differential functions? 
The fact that a subset of the sex-shared nervous system expresses TRA-1 in adult males, in addition 
to adult hermaphrodites, can be interpreted a few possible ways. First, assuming that TRA-1 functions the 
same way in males and hermaphrodites, these neurons may be “agnostic” to sexual identity; in the 
absence of any sexually dimorphic function, it would not make a difference functionally whether or not the 
neuron is expressing TRA-1, and thus TRA-1 is not under tight regulation in these cells. One piece of 
evidence that may support this interpretation is the finding that up to 50% of neurons that express 
GFP::TRA-1 in the adult male are variable from animal to animal. However, while this variability seems 
intrinsic to TRA-1 expression in the male, it is also possible that subtle factors that we have not yet 
identified serve to tune TRA-1 expression in male animals. For instance, we found evidence that 
environmental conditions dynamically affect TRA-1 expression; do dynamics known to regulate behavior 
in adult males, such as feeding versus mate-searching appetitive behaviors, sexual experience, or slight 
differences in age result in fluctuations in TRA-1 expression in males? 
A second, but not mutually exclusive, possibility is that TRA-1 is required in some sex-shared 
neurons of the male for their function. Sexually dimorphic functions for sex-shared neurons have been 
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identified by many studies in C. elegans; for instance, the sex-shared sensory neurons AWA, AWC, and 
ASK control male-specific pheromone attraction and dimorphisms in food attraction, and tra-1 has been 
implicated in generating these dimorphisms, but via its activity in the hermaphrodite (Lee and Portman 
2007; Ryan et al. 2014; White et al. 2007). 
It remains possible that TRA-1 activity in hermaphrodite and male neurons, while expression appears 
non-dimorphic, may lead to sexually differential functions. This may be a context in which TRA-1 acts 
both as female-promoting and male-repressing, as proposed above, via functionally different roles in cells 
that express TRA-1 in both sexes. As tra-1 represents the sole Gli ortholog in C. elegans, potential 
mechanisms of regulation can be suggested from what is known of Gli regulation in vertebrates and other 
invertebrate species. In some cases, Gli activity functions to modulate binding partners (for instance, 
Gli2/3 interact with Sox9 to form a transcriptional repressor, whereas Sox9 interaction with other Sox 
proteins results in a transcriptional activator (Jo et al. 2014)). In other cases, post-translational processing 
of Gli itself can result in differential activity. The Drosophila Gli ortholog Ci is proteolytically truncated at 
the C-terminus to generate a transcriptional repressor in the absence of Hedgehog signaling, whereas Ci 
is not cleaved in the presence of Hedgehog signaling and acts as a transcriptional activator (Koebernick 
and Pieler 2002). In C. elegans hermaphrodites, but apparently not in males, TRA-1A is also 
proteolytically cleaved, and this has been suggested to functionally activate it in hermaphrodite versus 
male animals (Schvarzstein and Spence 2006). While this has not been proposed to result in functional 
differences in TRA-1 activity in the male, it is possible that differential C-terminal cleavage results in 
different TRA-1 activity in the sex-shared nervous system. I have used CRISPR/Cas9 to endogenously 
gfp-tag tra-1a at the C-terminus, and will compare expression in hermaphrodites and males; if this 
differential processing is being used to generate sexual dimorphism, I expect not to see TRA-1A::GFP 
expression in the hermaphrodite nervous system (since the C-terminus will be cleaved off), but for TRA-
1A::GFP to recapitulate the expression pattern of GFP::TRA-1 in the male nervous system. 
Provided that TRA-1A::GFP is expressed, and especially if it is sexually dimorphic, it could also be a 
valuable tool for unbiased analysis of downstream targets of TRA-1A. Since one possibility based on 
known activities of Gli proteins is that an uncleaved TRA-1A would have different cofactors than a 
cleaved TRA-1A, it may also have different DNA binding specificity than cleaved TRA-1A. Using TRA-
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1A::GFP for ChIP-seq analysis, as was performed for GFP::TRA-1 (Berkseth et al. 2013), has the 
potential to identify differences in downstream regulatory targets based on proteolytic processing of TRA-
1A. 
 
1.3. The function of ubiquitous TRA-1 in the hermaphrodite: are all cells sexually differentiated? 
Sexually differentiated functions for all TRA-1-expressing tissues are not apparent; for instance, 
although hypodermal lineages make numerous well-characterized sexually dimorphic divisions during 
larval stages, by adulthood all of these cell divisions are complete (Sulston et al. 1980; Sulston and 
Horvitz 1977). In this case, why is TRA-1 still expressed in adulthood? Similar to one possibility for 
expression in the male nervous system, TRA-1 could function earlier in these lineages and then simply be 
maintained into adulthood, rather than downregulated, as there may be no functional consequence of its 
continued expression. However, the seam cell lineage of the hypodermis does not begin expressing TRA-
1 until adulthood, when the cells are already terminally differentiated, suggesting that there may be 
specific functional relevance.  
Approaching sexual dimorphism from a functional angle, there are also hermaphrodite-specific factors 
without a known cellular site of action, such as the secretion of hermaphrodite-specific pheromones, 
which serve as attractive cues for male mating (Chute and Srinivasan 2014). Taken together, one 
reasonable possibility is that the adult hermaphrodite seam cells secrete pheromones that are attractive 
to male mates (and similar to TRA-1 expression dynamics in the seam cells, these pheromones are not 
secreted in earlier larval stages). The advent of CRISPR/Cas9 has also enabled the development of tools 
to create temporally and tissue-specific protein knockouts with great precision. For instance, the existing 
GFP::TRA-1 strain could simply be crossed to a strain that expresses a GFP nanobody fused to a degron 
tag specifically in the seam cells (Wang et al. 2017) to ask whether hermaphrodite pheromone secretion 
is abolished. 
As I have discussed, we are also in the process of specifically identifying the neuron classes that turn 
on GFP::TRA-1 expression in each larval stage. Using neuron-specific drivers to degrade TRA-1 in 
individual neuron classes in the same manner would allow assessment of how TRA-1 may give rise to 
sexually dimorphic synaptic connectivity and behavioral outputs of individual neuron classes. 
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2. How does DMD-4 function and activity differ across different cell types? 
In Chapter 3, I described sexually dimorphic phenotypic outputs of dmd-4 (chemical synaptic 
connectivity and behavior), and investigated upstream regulators required to generate temporal and 
sexual specificity. However, the immediate downstream genetic targets that mediate these phenotypic 
effects remain unclear; identifying downstream genetic targets of DMRT family genes in general has been 
a point of interest in considering how conserved the genetic regulatory networks downstream of these 
highly conserved transcription factors are, but relatively few gene targets have been described (Matson 
and Zarkower 2012). 
Because a binding site for DMD-4 has been predicted (Narasimhan et al. 2015), one way to identify 
potential downstream targets of DMD-4 is using in silico prediction. TargetOrtho is a tool that has been 
developed in the Hobert lab to predict transcription factor binding sites, weighting likelihood of binding site 
functionality based on conservation among nematodes (Glenwinkel et al. 2014). One class of genes that 
TargetOrtho identified as high-ranking potential targets of DMD-4 was the innexin genes, which make up 
the channels that form gap junctions, and have been mapped with single-neuron resolution in C. elegans 
hermaphrodites (Bhattacharya et al. 2019). Electron micrographical reconstruction of the hermaphrodite 
and male nervous systems did not only assess chemical synapses, but also electrical synapses. Like for 
chemical synapses, substantial sexual dimorphisms are observed for electrical synaptic connections 
among sex-shared neurons, including the phasmid neurons (Cook et al. 2019). Specifically, in males, the 
PHA neuron displays a number of electrical synaptic partners (including the PHB neuron) that it does not 
connect to in hermaphrodites. Thus, the innexins potentially downstream of DMD-4 may be the direct 
effectors of this dimorphism in electrical connectivity. Because innexin expression has not been 
systematically evaluated in the male, we will use two existing endogenously gfp-tagged innexins (inx-2 
and inx-6) to first ask whether there is dimorphic expression in the phasmid neurons, and then whether 
this dimorphism depends on dmd-4.  
We also aim to visualize this dimorphic electrical connectivity by expressing gfp-tagged UNC-1 
specifically in the PHA neurons. UNC-1, a stomatin homolog, is known to interact with electrical synapse-
forming innexin proteins in C. elegans (Chen et al. 2007). Thus, UNC-1 may serve to label all electrical 
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synapses, in contrast to the highly specific innexin genes. I have already built a transgene expressing 
UNC-1::GFP specifically in PHA, and am currently evaluating it for sexual dimorphisms in electrical 
connectivity. 
In addition to the potential targets of DMD-4 identified in silico by TargetOrtho, the various 
CRISPR-tagged alleles of DMD-4 I have generated make possible an unbiased in vivo examination of 
DMD-4 targets. DMD-4 binding can be assessed by ChIP-seq, or the role of DMD-4 in the nervous 
system can be functionally investigated utilizing FACS-based RNA-sequencing, as has recently been 
demonstrated to be broadly feasible in C. elegans (Taylor et al. 2019). In the case of a FACS-based 
examination of DMD-4 function, the fact that I have identified both a nervous system null allele (dmd-4 
(ot957ot935)), and that missense mutations in the DMA domain result in loss of DMD-4::GFP in the 
pharynx of adult animals makes possible the identification of DMD-4 targets specific to the nervous 
system, specific to the pharynx, or common to both tissue types, by comparing transcriptomes in both of 
these mutants to wild-type. 
In addition to the potential for differential downstream targets of DMD-4 in different tissue types, 
the results pertaining to regulation of DMD-4 stability by the DMA domain suggest some notable 
differences as to how DMD-4 is regulated in the pharynx versus the nervous system. In the context of 
wild-type animals, both the pharynx and amphid sensory neurons show constant, non-dimorphic DMD-4 
expression, whereas the heterochronic and sex determination pathways intersect to generate 
hermaphrodite-specific expression in the adult phasmids (Figure 5.1). However, disruption of ubiquitin 
binding via mutations in the DMA domain reveals an unexpected temporal regulation of DMD-4 in the 
pharynx; expression is unaffected through the L4 stage but disappears in adulthood (Figure 5.1). 
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Figure 5.1. Summary model for DMD-4 expression in different cell types, and the cell type-specific 
effects of disrupting ubiquitin binding on DMD-4 stability. 
 
One hypothesis raised by these results is that the temporal mechanism underlying male-specific 
degradation of DMD-4 in the phasmid neurons also operates in the pharynx, but in wild-type animals no 
factor acts to disrupt DMD-4 binding to ubiquitin, and thus DMD-4 is never degraded. Because I found 
that overexpression of the LIN-41 heterochronic gene in the nervous system stabilizes DMD-4::GFP in 
the male phasmids, this hypothesis is testable by examining the effects of a lin-41(gof) mutant on the 
temporal downregulation of DMD-4::GFP in the pharynx of DMA mutants. 
The DMA missense mutants, which circumvent the embryonic lethality of dmd-4 null mutants but are 
compromised in adulthood, also provide a powerful tool for forward genetic suppressor screens of the 
pharyngeal defects induced by loss of dmd-4. Such a screen has the potential to identify the genes that 
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are specifically required to mediate DMD-4 degradation in the pharynx, which may also provide insight 
into mechanisms by which DMD-4 is dimorphically degraded in the phasmid neurons. 
In addition to identifying factors that may regulate DMD-4 stability in trans, why is DMD-4 differentially 
sensitive to degradation in different cell types? It is likely that other posttranslational modifications or 
protein-protein interactions modulate the affinity of DMD-4 for ubiquitin; CUE domains have been found to 
mediate other modifications (such as phosphorylation) and protein dimerization (Kozlov et al. 2007; Mitra 
et al. 2013). It is possible that the site of this modification or interaction is within the DMA domain itself, 
but there are also other highly conserved regions of DMD-4 that are potential sites of regulation, 
particularly between the DM and DMA domains, and the extreme C-terminus (Figure 5.2). 
 
Figure 5.2. Conservation of DMD-4 across the Caenorhabditis genus.  
The DM DNA-binding domain is shown in the blue box, the DMA domain in yellow, and the EH1 domain 
in green. The red text sequence labeled “DMD-4” is the C. elegans ortholog. 
 
 
The most C-terminal domain in DMD-4, the EH1 (Engrailed Homolog 1) domain, is a short domain 
associated with the repressor activity of a broad array of transcription factor families and may be a result 
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and it is not present in any other invertebrate or vertebrate orthologs of dmd-4 (although other DMRT 
family genes in Drosophila and H. sapiens contain EH1 domains). In C. elegans, EH1 domains have been 
implicated in many protein-protein interactions, including requirements for sexual differentiation (sexually 
dimorphic apoptosis of the CEM neurons requires the EH1 domain of the BarH homeodomain gene CEH-
30 (Peden et al. 2007). A missense mutant in the dmd-4 EH1 collection already exists from the Million 
Mutation Project (a high-throughput effort to identify point mutations by whole genome sequencing 
mutagenized strains), and we can test the effects of this mutation on 1) the sexually dimorphic functions 
of DMD-4 in the phasmid neurons and 2) the sexually nondimorphic functions of DMD-4 in the pharynx. 
In a more unbiased manner, our ability to generate missense mutations in the DMA domain (in the 
course of generating the targeted leucine to arginine mutation I generated 26 other indel alleles; thus far, 
these all appear to affect DMD-4 function in a manner largely identical to the mutation I described in 
Chapter 3) in the context of DMD-4::GFP using CRISPR/Cas9 provides proof-of-principle for the ability to 
generally mutagenize the DMD-4 ORF and examine effects on DMD-4 expression. This approach can be 
used to probe other regions of DMD-4 mutationally to further dissect residues important for regulating 
expression dynamics. For instance, the highly conserved C-terminal tail is rich in serine residues, which 
may indicate a role of phosphorylation in regulating DMD-4 (as described above for other CUE domains) 
and is one region of interest for mutational analysis.  
 
3. What underlies sexually dimorphic stress response? 
In Chapter 4, I described a male-specific stress response to early life starvation. While I was able to 
characterize the phenotypic response to this early life starvation, including the cell-autonomous 
mechanisms that mediate response in the phasmid neurons, the broader question of why hermaphrodites 
are not similarly sensitive to this starvation stress remains unanswered. 
It is known that starvation in adult males results in behavioral differences from adult hermaphrodites, 
chiefly because adult males balance feeding and sex appetites, and thus response to food sensation, 
internal metabolic state, and pheromones must all be balanced (Barrios et al. 2008; Ryan et al. 2014; 
Vellai et al. 2006). Additionally, hermaphrodites and males are known to genetically respond differently to 
starvation stress; while the DAF-16/FOXO transcription factor translocates from the cytoplasm to the 
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nucleus in starved hermaphrodites of all developmental stages to activate starvation response genes, in 
adult males DAF-16 is apparently unable to translocate (at least in the intestine) (Honjoh et al. 2017). 
Interestingly, this dimorphic starvation response is proposed to occur via the activity of DAF-12 regulation 
of TRA-1. 
Thus, there is precedent for a sexually dimorphic response to starvation in the adult, and my study 
suggests that this sexual dimorphism may already exist at least in some contexts in early larval stage 
animals. Whole animal transcriptomics has been performed on starved adults of both sexes, and large 
differences in the number of transcriptionally responsive genes between the two sexes was observed 
(Honjoh et al. 2017). However, it has not been examined whether larval males and hermaphrodites 
already exhibit changes in transcriptional response to starvation stress (or any other stress paradigm), 
and the tissue specificity of these effects, and most importantly, the cause and effect relationships, is 
unknown. For instance, ablation of just three pairs of sensory neurons induces dauer formation in C. 
elegans, so changes to just a few upstream cells results in organism-wide changes across tissue types 
(Bargmann and Horvitz 1991). 
To this end, profiling the phasmid neurons using a FACS-based RNA-seq method (as I detailed 
above for dmd-4 mutants) in the context of larval starvation could reveal insights into why male phasmids 
are more sensitive to starvation stress than hermaphrodite phasmids. In addition, profiling of the 
upstream “signaling” neuron (ADF, which is the source of serotonin for establishing sexual dimorphisms in 
phasmid synaptic pruning) is of great interest not only in the context of my study, but also because ADF is 
known to modulate sexually dimorphic chemosensory behavior (Fagan et al. 2018), and is a neuron 
required to regulate dauer entry in C. elegans (Bargmann and Horvitz 1991). 
 
4. Why do sexes exist? 
I have explored two broad themes in sex determination and sexual differentiation in this thesis; 
complex and highly-regulated genetic pathways function to ensure sexual development (Chapters 2 and 
3), but environmental conditions and life history also regulate both the genetic factors themselves, and 
the phenotypic outputs of sexual development (Chapters 2 and 4). Hopefully, I have shown that the 
factors underlying both sex determination and sexual differentiation are extremely intricate and have 
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demonstrated that these intricacies have evolved many times over across phyla (Chapter 1). The 
evolution of sexes and sexual reproduction remains a point of contention in evolutionary biology and 
population modeling (Lively 2010; Niklas et al. 2014); namely, why is sexual reproduction advantageous 
over asexual reproduction? One purely statistical argument against sexual reproduction is that having two 
mating types (such as male/female) means by definition that 50% of the population is not directly giving 
rise to progeny, and thus half as proliferative as an asexually reproducing population of the same size 
(Lively 2010). Of course, in hermaphroditic species such as C. elegans the percentage of a wild 
population made up by males is estimated to be around 0.01% or lower (Brenner 1974). 
Nevertheless, sexual reproduction has persisted since it was estimated to have arisen 1.2 billion 
years ago, and has generated a diversity of species far outpacing the diversity achieved by earlier 
prokaryotes in a much longer span of time (Keeling et al. 2005; Mora et al. 2011). While upstream factors 
regulating sex determination evolve extremely rapidly, it is of interest that DMRT family genes appear to 
be much more broadly conserved (Mawaribuchi et al. 2019). Recent advances in the practicality and 
affordability of whole genome sequencing, RNA-sequencing, and CRISPR/Cas9 genome engineering 
greatly expand the number of species in which the questions of how conserved gene families are, in 
which cells genes are expressed, and how they function can be asked, and the answers to these 
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APPENDIX A: Sex-specific pruning of neuronal synapses in Caenorhabditis elegans 
 
Meital Oren-Suissa, Emily A Bayer, and Oliver Hobert. 2016. Nature 533: 206–211  
 
At the beginning of my graduate work, it was still unknown how the dimorphic synaptic connectivity of 
the phasmid neurons arose developmentally, and what the functional outputs of that connectivity were. 
Here, we demonstrate that sexually dimorphic adult connectivity of the phasmid neurons is established 
both by sex-specific pruning of initially sex-hybrid connection, and by pre-patterning of sexual 
dimorphism. The synaptic remodeling of the PHB neuron allows it to develop male-specific behaviors in 
adulthood, but at the expense of some sex-shared behaviors. For this study, I performed quantification of 
trans-synaptically labeled animals (Figure 3, Extended Data Figure 1) and behavioral analysis (Extended 
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Sex-specific pruning of neuronal 
synapses in Caenorhabditis elegans
Meital Oren-Suissa1,2,3, Emily A. Bayer1,2,3 & Oliver Hobert1,2,3
Like other invertebrate or vertebrate nervous systems, the nervous 
system of C. elegans contains a number of sex-specific neurons, most 
of which are generated during the process of sexual maturation in late 
larval stages1,2. Apart from these sex-specific neurons (8 in herma-
phrodites, 91 in males), there are 294 neurons shared by both sexes, 
most of which are embryonically generated3,4. The hermaphrodite and 
male versions of these shared neurons display the same lineage his-
tory, the same cell body position, share molecular features (for exam-
ple, neurotransmitter identity) and display similar neurite projection 
patterns3,5–7. Intriguingly, the recent reconstruction of the posterior 
nervous system of the C. elegans adult male5 and its comparison to 
the connectome of the hermaphrodite (a derived female)8 show that 
several of the sex-shared neurons are strongly sexually dimorphic in 
their synaptic wiring patterns. These anatomical observations provide 
a fascinating opportunity to study how seemingly similar sex-shared 
neurons develop sexually dimorphic characteristics.
Synaptic target choices between sex-shared neurons
Here we focus on a group of sex-shared—but dimorphically 
connected—sensory, inter- and motorneurons5 (Fig. 1a). The sexually 
dimorphic connectivity differences do not simply reflect sex-specific 
modifications of similar neuronal circuits, but rather sex-shared neu-
rons wire into completely distinct circuits5 (Fig. 1a). For example, 
the PHB phasmid sensory neuron synapses onto three different sex-
shared command interneurons only in hermaphrodites (AVA, AVD 
and PVC). In males, PHB connects to a sex-shared interneuron, AVG, 
which in turn connects to downstream tail motor neurons only in 
males (Fig. 1a). To examine whether dimorphic connections are due 
to dimorphic synaptic partner choice or a reflection of sex-specific 
neuron or process placement, we analysed serial electron micrographs 
and found that the phasmid neuron processes are directly adjacent 
to the AVG process in both sexes (Extended Data Fig. 1). Dimorphic 
connections between these neurons are therefore a consequence of 
sex-specific synaptic partner choice.
Although electron microscopy provides a powerful tool to identify 
synaptic partners, the presently available electron microscopy analysis 
relies on one or two animals at a single stage (adult). To confirm the 
electron microscopy results, and to visualize the reproducibility as 
well as the developmental aspects of dimorphic synapses, we used 
two distinct trans-synaptic labelling techniques (Fig. 1b), ‘GRASP’ 
(GFP reconstitution across synaptic partners)9 and ‘iBLINC’ (in vivo 
biotin labelling of intercellular contact)10. We generated transgenic 
lines in which seven distinct synaptically connected neuron pairs are 
labelled with GRASP and/or iBLINC. Using cytosolic mCherry to label 
neurites, we examined synaptic puncta along these mCherry-labelled 
adjacent processes. For all seven synaptic connections examined, we 
reproducibly identified discrete synaptic puncta that appear in the sex-
ually dimorphic manner predicted by the electron microscopy analysis 
(Fig. 1a, b, Extended Data Figs 1–3).
Sexually dimorphic functions of sex-shared neurons
To assess whether sexually dimorphic wiring is an indication of 
dimorphic neuronal function, we either surgically removed individual 
dimorphically connected neurons or genetically silenced them using 
ectopic expression of a histamine-gated chloride channel11. Silencing 
of the PHB neurons (using a driver that is strongly and consistently 
expressed only in PHB; Extended Data Fig. 4) affected forward loco-
motion of hermaphrodites, but not of males (Extended Data Fig. 5a). 
Another previously described PHB function also displays notable 
sex-specificity. Specifically, it has been shown that the PHB sensory 
neuron modulates chemorepulsive behaviour of hermaphrodites in 
response to the noxious chemical sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)12. 
The modulatory effect of PHB is observed upon functionally disa-
bling subsets of head sensory neurons12. Such head-neuron-defective 
animals fail to avoid SDS because PHB provides an antagonistic input 
to command interneurons12. This antagonistic input to the command 
circuit is revealed through ablation of PHB, which restores the ability 
of head-sensory-neuron-defective animals to avoid SDS12. We 
 corroborated this antagonistic input through silencing of PHB with 
a histamine-gated chloride channel, by examining ceh-14 mutant 
animals, in which all three phasmid neurons fail to adopt their 
glutamatergic identity13, and by silencing both ASH and PHB neurons 
(Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 5d, e). Importantly, male PHB does not 
connect to command interneurons and no antagonistic input to the 
command circuit is expected. One would therefore predict that the 
disabling of head sensory-neuron function in males (ASH silenced and 
Whether and how neurons that are present in both sexes of the same species can differentiate in a sexually dimorphic 
manner is not well understood. A comparison of the connectomes of the Caenorhabditis elegans hermaphrodite and male 
nervous systems reveals the existence of sexually dimorphic synaptic connections between neurons present in both sexes. 
Here we demonstrate sex-specific functions of these sex-shared neurons and show that many neurons initially form 
synapses in a hybrid manner in both the male and hermaphrodite pattern before sexual maturation. Sex-specific synapse 
pruning then results in the sex-specific maintenance of subsets of these connections. Reversal of the sexual identity of 
either the pre- or postsynaptic neuron alone transforms the patterns of synaptic connectivity to that of the opposite 
sex. A dimorphically expressed and phylogenetically conserved transcription factor is both necessary and sufficient to 
determine sex-specific connectivity patterns. Our studies reveal new insights into sex-specific circuit development.
1Department of Biological Sciences, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027, USA. 2Department of Biochemistry and Molecular Biophysics, Columbia University, New York, New York 
10032, USA. 3Howard Hughes Medical Institute, Columbia University, New York, New York 10027, USA.
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ablated; or tax-4 mutants) should not have the impact on SDS avoid-
ance that is observed in hermaphrodites. We indeed found this to be 
the case (Fig. 2a, Extended Data Fig. 5).
As adult male PHB neurons are not involved in the avoidance of 
noxious chemicals, we next investigated the function they adopt in 
males. We noted that the male-specific innervation target of PHB, 
the interneuron AVG, becomes innervated by male-specific hook 
sensory neurons (HOA and HOB), known to be involved in sensing a 
hermaphrodite-derived signal that induces males to stop at the vulva 
during mating behaviour14. Moreover, PHB also innervates HOA 
directly5. Through genetic silencing, genetic ablation and microsur-
gical laser ablations, we found that PHB and AVG are involved in 
responding to this vulva stop signal (Fig. 2b, c). Ablation of VD13, 
one of the motor neurons innervated by AVG specifically in males 
also caused vulva location defects (Fig. 2c), as did ablation of the LUA 
neuron (Extended Data Fig. 6). PHB also innervates the male-specific 
PVX and PVY neurons, involved in mate-contact-induced backward 
locomotion in males15, and silencing PHB also affected this sexually 
dimorphic behaviour (Fig. 2d). We conclude that PHB has sexually 
dimorphic functions, modulating locomotion and processing repul-
sive environmental sensory information in hermaphrodites, while 
sensing hermaphrodite-derived mating cues in males (summarized 
in Extended Data Fig. 6c).
Sex-shared interneurons also display sexually dimorphic functions. 
We found that the dimorphically connected LUA neuron was also 
involved in response to vulva stop signal in males, and automated 
worm-tracking analysis16 revealed that ablation of LUAs results in 
pausing defects in hermaphrodites but not in males (Extended Data 
Fig. 6).
Sexually dimorphic synapse patterning
We next asked how sexually dimorphic connectivity patterns are estab-
lished. With the exception of the VD13 neuron (which is born at the 
end of the first larval stage1), the shared neurons that we analysed are 
born and project their neurites during embryogenesis. Sex-specific neu-
rons in the tail are born in the last larval stage2 and male-specific behav-
iours emerge soon after17. One could therefore envision that dimorphic 
connections between the embryonically born neurons could form dur-
ing sexual maturation, that is, long after the respective neurons and 
axonal patterns have been established in the animal (‘late maturation’ 
model; Fig. 3a). Alternatively, a ‘default connectivity’ could be estab-
lished by both sexes early in development, followed by a sex-specific 
Figure 1 | Visualizing sexually dimorphic synapses. a, Connectivity 
of selected neurons at the adult stage, as inferred from serial section 
reconstructions of electron micrographs5,8. Chemical synapses between 
sensory (triangles), inter- (hexagons) and motor (circles) neurons 
are depicted as arrows. Thickness of arrows correlates with degree of 
connectivity (number of sections over which en passant synapses are 
observed). The inset indicates where synaptic connections are formed. 
Black/grey, shared-sex neurons; white, male-specific neurons. Arrows 
indicate hermaphrodite-specific (red) and male-specific (blue) chemical 
synapse between shared neurons. b, Visualizing sexually dimorphic 
synapses. Fluorescent micrographs of GRASP GFP signal in preanal 
ganglion region outlined in the inset in Fig. 1a. Neuronal processes are 
labelled with cytoplasmic codon-optimized Cherry markers. GRASP  
data are shown, additional iBLINC data are shown in Extended Data  
Fig. 3. Expression pattern of the promoters used in this study to drive cell-
specific expression can be found in Extended Data Fig. 4. Quantification 
of data are shown in Fig. 3b; the number of fluorescent puncta (outlined 
with white boxes) is similar to those observed in the electron microscopy 
analysis5. Gut; auto-fluorescence gut granules. Scale bars, 10 µm. In all 
images anterior is left, and dorsal is up. Blue and red indicate male and 
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synapse rewiring upon sexual maturation (‘rewiring’ model; Fig. 3a). 
By analysing connectivity throughout larval development using the 
GRASP and iBLINC systems, we discovered two different mechanisms: 
a ‘pruning’ mechanism, used by many different neurons, and a ‘prepat-
terning’ mechanism used by others (Fig. 3a).
For example, PHB neurons connect to AVA and AVG in her-
maphrodites and males at early larval stages (Fig. 3b, c). Therefore, 
male-specific pruning of the PHB–AVA synapses results in an 
adult male-specific PHB–AVG connection, and conversely, 
hermaphrodite-specific pruning of the PHB–AVG synapses results in 
the hermaphrodite-specific PHB–AVA synapses. We observed these 
synaptic pruning events to occur during sexual maturation in the 
fourth larval stage (L4) (Extended Data Fig. 7).
As the PHB–AVA connection exists in both sexes at the L1 stage, 
we asked whether at this stage both hermaphrodites and males dis-
play a PHB-dependent modulation of the repulsive response to nox-
ious chemicals. We indeed found this to be the case (Fig. 2a). The 
repulsive response was restored in both sexes upon silencing of PHB 
(Extended Data Fig. 5f). These observations demonstrate that PHB 
does not merely acquire dimorphic functions in the adult, but that 
PHB neurons in males undergo a repurposing of function, from 
initially being involved in sensing noxious environmental cues to 
processing sex-specific cues.
Sexually dimorphic pruning of synaptic connections can also 
be observed in a number of additional neuronal contexts (Fig. 3, 
Extended Data Fig. 2). For example, PHA connects to AVG in both 
sexes at the L1 stage, but this connection is selectively lost in males 
(Fig. 3b, c). Similarly, the AVG interneuron connects to the choliner-
gic DA9 motor neuron in both sexes at the L1 stage, but the synaptic 
connection persists only in males, not hermaphrodites (Figs 1b, 3b, c).
One other sexually dimorphic synaptic connection arises by a 
fundamentally different principle: the AVG to VD13 connection is 
only ever observed in males, and never in hermaphrodites (Figs 1b 
and 3b, c). Some prepatterning is also already evident in the pruned 
AVG–DA9 synapses; these are present in both sexes in the L1 stage, 
but are stronger in the male (Fig. 3b, c). Analysis of ∼1,000 serial 
electron microscopy sections shows that the axons of the AVG and 
VD13 (synaptically connected in a male-specific manner) are more 
adjacent in males compared to hermaphrodites (Extended Data 
Fig. 1). Even though we cannot exclude the possibility that dimorphic 
adjacency is merely a secondary consequence of failure to establish 
synaptic contact, we propose that the prepatterning of dimorphic 
synapse may be a consequence of dimorphic axon placement. Taken 
together, we identified two types of synaptic maturation events: 
pruning events that coincide with sexual maturation and dimorphic 
prepatterning events that precede sexual maturation (summarized 
in Fig. 3d).
The sex of neurons controls synaptic patterning
We next investigated whether sexually dimorphic wiring patterns are 
determined by the sex of both the pre- and postsynaptic cell, or by 
non-cell-autonomous processes. We addressed this question by gen-
erating sexually mosaic animals through cell-type specific, ectopic 
expression of the fem-3 gene, which downregulates the global hermaph-
roditic identity determinant TRA-1 (a Gli-type zinc finger transcription 
factor) thereby imposing a male identity on the specific cell-type in an 
otherwise hermaphroditic animal6,18,19. Conversely, ectopic cell-type-
specific expression of the intracellular domain of the TRA-2 receptor 
(‘TRA-2IC’) feminizes cells via stabilization of the TRA-1 transcription 
factor in otherwise male animals17,20. We found that identity trans-
formations of single neurons transformed synaptic wiring patterns to 
that of the opposite sex (Fig. 4, Extended Data Fig. 8). For example, 
masculinization of PHB results in a loss of the PHB–AVA connection 
in an otherwise hermaphroditic animal and a gain of the PHB–AVG 
connection, demonstrating that the sex of PHB dictates which con-
nection is pruned or maintained. Non-dimorphic PHB connectivity 
at the L1 stage is not affected by sex-reversal (Extended Data Fig. 8). 
Notably, masculinization of PHB also restores the behavioural defects 
of head-sensory-neuron-disabled hermaphrodites (Fig. 2a). Thus, the 
behavioural differences between males and hermaphrodites in the 
noxious chemical response can be linked specifically to the sex of an 
individual neuron (Fig. 2).
Not only is the sex of the presynaptic neuron a determinant of 
sex-specific wiring patterns, but the postsynaptic cell is also impor-
tant for establishing proper connectivity (Fig. 4). Masculinization of 
AVG in hermaphrodites (in which PHB does not normally connect 
Figure 2 | Functional repurposing of dimorphic neurons.  
a, Chemosensory repulsion assays (see Methods for full description of 
behavioural assays). Scatter diagrams plotting the avoidance index of 
single animals. Each black dot represents the fraction of reversal responses 
(scored as reversing or not reversing) in 10 or more assays of a single 
animal. Magenta vertical bars represent the median. The left column 
indicates predictions of reversal behaviour, based on previously published 
data that demonstrated a strong reversal drive from head neurons (thick 
arrows) that is counteracted by a forward drive mediated by the PHB 
neurons in the tail12. Control experiments for silencing using histamine 
and additional SDS assays can be found in Extended Data Fig. 5.  
sra-6p::HisCl1 and gpa-6p::HisCl1 were used for ASH and PHB silencing, 
respectively. Summary of dimorphic behaviours induced by PHB sensory 
neurons can be found in Extended Data Fig. 6c. b, Changes in male 
movement and posture triggered by mate contact14. c, Mutant or laser-
operated animals tested for the male vulva location efficiency. In lin-11 
and ceh-14 mutants, the AVG and phasmid neurons, respectively, fail to 
differentiate13,23. Error bars, s.e.m. d, Initiation of backward movement 
in response to hermaphrodite contact is dependent on PHB activity, 
measured as contact response efficiency. Each dot represents one animal. 
We performed the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test (Wilcoxon rank 
sum test) with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (a, c) 
and Fisher’s exact test (d). ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, 
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to AVG) maintains the PHB–AVG connection. Similarly, masculin-
ization of AVA disrupts maintenance of the PHB–AVA synapses in 
hermaphrodites (Fig. 4).
Feminizing neurons cell-autonomously via expression of TRA-2IC in 
otherwise male animals generally produced the converse effects (Fig. 4). 
For example, feminization of the PHB neurons in male animals is 
sufficient to maintain the normally hermaphrodite-specific PHB–AVA 
synapse and prune the normally male-specific PHB–AVG synapses 
(Fig. 4). These ectopic PHB–AVA synapses seem to be functional, as 
tax-4 males with feminized PHBs reverse less and can antagonize the 
SDS response (Fig. 2a).
We further probed the non-autonomous nature of maintaining 
sex-specific synapses by asking whether the maintenance of the PHB–
AVG synapses in hermaphrodites, through masculinization of AVG, 
affects the maintenance of the hermaphrodite-specific PHB–AVA 
synapse. Indeed, in animals in which fem-3 is driven in AVG (resulting 
in stabilization of the PHB–AVG synapse), PHB–AVA synapse number 
is significantly reduced. Conversely, in hermaphrodites in which we 
masculinized AVA, the PHB–AVA synapses are not only pruned, but 
the PHB–AVG synapses are stabilized (Fig. 4). These results suggest a 
competition mechanism in which one synaptic wiring configuration 
is maintained at the expense of the ‘alternative’ wiring pattern.
Doublesex-like transcription factors control dimorphic 
connectivity
We next sought to determine the link between the globally acting sex 
determination system, mediated by TRA-1, and synaptic pruning. 
A recently framed hypothesis posits that globally acting hormonal 
signals in vertebrates operate through region-specific modular effec-
tor system21. In C. elegans, the global TRA-1 regulator may oper-
ate in a cell-type-specific manner through one of the 11 members 
of the DMD (Doublesex/MAB-3 domain) family of transcription 
 factors, which are conserved regulators of sexual identity in various 
 organisms22. Three of these family members (mab-3, mab-23, dmd-3) 
have previously been implicated in somatic sex differences6, but the 
other eight have remained uncharacterized. We found that dmd-5 and 
dmd-11 are dimorphically expressed in the dimorphically connected 
AVG neuron described above; expression is observed in male AVG, 
but not in hermaphrodite AVG (Fig. 5a). This dimorphic expression 
is controlled cell-autonomously via the canonical sex-determination 
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P to be pruned
Figure 3 | Synaptic patterning during 
development. a, Models of how sexually 
dimorphic connectivity patterns may arise  
during development. b, c, Quantification and 
fluorescent micrographs of synaptic pruning 
measured by the number of synaptic puncta 
observed using GRASP GFP (PHB–AVA,  
PHB–AVG, AVG–VD13, AVG–DA9) and 
iBLINC GFP (PHA–AVG) in L1 and adult 
hermaphrodites and in males. As VD neurons  
are born at the end of the L1 stage, juvenile  
VD13 puncta were quantified at the L2  
stage. We performed nonparametric  
Mann–Whitney test (Wilcoxon rank sum 
test) with Bonferroni correction for multiple 
comparisons. ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, 
**P < 0.01, *P < 0.05; NS, not significant. 
Magenta horizontal bars represent the median. 
Region of neurite overlap and observed synaptic 
puncta marked with white boxes. Gut,  
auto-fluorescence gut granules. Scale bars, 5 µm. 
Note that the roughly twofold increase in synapse 
number from L1 to L4 in the hermaphroditic 
PHB–AVA connection and the male PHB–AVG 
is in line with an overall increase in total synapse 
numbers seen between neurons between L1 and 
adult stage as deduced by recent reconstruction 
of an L1 stage animal (M. Zhen, personal 
communication). M, merge; N, neurite; P, puncta. 
d, Summary of synaptic connection differences 
between juvenile, pre-L4 animals and adults.
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pathway and TRA-1, as expression of FEM-3—the negative regulator 
of hermaphroditic TRA-1 protein—in the AVG neurons derepresses 
dmd-5 and dmd-11 expression in hermaphrodites (Fig. 5a, Extended 
Data Fig. 9a).
dmd-5 and dmd-11 single mutants show defects in the male-specific 
function of AVG in mating behaviour (Fig. 5b, Extended Data 
Fig. 9f–h) and dmd-5; dmd-11 double mutant animals show even 
Figure 4 | Autonomy and non-autonomy of sex-specific synapse 
pruning. Either the presynaptic cell (PHB) or the postsynaptic cells 
(AVA, AVG) were masculinized (by expression of FEM-3) and feminized 
(by expression of TRA-2IC), and the number of synaptic puncta were 
quantified in hermaphrodites and males. We performed nonparametric 
Mann–Whitney test (Wilcoxon rank sum test) with Bonferroni correction 
for multiple comparisons. ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01. 
Magenta horizontal bars represent the median. Results are summarized 
in Extended Data Fig. 8a. Note that a general trend in the sex-reversal 
experiments is that the change of the sex of the presynaptic neuron 
(PHB) appears to have a stronger effect than changing the sex of either 
of the postsynaptic cells. Changing the sex of both postsynaptic cells 
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Figure 5 | Sexually dimorphic expression and function of dmd-5 and dmd-11. 
 a, Sex-specific expression of dmd-5 and dmd-11 reporter genes in AVG. 
There are no additional dimorphisms in the retrovasicular ganglion, apparent 
differences are due to differences in z-planes incorporated into the final  
Z-stack projection. Masculinization of AVG derepresses dmd-5 and dmd-11 
expression in hermaphrodites AVG. Quantified in Extended Data Fig. 9a.  
b, Vulva location efficiency is affected in dmd-5 (n = 11), dmd-11 (n = 20) and 
dmd-5;dmd-11 double mutant males (n = 29) compared with wild-type males 
(n = 15). Expression of either dmd-5 (n = 10) or dmd-11 (n = 10) in AVG 
(using the inx-18 promoter) of double mutant males rescues behaviour defects. 
Error bars, s.e.m. c, d, dmd-5 and dmd-11 are required for maintenance of 
AVG synapses. Fluorescent micrographs (c) and quantification of synaptic 
puncta of PHB–AVG (d). Region of neurite overlap and observed synaptic 
puncta marked with white boxes. Quantification of DMD effect on LUA–AVG 
synapses can be found in Extended Data Fig. 9i. We performed nonparametric 
Mann–Whitney test (Wilcoxon rank sum test) with Bonferroni correction 
for multiple comparisons (b, d). ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, **P < 0.01, 
*P < 0.05. Magenta horizontal bars represent the median. Scale bars, 10 µm.
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stronger defects (Fig. 5b). These defects can be rescued by AVG-
specific expression of either dmd-5 or dmd-11 (Fig. 5b). Moreover, 
dmd-5 single mutants and dmd-5; dmd-11 double mutants display the 
alterations in AVG synaptic wiring that one would expect from factors 
that control the sexually dimorphic nature of AVG wiring (Fig. 5c, d, 
Extended Data Fig. 9). Male-specific PHB–AVG synapses fail to be 
maintained in dmd-5; dmd-11 mutant males. Synaptic defects can be 
rescued through AVG-specific expression of dmd-5 (Fig. 5c, d). There 
are no synaptic defects observed in the L1 stage of dmd-5; dmd-11 
mutants when no synaptic dimorphism is yet apparent (Extended 
Data Fig. 9b), indicating that dmd-5 and dmd-11 are not required for 
synapse formation per se, but are specifically involved in controlling 
sex-specific synapse maintenance by preventing synaptic pruning, as 
predicted by their expression pattern. Furthermore, the PHB–AVA 
hermaphroditic connection is non-autonomously stabilized in dmd-5; 
dmd-11 mutant males, supporting the competition model discussed 
above (Extended Data Fig. 9e).
dmd-5 is not only required but also sufficient to prevent synaptic 
pruning, as deduced by ectopic dmd-5 expression in the AVG neu-
rons of hermaphrodites. In these animals the PHB–AVG synapses are 
maintained (Fig. 5d). As DMD proteins are generally thought to work 
as repressors22, we propose that dmd-5, in conjunction with dmd-11, 
represses the expression of gene(s) in male AVG neurons that are 
involved in the pruning of AVG connections to PHB and that repres-
sion of these pruning factor(s) in hermaphroditic AVG, via ectopic 
dmd-5 expression, inhibits pruning (summarized in Extended 
Data Fig. 9j). Notably, although AVG-masculinized dmd-5(+) 
hermaphrodites (masculinized through fem-3 -driven degradation 
of TRA-1) do maintain PHB–AVG synapses, AVG-masculinized 
dmd-5(−) hermaphrodites do not (Fig. 5d, Extended Data Fig. 9d). 
This demonstrates that dmd-5 functions downstream of tra-1, as 
already suggested by the observation of ectopic dmd-5 expression in 
animals in which we degraded TRA-1 cell-autonomously in AVG (see 
above; Fig. 5a, Extended Data Fig. 9a).
In conclusion, our studies show how sex-shared neurons adopt 
sex-specific synaptic wiring patterns. Sex-specific wiring patterns arise 
in a neuron-type specific manner. In most cases, we observe sexual 
maturation-coupled sex-specific pruning of synaptic connections that 
were indiscriminately generated in both sexes. In at least one case, 
sex-specific synapses are prepatterned before overt sexual maturation 
of the animal. We observed notable patterns of cellular autonomy of 
the synaptic pruning events and we found pruning to be regulated by 
sex-specifically expressed transcription factors.
Online Content Methods, along with any additional Extended Data display items and 
Source Data, are available in the online version of the paper; references unique to 
these sections appear only in the online paper.
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Data reporting. No statistical methods were used to predetermine sample size. 
The experiments were not randomized and the investigators were not blinded to 
allocation during outcome assessment.
C. elegans strains. Wild-type strains were C. elegans variety Bristol, strain N2. 
Worms were maintained according to standard methods24. Worms were grown 
at 20 °C on nematode growth media (NGM) plates seeded with bacteria (E.coli 
OP50) as a food source. Mutant strains used in this study include: CB1489 
him-8(e1489) IV, CB4088 him-5(e1490) V, MT633 lin-11(n389) I; him-5(e1467) V, 
RB1295 F10C1.5(ok1394)/+ II, FX01760 dmd-5(tm1760)/+ II, PR678 tax-4(p678) 
III, DA509 unc-31(e928) IV, TB528 ceh-14(ch3) X, VC30074 dmd-5(gk408945) II, 
VC1193 dmd-11(gk552) V.
All transgenic strains used in this study are listed in Supplementary Table 1, 
ordered by figures and extended data figures.
Cloning and constructs. To generate inx-18p::wCherry (pMO10), inx-18 second 
intron was amplified from pOH260 (ref. 25) and restriction sites were added to ends 
(5′-SphI, 3′-PstI). This fragment was digested and ligated into pPD95.75 vector in 
which the GFP was replaced with codon-optimized mCherry (‘worm Cherry’). To 
restrict expression to AVG, AIY motif (5′-ATTAGTTTCGTTAA-3′) was deleted 
from the 2nd intron of inx-18 using site directed mutagenesis (Forward primer: 
5′- A AT TT TT TT TC AT GT TA CC TA CT TA TT TT TT TT CT ATTAGCGTCATAG 
AT-3′, R ev er se: 5 ′-ATCTATGACGCTAATAGAAAAAAAATAAGTAGGTAACATG 
AAAAAAAATT-3′). inx-18 2nd intron is also dimly and variably expressed in URX.
fem-3::SL2 was amplified from P(rab-3)::fem-3::SL2::mCherry Gateway 
construct18 using PCR and KpnI restriction site was added to 5′ end. This PCR was 
digested and inserted into KpnI; AscI digested pPD95.75 with wCherry, to generate 
fem-3::SL2::wCherry (pMO11).
To generate inx-18p::fem-3::SL2::wCherry (pMO12), pMO10 was digested using 
SphI, PstI and ligated into digested pMO11.
To generate inx-18p::nlg-1::gfp1-10 (pMO17), inx-18p::nlg-1::gfp11 (pMO18), 
inx-18p::BirA::nrx-1 (pMO19) and inx-18p::AP::nlg-1 (pMO24), inx-18p was 
cloned from pMO10 (inx-18p::wCherry) into the SphI, XmaI sites of MVC2 (pSM:: 
nlg-1::GFP1-10), MVC3 (pSM::nlg-1::gfp11) (a gift from M. VanHoven), gcyp-8:: 
BirA::nrx-1 and ttx-3p::AP::nlg-1 (a gift from H. Bulow), respectively.
eat-4p9 (‘LUA promoter’, a fragment of 172 bp upstream to the eat-4 gene) 
was amplified using PCR from eat-4p2 (ref. 11) and restriction sites were added 
to ends (5′-HindIII, 3′-BamHI). This fragment was digested and ligated into 
pPD95.75 vector, to generate eat-4p9::gfp (pMO13). eat-4p9 is expressed in the 
tail neurons LUAs and PVR.
To generate eat-4p9::nlg-1::gfp1-10 (pMO14), eat-4p9 was amplified from 
eat-4p2 and restriction sites were added to ends (5′ XbaI, 3′ NheI). This fragment 
was digested and ligated into MVC2.
To generate eat-4p9::fem-3::SL2::wCherry (pMO15), pMO14 was digested using 
SpeI, NheI and the fragment containing eat-4p9 was ligated into pMO11.
eat-4p9::wCherry was generated by PCR fusion of eat-4p9 and wCherry26.
To generate eat-4p9::BirA::nrx-1 (pMO16), eat-4p9 was amplified from eat-4p2 
and restriction sites were added (5′-XmaI, 3′-SphI). This fragment was digested 
and ligated into digested gcy-8::BirA::nrx-1.
To generate gpa-6p::nlg-1::gfp11 (pMO21), gpa-6p::BirA::nrx-1 (pMO22) and 
gpa-6p::fem-3::SL2::wCherry (pMO29), 2.6kb gpa-6 promoter was cloned from 
MVC6 (pSM::gpa-6p::nlg-1::gfp1-10, a gift from M. VanHoven) into the SphI, 
SmaI sites of MVC3 (pSM::nlg-1::GFP11), gcy-8p-BirA-nrx1 and pMO11, respec-
tively. To generate gpa-6p::gfp the 2.6 kb gpa-6 fragment was cloned into the SphI, 
SmaI sites of pPD95.75. gpa-6 is expressed brightly and consistently in PHBs and 
also dimly and variably in AWAs.
To generate flp-18p::fem-3::SL2::2XNLS::TagRFP (pMO30), FEM-3 was cloned 
into an SL2::2XNLS::TagRFP plasmid using restriction-free (RF) cloning27. The 
3.1 kb flp-18 PCR product was cloned into the SphI, XmaI sites of fem-3::SL2:: 
2XNLS::TagRFP. To generate flp-18p::gfp, the 3.1 kb flp-18 PCR product was cloned 
into the SphI, XmaI sites of pPD95.75. flp-18 is expressed brightly and consistently 
in AVAs, and dimly and variably in AIYs.
To generate srg-13p::BirA::nrx-1 (pMO23), a 3 kb promoter fragment of 
srg-13 was amplified from genomic DNA (primer F; 5′-GTACCTGCAGAA 
GGACTTGG CAGAAAGAAGC-3′, R: 5′-TGCACCCGGGGTGGGCTGTAATTT 
TTAGCTCG-3′), with PstI, XmaI sites added to ends. This was cloned into the PstI, 
XmaI sites of pPD95.75. A 2.2 kb srg-13 promoter was then cloned into the SphI, 
XmaI sites of gcy-8p::BirA::nrx-1.
To generate acr-2p::AP::nlg-1 (pMO25), acr-2p was cloned from pEVL194 
(acr-2p::nlg-1::gfp11, a gift from B. D. Ackley) into the SphI, XmaI sites of ttxp-3:: 
AP::nlg-1.
To generate the cell-specific feminizing constructs, tra-2(ic)::SL2::2XNLS:: 
TagRFP (pMO37) was made by inserting tra-2(ic) from pENTRY 1-2 tra-2 (ic) 
(a gift from D. Portman) into an SL2::2XNLS::TagRFP construct using RF 
cloning. inx-18p::tra-2(ic)::SL2::2×NLS::TagRFP (pMO32) was generated by 
subcloning inx-18p from pMO10 (inx-18p::wCherry) into the SphI, XmaI sites 
of pMO37. gpa-6p::tra-2(ic)::SL2::2XNLS::TagRFP (pMO33) was generated by 
subcloning gpa-6 promoter from MVC6 into the SphI, SmaI sites of pMO37. 
flp-18p::tra-2(ic)::SL2::2XNLS::TagRFP (pMO34) was generated by subcloning 
3.1 kb flp-18 PCR product from MVC 12 into the SphI, XmaI sites of pMO37. 
eat-4p9::tra-2(ic)::SL2::2XNLS::TagRFP was generated by ligating the digested 
eat-4p9 mentioned above into the SphI, XmaI sites of pMO37.
To generate PHB histamine-induced silencing construct, a 2.6 kb gpa-6 pro-
moter from MVC6 was cloned into pNP403 (tag-168p::HisCl1::SL2::gfp; a gift from 
N. Pokala and C. Bargmann) to replace the tag-168 promoter using RF cloning.
To generate dmd-5 and dmd-11 genomic rescue constructs, dmd-5 and 
dmd-11 genomic sequences including 500 bp 3′-UTR were amplified from 
genomic DNA and cloned into pMO10 to replace wCherry using RF cloning. The 
resulting constructs are pMO31, inx-18p::dmd-5_genomic+3′-UTR and pMO38, 
inx-18p::dmd-11_genomic+3′-UTR.
Microscopy. Worms were anaesthetized using 100 mM of sodium azide (NaN3) 
and mounted on 5% agar on glass slides. Worms were analysed by Nomarski 
optics and fluorescence microscopy, using a Zeiss 780 confocal laser-scanning 
microscope. When using GFP, we estimated the resolution of our confocal to be 
∼ 250 nm. Multidimensional data were reconstructed as maximum intensity projec-
tions using Zeiss Zen software. Puncta were quantified by scanning the original full 
Z-stack for distinct dots in the area where the processes of the two neurons overlap. 
Figures were prepared using Adobe Photoshop CS6 and Adobe Illustrator CS6.
Cell ablation. We performed laser ablations using a MicroPoint Laser System 
Basic Unit (N2 pulsed laser (dye pump), ANDOR Technology) attached to a Zeiss 
Axioplan 2IE widefield microscope (objective EC Plan-Neofluar 100× /1.30 Oil 
M27). This laser delivers 120 µJoules of 337 nm energy with a 3-nsec pulse length. 
Ablations were performed as previously described28, with pulse repetition rates of 
∼ 15 Hz. Cell identification was performed with GFP or Cherry markers. Ablations 
were performed at the L4 stage, and worms were analysed 24–48 h later. Mock 
animals were placed on same slide under microscope but were not ablated, and 
were allowed to recover in a similar manner. After relevant assays were performed 
(tracking or mating assays), worms were mounted again on glass slides and 
analysed under microscope to validate that cell-ablation was successful.
Mating behaviour assays. Mating assays were based on procedures described 
previously12,29. Males were picked at an early L4 stage and kept apart from her-
maphrodites for 24 h. One male was transferred to a plate covered with a thin 
fresh OP50 lawn containing 10–15 adult unc-31(e928) hermaphrodites. These her-
maphrodites move very little, allowing for an easy recording of male behaviour. 
Hermaphrodites were also isolated from opposite sex at the L4 stage and used 
24 h later. Animals were monitored and sequence of events was recorded within 
a 15 min window or until the male ejaculated, whichever occurred first. Males 
were tested for their ability to locate vulva in a mating assay, calculated as location 
efficiency30. The number of passes or hesitations at the vulva until the male first stops 
at the vulva were counted: location efficiency = 1/number of encounters to stop. 
PHB-silenced males were digitally recorded using the Exo Labs model 1 camera 
mounted on Nikon Eclipse E400 compound microscope with long-distance X20 
lens. These videos were analysed for vulva location efficiency and percentage 
of successful contact responses, which requires tail apposition and initiation of 
backward locomotion. Percentage response to contact = 100 ×  (the number of 
times a male exhibited contact response/the number of times the male makes 
contact with a hermaphrodite via the rays)15.
SDS-avoidance behaviour. SDS-avoidance assay was based on procedures 
described previously12. A small drop of solution containing either the repellent 
(0.1% SDS in M13 buffer) or buffer (M13 buffer: 30 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.0), 
100 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl) is delivered near the tail of an animal while it moves 
forward. Once in contact with the tail, the drop surrounds the entire animal by 
capillary action and reaches the anterior amphid sensory organs. The drop was 
delivered using 10 µl glass calibrated pipets (VWR international) pulled by hand 
on a flame to reduce the diameter of the tip. The capillary pipette was mounted in 
a holder with rubber tubing and operated by mouth. Assayed worms were trans-
ferred to fresh non-wet unseeded NGM plates and allowed to rest at room temper-
ature for a few minutes. Each assay started with testing the animals with drops of 
buffer alone. The response to each drop was scored as reversing or not reversing. 
The avoidance index is the number of reversal responses divided by the total 
number of trials. An inter-stimuli interval of at least two minutes was used between 
successive drops to the same animal. Each animal was tested at least 10 times. 
The L1 animals were scored blindly and sex was noted 48 h later.
Neuronal silencing using the histamine chloride channel 1 (HisCl1) system. 
ASH::HisCl1 (kyEx5104), PHBp::HisCl1 (otEx6341), PHBp::HisCl1; tax-4(p678) 





and ASH::HisCl1; PHBp::HisCl1 transgenic animals were picked at the L4 stage 
and placed on NGM plates containing 10 mM histamine with OP50 bacteria as 
food source. As a control, animals were placed on NGM plates containing OP50 
bacteria but no histamine. Chemorepulsion behaviour assays were performed 
24 h later. Histamine plates were prepared as previously described31. As additional 
controls, panneuronal HisCl1 transgenic worms (CX14373 kyEx4571 (pNP403 
(tag-168::HisCl1::SL2::gfp), myo-3::mCherry); a gift from C. Bargmann) were placed 
on histamine plates prior to use. Histamine plates on which tag-168::HisCl1 animals 
were paralyzed under a minute were used for behavioral assays. There was no 
difference in the avoidance index of wild-type worms grown on histamine plates 
and on plates without histamine.
Automatic worm tracking. Hermaphrodite and male transgenic otIs462 animals 
were ablated at the L4 stage and left to recover for 24 h before tracking. PHB-
silenced hermaphrodites and males were transferred into NGM plates containing 
10 mM histamine for 24 h before tracking. At the adult stage, animals were placed 
on an NGM plate seeded with diluted 20 µl of OP50 bacteria in the centre. As a con-
trol, mock ablated transgenic otIs462 animals were used. Automatic tracking was 
performed at ∼22 °C (room temperature) with Worm Tracker 2.0 (WT2), which 
uses a mobile camera to track and record individual worms and 5 min videos were 
generated. Analysis of the tracking videos was performed as previously described16.
To assess the effect of LUA ablation, we first conducted a pilot tracking study 
of LUA-ablated hermaphrodites worms versus controls and LUA-ablated males 
versus controls. Owing to the extensive analysis of the tracking system, 702 features 
were initially measured. After correction for multiple testing, pausing and pausing- 
related features emerged as the main, significant difference between LUA-ablated 
males and hermaphrodites. Therefore, to obviate further heavy corrections for 
multiple testing, we chose to re-run these experiments, this time only measuring 
pausing, permitting us to use of the uncorrected P value. Within this subset of 
new experiments, wherein only one feature was measured (that is, pausing), we 
found highly significant P values. Given the necessity of four tests to make the 
proof, we chose the most conservative correction possible for multiple testing, 
Bonferroni, to illustrate that the P values measured maintain significance even 
after such extreme correction.
Analysis of electron microscopy data. Original transmission electron microscopy 
serial electron micrographs from ‘JSE’ hermaphrodite tail series and ‘N2Y’ male 
tail series were analysed using Elegance software32.
Images were aligned and screened for adjacency of neuronal processes of the 
pairs of cells described in this manuscript. For JSE, images from ‘PAG’ and ‘red 
series’ were analysed, and for N2Y, ‘PAG’ images were analysed.
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# sections processes are adjacent d
Extended Data Figure 1 | Adjacency of neuronal processes in 
hermaphrodites and males. Four transmission electron microscopy 
prints from wild-type adult hermaphrodite ‘JSE’8 and four from adult 
male ‘N2Y’, showing adjacency of neuronal processes. These images were 
collected at MRC/LMB for ref. 8 and ref. 2, and the annotated images 
are available online at http://www.wormimage.org, courtesy of D. Hall. 
The set of processes directly adjacent to one another has been defined 
as the ‘neighbourhood’ of that process33, and the placement of processes 
into specific neighbourhoods is a major determinant of connectivity. 
Connections form only in one sex, although processes are adjacent in  
both sexes. a, Print 385, JSE series (JSE_122283; http://wormimage.org/
image.php?i=122283&page=2) and print 620, N2Y series (PAG620; 
http://wormimage.org/image.php?id=103528&page=18) shows  
PHB–AVG adjacent processes, pseudo labelled in green (AVG) and red 
(PHB). b, Print 359, JSE series (JSE_122257; http://wormimage.org/image.
php?id=122257&page=2) and print 500, N2Y series (PAG500; http://
wormimage.org/image.php?id=103408&page=20) shows AVG–VD13 
adjacent processes, pseudo labelled in green (AVG) and pink (VD13). 
c, Print 377, JSE series (JSE_122275; http://wormimage.org/image.
php?id=122275&page=2) and print 800, N2Y series (PAG800; http://
wormimage.org/image.php?id=103706&page=16) shows PHA–AVG 
adjacent processes, pseudo labelled in green (AVG) and orange (PHA).  
d, A table summarizing the number of electron microscopy sections in 
which direct adjacency of processes was observed. Over a 1000 PAG 
(preanal ganglion) serial sections were analysed for each sex.





Extended Data Figure 2 | Dimorphic connections of LUA. a, The 
connectivity diagram shown in Fig. 1a, including dimorphic connections 
of the LUA and PHC connections. The GRASP data that we show in this 
figure as well as the pruning data, sexual reversal data and mutant data 
shown in Extended Figs 6, 8 and 9, supports the original LUA connectivity 
data reported in ref. 5 and summarized in this schematic. However, a 
recent reassessment of the tracing of electron micrographs suggests that 
the connectivity assignments of the PHC and LUA neurons may have  
been swapped with each other (S. Emmons, personal communication).  
b, Overview of LUA synaptic connections labelled in this paper.  
c, Visualizing LUA sexually dimorphic synapses. Quantification and 
fluorescent micrographs of GRASP trans-synaptically labelled puncta 
between LUA–AVG and LUA–AVA, in L1 and adult hermaphrodites  
and in males. M, merge; N, neurite; P, puncta. Region of neurite overlap 
and observed synaptic puncta are marked with white boxes. Gut,  
auto-fluorescence gut granules. Scale bars, 10 µm (adult) and 5 µm (L1).  
d, Fluorescent micrographs of the preanal ganglion region of transgenic 
animals expressing the presynaptic BirA::nrx-1 fusion in LUA (using the 
eat-4p9 promoter), and postsynaptic acceptor peptide::nlg-1 fusion in 
AVG. For more details see Extended Data Fig. 3. Scale bars, 10 µm. We 
performed nonparametric Mann–Whitney test (Wilcoxon rank sum test) 
with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. ****P < 0.0001, 


























































































































blue: male specific chemical synapse between shared neurons
mMN = male motor neuron






white = male-specific neurons







































   













Extended Data Figure 3 | Trans-synaptic labelling of dimorphic 
connections using iBLINC. a, Overview of synaptic connections labelled 
in this paper (Fig. 1 and this figure). Some connections were labelled with 
both GRASP and iBLINC, yielding similar results. We generally note that 
the number of synapses is roughly reproducible from animal to animal and 
the number of the fluorescent dots is roughly comparable to the number  
of synapses identified by the electron microscopy analysis. However, 
there is also some variance from animal to animal (quantified in Fig. 3), 
consistent with previous analysis34. b, Labelling data not shown in Fig. 1.  
Fluorescent micrographs of the preanal ganglion region of transgenic 
animals expressing the presynaptic BirA::nrx-1 fusion in PHB (using the 
gpa-6 promoter), AVG (using the inx-18 promoter) and PHA (using the 
srg-13 promoter), and postsynaptic acceptor peptide::nlg-1 fusion in AVG 
and DA9 (using the acr-2 promoter). Transgenic worms also express the 
streptavidin detector fused to 2× sfGFP from the coelomocytes (unc-122 
promoter)10. Neuronal processes are labelled with cytoplasmic Cherry 
markers of the iBLINC pairs. Region of neurite overlap and observed 
synaptic puncta are marked with white boxes. Scale bars, 10 µM. Anterior 












































































Extended Data Figure 4 | Specificity of driver lines. a, A 2.6 kb gpa-6 
promoter fragment fused to GFP is expressed consistently in PHB at all 
stages. There is also faint and variable expression in AWA. b, The 3.1 kb 
flp-18 promoter fused to GFP is expressed consistently in AVA, and dimly 
and variably in AIY (85% of animals) and RIM (15% of animals), which 
were identified based on comparison to published flp-18 expression 
patterns35. c, The 1.8 kb inx-18 2nd intron fused to codon-optimized 
Cherry is expressed brightly and consistently in AVG, and dimly and 
variably in URXs. The AIY motif present in this fragment was deleted 
(see Methods). d, The 170 bp eat-4 promoter (eat-4p9) fused to GFP is 


























































































Extended Data Figure 5 | Additional SDS avoidance assays. a, PHB 
silenced hermaphrodites move slower forward (quantified as absolute  
mid-body speed) and as a result cover less of the plate (quantified as forward 
path range) compared to control hermaphrodites, whereas PHB-silenced 
males do not show any difference compared to control males. In addition, 
the tail-bending wave is affected in PHB-silenced hermaphrodites, but not 
in males (quantified as tail crawling frequency). Statistics were computed 
using Wilcoxon rank-sum test, and correction for multiple testing (q values)  
was computed across all measures (approximately 1404 tests) using the 
Benjamini–Hochberg procedure. b, Silencing of ASH neuronal activity 
using the histamine chloride channel 1(HisCl1) affects the animals’ 
chemosensory avoidance response. Males and hermaphrodites were assayed 
for effects of histamine on SDS avoidance behaviour. We used the him-5 
mutant background (which gives a high incidence of male progeny) as  
wild type. There is no difference between worms assayed in the presence  
and absence of histamine (Fig. 2a). The avoidance index of single animals 
was calculated as the fraction of reversal responses in 10 or more assays, 
depicted as black dots. Magenta vertical bars represent the median.  
L4 animals carrying the kyEx5104 (pNP424 (sra-6::HisCl1::SL2::mCherry))11 
transgene were grown on 10 mM histamine-containing NGM plates for 
24 h. As a control, kyEx5104 animals were grown on NGM plates without 
histamine. ASH silencing reduces the head sensory response to SDS, thus in 
hermaphrodites the antagonizing activity of the PHBs inhibits the backward 
movement and the worms do not reverse. In males, no such antagonizing 
activity occurs and the worms reverse, albeit with reduced ability. c, Ablation 
of ASH neurons affects the animals’ chemosensory avoidance response in 
a similar manner to histamine-induced silencing. sra-6::gfp was used to 
identify the ASH neurons. d, Behavioural differences stem from dimorphic 
connectivity differences and not from amphid/phasmid sensory function. 
tax-4; ceh-14 double mutants behave in a similar manner in both sexes. 
PHB silencing (gpa-6p::HisCl1::SL2::gfp) does not affect behaviour in either 
sex. Silencing both the ASHs and PHBs in males showed no difference 
compared to ASH-silenced males. However, silencing ASHs and PHBs in 
hermaphrodites showed a significant difference compared to ASH silenced 
hermaphrodites, where we expect the PHBs to function in an antagonistic 
manner; thus in its absence, ASH-silenced hermaphrodites showed an 
increased ability to respond to SDS by reversing. e, PHB silencing in tax-4 
mutant background. tax-4 is a subunit of a cyclic nucleotide gated channel 
expressed in chemosensory and thermosensory neurons36, see g. tax-4 
animals show a strongly reduced avoidance response to SDS12. Silencing 
of PHBs in tax-4 hermaphrodites eliminated the antagonizing affect and 
animals were able to avoid SDS by backing. f, PHB silencing in tax-4 mutant 
background at the L1 stage. Lack of avoidance seen in tax-4 L1 males and 
hermaphrodites depends on PHB function. For all panels, we performed the 
nonparametric Mann–Whitney test with Bonferroni correction for multiple 
comparisons. ****P < 0.0001, **P < 0.01, *P < 0.05; NS, not significant.  
g, tax-4 expression pattern is identical in hermaphrodites and males. 
kyEx744 (tax-4p::TAX-4::gfp)36, was analysed in adult male and 
hermaphrodites. Amphid neurons in the head (ADL, ASH, ASI, ASJ, ASK, 
AWB) were stained using DiD to facilitate cell identification. Neurons 
identified, shown in the ‘Merge’ panel are identical in both sexes and  
match published data. All neurons are bilaterally symmetric left–right pairs, 
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Extended Data Figure 6 | Additional behavioural analysis.  
a, Hermaphrodites in which LUAs have been ablated pause more 
frequently than mock-ablated hermaphrodites and LUA-ablated males. 
Error bars, s.e.m. b, LUA laser-ablated animals tested for the male’s vulva 
location efficiency. The behavioural data shown in a and b supports the 
reported connectivity data shown in Extended Data Fig. 2. We performed 
the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test (Wilcoxon rank sum test) with 
Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons (a, b). Error bars,  
s.e.m. (b). ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.05; NS, not significant.  
c, Summary of dimorphic behaviours induced by PHB sensory neurons 
and AVG/LUA/AVA interneurons.





Extended Data Figure 7 | Time-course analysis of synapse pruning  
and development. Hermaphrodites and males were analysed at the  
L1, L3, L4, young adult and gravid adult stages, and the number of synaptic 
puncta observed at each stage was plotted against developmental time 
points. Synaptic puncta in hermaphrodites are plotted in red, synaptic 
puncta in males are plotted in blue. a, PHB–AVG synapses are pruned in 
hermaphrodites at the L3 stage. b, PHB–AVA synapses are pruned in males 
at the L3 stage. c, LUA–AVG synapses are pruned earlier, starting at the  
L1 stage in hermaphrodites. Error bars, s.e.m.; for each time point depicted 







































































Extended Data Figure 8 | Autonomy and non-autonomy of sex-specific 
synapse pruning. a, Cartoon summarizing sex-change effects on synapses. 
b, L1-stage connectivity is not affected by sex reversal. c, Simultaneous sex 
reversal of both AVA and AVG. d, Masculinization of the postsynaptic cell 
AVA is sufficient to induce LUA–AVA synaptic puncta in hermaphrodites. 
Masculinization of AVG was not sufficient to induce synapses between 
LUA and AVA in hermaphrodites. Feminizing LUA, AVA and AVG 
by expression of TRA-2IC was sufficient to induce ectopic LUA–AVA 
puncta in males. We performed the nonparametric Mann–Whitney test 
with Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons. ****P < 0.0001, 
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Extended Data Figure 9 | See next page for caption.




























































































































































































































































Extended Data Figure 9 | dmd-5 and dmd-11 expression, sequence and 
function. a, Quantification of dimorphic expression of dmd-5 and  
dmd-11 in AVG. Expression in hermaphrodites was off or extremely  
faint. Expression of inx-18p::FEM-3 derepressed dmd-5 and dmd-11  
gene expression in hermaphrodite AVGs. Statistics calculated using  
Fischer’s exact test. b, Quantification of the number of PHB–AVG  
synaptic puncta in L1 dmd-5(gk408945); dmd-11(gk552) double  
mutants, compared with wild-type L1 animals. At the L1 stage,  
dmd-5 and dmd-11 do not affect PHB–AVG synapses, suggesting they  
are required for maintenance of mature synapses. c, dmd-5 single  
mutants and dmd-5; dmd-11 double mutants display similar alterations  
in AVG synaptic wiring. d, dmd-5 mutation suppresses the ectopic  
PHB–AVG synapses in AVG-masculinized animals. e, The PHB–AVA 
connection is non-autonomously partially stabilized in dmd-5; dmd-11 
mutants. f, dmd-11 genomic locus and gk552 deletion location.  
g, dmd-5 genomic locus and mutation description. ok1394 location 
was not curated, to determine location we used the following primers: 
forward primer: 5′-CAGAATGCCTGTTTCTCCGTC-3′; and reverse: 
5′-CACTGCTTTTCCCGTTCAAAC-3′. ok1394 and tm1760 were both 
found to have an embryonic lethal phenotype that could not be rescued 
by the genomic locus (data not shown); thus we searched for single-point 
mutations of the ‘million mutation project’37. gk408945 is a missense 
substitution mutation of W54 to R, located in the second exon. Genomic 
analysis revealed that this mutation lies within the conserved DM 
domain (h.), with perfect conservation across evolution. h, DM-domain 
sequence conservation and location of gk408945 mutation. Conservation 
and multiple sequence alignment were performed using UCSC Genome 
Browser (http://genome.ucsc.edu) and ClustalW. The DM domain is an 
intertwined zinc-containing DNA binding module. The DM domain 
binds DNA as a dimer, allowing the recognition of pseudopalindromic 
sequences38. i, dmd-5 and dmd-11 are required for maintenance of  
AVG synapses. Fluorescent micrographs and quantification of synaptic 
puncta of LUA–AVG. Region of neurite overlap and observed synaptic 
puncta marked with white boxes. M, merge; N, neurite; P, puncta.  
Statistics were calculated using the nonparametric Mann–Whitney  
test (b, d, e, i) or Kruskal–Wallis test with Dunn’s multiple comparison  
test (c). ****P < 0.0001, ***P < 0.001, *P < 0.05; NS; not significant.  
Magenta horizontal bars represent the median. When using a parametric 
t-test, there is also a significant difference for the LUA–AVG synapse  
between dmd-5;dmd-11 mutant hermaphrodites and dmd-5;dmd-11 
mutant hermaphrodites that overexpress DMD-5 (*P < 0.05).  
j, Summary of data. TRA-1 and DMD proteins are commonly thought to 
work as transcriptional repressors22. As dmd-5 and dmd-11 are already 
dimorphically expressed in AVG in embryos and L1 stage animals (not 
shown in this schematic), there must be other timer mechanisms that 
control the onset of pruning. For example, DMD-5 and DMD-11 may 
work together with a regulatory factor of the stage-specifically acting 
heterochronic pathway. Furthermore, we hypothesize that other neurons, 
such as the AVA neuron, may have its own complement of sex-specific 
dmd genes that control pruning.
© 2016 Macmillan Publishers Limited. All rights reserved
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APPENDIX B: Sexually Dimorphic Differentiation of a C. elegans Hub Neuron Is Cell 
Autonomously Controlled by a Conserved Transcription Factor 
 
Esther Serrano-Saiz, Meital Oren-Suissa, Emily A. Bayer, Oliver Hobert. 2017. Current Biology 27: 199-
209 
 
Reconstruction of the C. elegans male tail (Jarrell et al. 2012) revealed striking differences in synaptic 
connectivity of many sex-shared neurons between hermaphrodite and male animals. In this study, we 
were able to link sexually dimorphic function and gene expression of the PHC sensory neuron to the 







Sexually Dimorphic Differentiation of a C. elegans




d In C. elegans males, the sex-shared PHC neurons
differentiate into hub neurons
d Sex-specific differentiation allocates distinct, sex-specific
functions to PHC
d Hub neuron differentiation involves transcriptional scaling of
synaptic machinery










Nervous systems are sexually dimorphic.
Serrano-Saiz et al. show that a conserved
Doublesex-like transcription factor cell-
autonomously orchestrates the sex-
specific differentiation of a sensory
neuron into a hub neuron in the nematode
C. elegans.
Serrano-Saiz et al., 2017, Current Biology 27, 199–209
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SUMMARY
Functional and anatomical sexual dimorphisms in
the brain are either the result of cells that are gener-
ated only in one sex or a manifestation of sex-spe-
cific differentiation of neurons present in both sexes.
The PHC neuron pair of the nematode C. elegans dif-
ferentiates in a strikingly sex-specific manner. In her-
maphrodites the PHC neurons display a canonical
pattern of synaptic connectivity similar to that of
other sensory neurons, but in males PHC differenti-
ates into a densely connected hub sensory neuron/
interneuron, integrating a large number of male-spe-
cific synaptic inputs and conveying them to both
male-specific and sex-shared circuitry. We show
that the differentiation into such a hub neuron in-
volves the sex-specific scaling of several compo-
nents of the synaptic vesicle machinery, including
the vesicular glutamate transporter eat-4/VGLUT, in-
duction of neuropeptide expression, changes in
axonal projection morphology, and a switch in
neuronal function. We demonstrate that these mo-
lecular and anatomical remodeling events are
controlled cell autonomously by the phylogenetically
conserved Doublesex homolog dmd-3, which is both
required and sufficient for sex-specific PHC differen-
tiation. Cellular specificity of dmd-3 action is ensured
by its collaboration with non-sex-specific terminal
selector-type transcription factors, whereas the sex
specificity of dmd-3 action is ensured by the her-
maphrodite-specific transcriptional master regulator
of hermaphroditic cell identity tra-1, which represses
the transcription of dmd-3 in hermaphrodite PHC.
Taken together, our studies provide mechanistic in-
sights into how neurons are specified in a sexually
dimorphic manner.
INTRODUCTION
Male and female brains display sexual dimorphisms on
the level of function, anatomy, and gene expression. In
theory, such dimorphisms can be a reflection of two distinct
scenarios: one in which dimorphisms are the result of
the presence of neurons exclusively in one sex but not the
other, and another in which neurons are present in both sexes
(‘‘sex-shared neurons’’) but acquire sex-specific features
[1, 2]. These scenarios are hard to untangle in vertebrate
nervous systems, since their cellular complexity confounds
the visualization and systematic comparison of individual
neuron types between the two sexes. In contrast, clear evi-
dence exists for both scenarios in the Drosophila nervous sys-
tem; that is, both sex-specific neurons and the sex-specific
anatomical features of sex-shared neurons have been unam-
biguously mapped [1–5]. However, the dimorphic features of
shared neurons have, so far, been only studied on a relatively
coarse level; and, aside from the well-characterized, sex-
specific regulatory factors Fruitless and Doublesex [2], there
are relatively few molecular and functional features that
have been mapped onto sex-shared, but sexually dimorphic,
neurons.
In the nematode C. elegans, sexually dimorphic features have
been analyzed with unprecedented anatomical and molecular
resolution. Like in other organisms, the C. elegans nervous sys-
tem contains sex-specific neurons found exclusively in either the
male or the hermaphrodite (a somatic female) [6, 7]. Moreover,
there are neurons present in both sexes that share a similar
lineage history, position, molecular features, and overall
morphology but that display sexually dimorphic synaptic con-
nectivity patterns [8, 9]. In one set of striking examples, the
sex-shared phasmid neurons PHA and PHB connect in a sexu-
ally dimorphic manner to distinct downstream interneurons
that are also sex shared [8, 9].
Apart from sexual dimorphisms of synaptic connectivity be-
tween sex-shared neurons, there are also sexually dimorphic
synaptic connections between sex-shared neurons and sex-
specific neurons [8]. Relatively few sex-shared neurons receive
synapses from sex-specific neurons, and these neurons can
be considered ‘‘hub neurons,’’ since they connect sex-specific
network modules to the shared and non-sex-specific ‘‘core ner-
vous system’’ [8]. The most remarkable examples of such hub
neurons are the PHC sensory neuron pair and the DD6 and
PDBmotorneurons. All three neurons are sex shared and receive
a tremendous amount of additional synapses frommale-specific
neurons [8]. PHC stands out among those because, unlike
DD6 and PDB, it is not a motor neuron that directly connects
male-specific sensory inputs into muscle. As schematically




diagrammed in Figure 1A, PHC connects, rather, in a sexually
dimorphic manner to a diverse set of inter- and motorneurons,
and of all neurons in the animal, it is the neuron that receives
the most male-specific synaptic inputs from a variety of different
sensory neurons. This is in notable contrast to the synaptic con-
nectivity of PHC in hermaphrodites, where PHC appears to be a
canonical sensory neuron receiving few synaptic inputs and
generating modest outputs on a number of interneurons (Fig-
ure 1A) [9]. Taken together, synaptic wiring data indicate that
PHC undergoes a sexual differentiation process in males that
transforms this neuron from a conventional sensory neuron to
a hub neuron with sensory and interneuron properties. In this
article, we assign sex-specific functions to PHC, describe a
number of distinct molecular features of the PHC neurons that
parallel its differentiation into a hub neuron, and identify a tran-
scription factor required and sufficient for male-specific differen-




Figure 1. Dimorphic Synaptic Connectivity
and Function of PHC
(A) Schematic synaptic connectivity. Edge weights
were collected fromwww.wormwiring.org [8]. Only
connections that directly involve PHC are shown.
(B) PHC is required in hermaphrodites for response
to harsh (picking-force) touch to the tail. Bar graph
indicates the mean percentage of animals re-
sponding to harsh touch, with error bars indicating
theminimumandmaximum from two experimental
replicates. Significance was calculated using
Fisher’s exact test. **p < 0.01. The ‘‘n’’s in each pair
of bars indicate the total number of animals
assayed.
(C) PHC is required for a specific step of the male
mating behavior, vulva search behavior. Mutant
and histamine-silenced animals were tested for the
male’s vulva location efficiency (L.E.). A boxplot
representation of the data is shown, with whiskers
pointing from minimum to maximum. Median and
mean values are indicated by a horizontal line and
plus symbol, respectively. Statistics were calcu-
lated using the Kruskal-Wallis test. ****p < 0.0001;
***p < 0.001; n.s., p > 0.05. The ‘‘n’’s above the
graphs indicate the total number of animals
assayed.
RESULTS
Sex-Specific Differences in PHC
Neuron Function
We first set out to define a behavioral
consequence of the sex-specific wiring
of the PHC neurons. We generated trans-
genic animals in which the PHC neurons
can be silenced in an inducible manner
with a histamine-gated chloride channel
[10]. Based on its direct innervation of
command interneurons, a unique feature
of several previously described noci-
ceptive neurons [9, 11], we tested the
response of these transgenic animals to
nociceptive stimuli and found that the
silencing of PHC results in defects in the response to harsh touch
applied to the tail of the hermaphrodite (Figure 1B). In contrast,
the silencing of PHC in males has no effect on the tail harsh-
touch response, suggesting that another neuron is now respon-
sible for this response in the male tail; this is consistent with the
absence of PHC innervation of command interneurons in males
(Figure 1A).
We found that male PHC becomes repurposed for male mat-
ing behavior, since PHC-silenced males show profound defects
in vulva location behavior. Instead of stopping when the male tail
has reached the vulva, PHC-silenced animals continue to search
for the vulva (Figure 1C). This phenotypic defect is consistent
with the male-specific PHC wiring pattern: two sensory neurons
that innervate PHC (PHB and HOA), as well as an interneuron
(AVG) innervated by all three of these sensory neurons were pre-
viously shown to be involved in the same vulval-stop behavior
[12, 13]. Similar defects can be observed upon genetically




disrupting the neurotransmitter system, glutamate, used by all of
these neurons (PHB, PHC, and HOA) (Figure 1C).
Sex-Specific, Cell-Autonomous Morphological
Differentiation of the PHC Neurons
Having established a sex-specific function of PHC, we set out to
define the sex-specific differentiation program of PHC in more
detail. The electron micrographic analysis of two adult hermaph-
rodite tails and one adult male tail indicates that, apart from their
notably distinct synaptic connectivity patterns, the PHC neurons
display different axon and dendrite lengths [8, 9, 14]. We
used a reporter transgene to visualize the sexually dimorphic
morphology of PHC in a larger cohort of animals, and we exam-
ined its previously undocumented dynamic differentiation during
larval stages (Figure 2A). We found that, before sexual matura-
tion, up until the L3 stage (third larval stage), the PHC dendrite
extends into the tail tip of both sexes (Figure 2A, purple arrows).
During the retraction and remodeling of themale tail hypodermis,
the PHC dendrite then retracts and meanders (Figure 2A). The
PHC axons extend initially only into the pre-anal ganglion of
both sexes. However, beginning at the L4 stage (fourth larval
stage), when male-specific neurons are generated and start to
differentiate, the axon of the male, but not hermaphrodite, PHC
extends significantly beyond the pre-anal ganglion into the
ventral nerve cord (Figures 2A and 2B) to gather synaptic inputs
from male-specific neurons and innervate newly generated
male-specific motor neurons as well as sex-shared neurons
(Figure 1A) [8].
We asked whether this sex-specific extension of the PHC
axons depends on male-specific synaptic targets, which may
secrete attractive cue(s), on any other male-specific structure
or whether the sex-specific PHC axon extension is controlled
in a cell-autonomous manner. To this end, we altered the sex
of PHC in a cell-autonomous manner through manipulation of
the activity of the Gli transcription factor TRA-1, the master regu-
lator of sexual differentiation [15, 16]. TRA-1 is expressed in all
hermaphroditic cells and required autonomously to promote her-
maphroditic cellular identities and repress male identities [17]. In
males, TRA-1 is downregulated via protein degradation (Fig-
ure 2C) [18, 19]. We feminized male PHC through PHC-specific
expression (eat-4prom11D11 driver, hereinafter called PHCp)
of the intracellular domain of TRA-2, tra-2ic, which constitutively
signals to prevent TRA-1 downregulation by FEM-3 and other
factors [20, 21]. We find that, in otherwise male animals, this
cell-autonomous feminization results in a failure of the PHC
axon to undergo its characteristic extension through the pre-
anal ganglion (Figure 2C). Conversely, masculinization of PHC
via fem-3-mediated degradation of TRA-1 protein in otherwise
hermaphroditic animals results in a male-like extension of the
PHC axon (Figure 2C). These sex-reversal experiments confirm
cell autonomy but also suggest that (1) the TRA-1 transcription
factor represses a male morphological differentiation program
in PHC and (2) TRA-1 is both required and sufficient to control
male-specific features of PHC.
Transcriptional Scaling of Glutamatergic
Neurotransmission in the Male PHC Neuron
Wefind that sex-specificmorphological changes of the PHCneu-
rons are paralleled by a change in a number ofmolecular features.
Specifically, the expression of the vesicular glutamate transporter
eat-4/VGLUT is strongly upregulated in PHC, as assessed with a
fosmid-based reporter construct (Figure 3A). We quantified this
upregulation through normalization of eat-4/VGLUT expression
relative to eat-4/VGLUT expression in other neurons and also
relative to a ubiquitously expressed, nuclear envelope protein-en-
coding gene,mel-28 (Figure 3B).We independently validated this
upregulation using quantitative single mRNA fluorescence in situ
hybridization (smFISH) (Figure 3D). Both reporter gene and
smFISH analyses indicate a 3-fold upregulation in eat-4/VGLUT
expression in male PHC neurons (Figure 3). This upregulation be-
gins at the late L4/young adult stage (Figure 3C).
The increase in eat-4/VGLUT expression and synaptic output
is accompanied by the male-specific transcriptional upregula-
tion of other synaptic proteins, including synaptotagmin (snt-1),
synaptobrevin (snb-1), and Rab-3 (rab-3) (Figures 3E and 3F).
ric-19/ICA69, a gene involved in dense-core-vesicle-mediated
secretion, is not upregulated (Figure 3E). Taken together, we
define here a previously unrecognized transcriptional scaling
phenomenon in which the generation of novel synaptic contacts
ismirrored by a neuron-type specific transcriptional upregulation
of vesicular proteins.
We again used cell-specific sex reversal experiments to test
whether the scaling of synaptic vesicle machinery requires the
presence of the entire male-specific circuitry that PHC becomes
wired into or whether it is controlled cell autonomously, like PHC
axon extension. We found that masculinization of PHC via fem-
3-mediated degradation of TRA-1 in otherwise hermaphroditic
animals results in the scaling of eat-4/VGLUT expression (Fig-
ure 3G). Conversely, feminization of PHC in otherwise male ani-
mals using the intracellular domain of TRA-2, tra-2ic, expressed
specifically in PHC, results in a failure to upregulate eat-4/VGLUT
expression (Figure 3G).
Sexually Dimorphic Neuropeptide Expression in PHC
Fast synaptic transmission machinery is not the only neurotrans-
mission-related feature that becomes modulated in male PHC.
We found that a FMRFamide neuropeptide-encoding gene,
flp-11 (which encodes at least four different phylogenetically
conserved peptides [23]), is expressed exclusively in PHC in
adult males (Figure 4A). flp-11 is not expressed in either sex in
the early larval stages (L2 [second larval stage] and L3), after
the birth of PHC in the L1 stage (first larval stage) and before sex-
ual maturation, but it becomes activated specifically in PHC in L4
males (Figure 4B).
Like PHC axon extension and scaling of synaptic vesicle
machinery, the male-specific induction of flp-11 expression is
controlled cell autonomously. Masculinization of PHC via fem-
3-mediated degradation of TRA-1 in otherwise hermaphroditic
animals results in the induction of flp-11 expression (Figure 4A);
conversely, feminization of PHC in otherwise male animals
using the intracellular domain of TRA-2, tra-2ic, expressed spe-
cifically in PHC, results in a failure to induce flp-11 expression
(Figure 4A).
flp-11 mutants do not display defects in the vulva location
behavior controlled by PHC (Figure 1C), suggesting either
redundancy of flp-11 function with other neuropeptides or flp-
11-dependent PHC involvement in the regulation of as-yet-
unknown male-specific behaviors.




The eat-4/VGLUT Locus Contains cis-Regulatory
Modules that Confer Sexually Dimorphic Expression
As a starting point for dissecting the mechanistic basis of PHC
remodeling, we turned to the eat-4/VGLUT locus and asked
how its sex-specific scaling is controlled. The eat-4/VGLUT
locus contains modular cis-regulatory elements that drive eat-
4/VGLUT expression—and, hence, glutamatergic identity— in
distinct glutamatergic neuron types of the hermaphrodite ner-
vous system [24]. One module (‘‘prom5’’) drives expression in
PHC as well as multiple other glutamatergic neurons [24] (Fig-
ure 5A). We narrowed down this module to a 494-bp region
(‘‘prom11’’) that not only recapitulates the sex-specific scaling
of the endogenous eat-4/VGLUT locus in PHC during sexual




Figure 2. Sexually Dimorphic Extension of the PHC Axon
(A) PHC axon and dendrite morphology at different developmental stages. PHC was visualized with the transgene otEx6776, which expresses gfp under the
control of the eat-4prom11D12 driver, which expresses in the PHC of both males and hermaphrodites (described in more detail in Figure 5). As a landmark, the
PHA and PHB neurons, which do not noticeably change morphology between the sexes, are filled with DiD cell-labeling solution (termination points of PHA and
PHB are indicated by orange arrowheads; those of PHC are indicated by white arrowheads). PHC dendrites are indicated by purple arrowheads. Scale bars,
50 mm. Dashed boxes indicate the area that is magnified in the right column. Scale bars in magnified panels, 10 mm.
(B) Summary of PHC axon extension. Male-specific synaptic contacts (referring to both inputs and outputs) are schematically indicated with blue arrows. Herm.,
hermaphrodite.
(C) Male-specific axon extension is controlled cell autonomously, as determined by cell-specific sex change via manipulation of the sex-determination pathway.
Transgenic array names: otIs520 (eat-4prom11::gfp) was crossed with PHCp::fem-3 (lines otEx6879 and otEx6980) and PHCp::tra-2ic (lines otEx6881 and
oEx6882) strains. PHCp, eat-4prom11D11 driver (Figure 5B).
Significance was calculated using Student’s t test. *p < 0.01; **p < 0.005; ***p < 0.0005; n.s., p > 0.1.








Figure 3. Scaling of Synaptic Vesicle Components in PHC
(A) eat-4/VGLUT fosmid reporter expression (otIs518) in the adult male tail. The PHC neurons are indicated by red arrows. The complete set of all male-specific,
eat-4/VGLUT-expressing neurons will be reported elsewhere. Scale bars, 20 mm.
(B) eat-4/VGLUT fosmid (otIs518) reporter expression measured by absolute fluorescence (right panel) and normalized to expression of the mel-28 nuclear
envelope protein (bq5). otIs520 reporter expression measured by absolute fluorescence in him-8(e1489) background and dmd-3(tm2863);him-8(e1489) (left
panel).
(C) Temporal dynamics of scaling of eat-4/VGLUT fosmid (otIs518) reporter expression. herm, hermaphrodite.
(D) smFISH analysis of endogenous eat-4/VGLUT expression in young adult animals. PHC was marked with otIs520 (green). See Figure S2 for eat-4/VGLUT
smFISH probe specificity. Scale bars, 20 mm.
(E) Scaling of transcription of other vesicular markers, as assessed by SL2-based fosmid reporter expression [22].
(F) rab-3 fosmid (otIs498) expression in L4 versus adult animals.
(G) eat-4/VGLUT scaling is controlled cell autonomously as shown bymasculinization and feminization experiments. otIs520 (eat-4prom11::gfp) was crossedwith
PHCp::fem-3 (lines otEx6879 and otEx6980) and PHCp::tra-2ic (lines otEx6881 and oEx6882) strains. PHCp, eat-4prom11D11 driver. Wild-type data showing in
this plot are the same as in (B, left panel); genotypes were scored in parallel.
Significance was calculated using Student’s t test. **p < 0.01; ***p < 0.001. See Figure S1 for more regulators of eat-4/VGLUT expression.




single pair of head interneurons, the AIM neurons (Figure 5C). In
males, these neurons switch their neurotransmitter usage from
glutamate (eat-4/VGLUT expression) to acetylcholine [25].
How is the expression of this prom11 module controlled?
Terminal differentiation of both the AIM and PHC neurons in
hermaphrodites requires the LIM homeobox gene ceh-14, the
C. elegans ortholog of vertebrate Lhx3/4, and its presumptive
partner, the Brn3-like POU homeobox gene unc-86 [24].
ceh-14 and unc-86 not only control eat-4/VGLUT expression in
hermaphrodite PHC [25] but also are required for eat-4/VGLUT
expression and scaling in males (Figure S1). Predicted binding
sites for UNC-86 and CEH-14 in the eat-4prom11 element are
necessary for expression of the prom11 module in both AIM
and PHC (Figure 5B). The authenticity of the CEH-14 binding
site is corroborated by the modENCODE Consortium, which
mapped a CEH-14 binding peak to the location of the prom11
element [26].
To decipher the cis-regulatory logic of sex-specificmodulation
of eat-4/VGLUT expression in PHC, we further dissected the
prom11 module. We expected either to define sex-specific
repressor elements that may counteract the non-sex-specific
activity of unc-86 and ceh-14 (deletion of such repressor ele-
ments should result in the depression of eat-4prom11 expres-
sion in hermaphrodites) or to define a sex-specific activator
element (or elements) that may assist unc-86 and ceh-14 in
providing sex-specific upregulation of eat-4/VGLUT expression
(deletion of such elements should result in a failure to scale re-
porter gene expression). Through the introduction of deletions
in the prom11module, we found evidence for both mechanisms;
besides the presumptive UNC-86 and CEH-14 binding sites, we
mapped a 15-bp repressor element whose deletion resulted in
the derepression of reporter expression in the PHC neurons of
hermaphrodites (Figures 5B and 5C, prom11D18). The hermaph-
rodite-specific TRA-1 protein mentioned earlier, commonly
thought to be a repressor protein [27], may act through this
cis-regulatory element (however, we could not find any canonical
TRA-1 binding site contained in prom11). Notably, the D18 dele-
tion in prom11 also results in the derepression of reporter gene
expression in the AIM head neuron but with opposite-sex spec-
ificity. While the prom11 construct is only highly expressed in
AIM in hermaphrodites, the D18 deletion results in derepression
in males (Figures 5B and 5C).
In addition to the negative regulatory element that prevents the
prom11 module from being expressed in hermaphrodite PHC,
we also identified an element that is required, in addition to the
CEH-14 and UNC-86 sites, for the full extent of eat-4/VGLUT
scaling in PHC in males (Figures 5B and 5C, D20 ). Like the
repressor element D18 described earlier, the D20 activator
element also has an activating effect in AIM but, again, with
the opposite sexual specificity, since the D20 deletion results
in a failure to activate reporter gene expression in hermaphrodite
AIM (Figures 5B and 5C).
In conclusion, these findings suggest that sex specificity of
eat-4/VGLUT scaling in PHC is achieved by combination of (a)
non-sex-specific activation, (b) specific repression in hermaph-
rodites (possibly via TRA-1), and (c) sex-specific activation in
males (Figure 5D). A similar activator/repressor logic operates
in the AIM neurons but with opposite sexual specificity
(Figure 5D).
dmd-3 Is Required and Sufficient to Cell-Autonomously
Control Male-Specific PHC Differentiation
To identify trans-acting factors that may control the male-
specific upregulation of the cis-regulatory module of the
A B
Figure 4. Sexually Dimorphic Neuropeptide Expression in PHCs
(A) flp-11 reporter expression (ynIs40 ) in wild-type hermaphrodites andmales, in animals in which the sex of PHCwas changed via fem-3 or tra-2ic expression and
in dmd-3(tm2863) mutants. The table indicates the percentage of neurons that show expression of the flp-11 reporter in the different conditions assayed.
n, number of animals. Scale bars, 50 mm.
(B) Temporal dynamics of flp-11 reporter gene expression in larval and adult male stages. Cell bodies are labeled with white arrows, and dendritic projections are
labeled with orange arrows. White asterisks indicate ray projections. Scale bars, 50 mm.




eat-4/VGLUT locus mentioned earlier, we turned to the phyloge-
netically conserved family of Doublesex/DMRT transcription fac-
tors, of which there are 11 homologs encoded in the C. elegans
genome. Sexually dimorphic, male-specific functions have been
identified for five of these genes so far (mab-3, mab-23, dmd-3,
dmd-5, and dmd-11) [12, 28]. We analyzedmutants of most dmd
genes and found that loss of dmd-3 results in a failure to scale
eat-4/VGLUT expression in PHC (Figures 3B and 3D). This effect
matches theD20 deletion within the prom11module, suggesting
that DMD-3 may act directly or indirectly through this module.
We next tested whether the activity of dmd-3 is restricted to
scaling eat-4/VGLUT expression or whether dmd-3 may be
a ‘‘master regulator’’ of all PHC remodeling events that we
described earlier. We found that, in dmd-3 mutants, the male-
specific axon extension of PHC neurons fails to occur (Figures
2B and 6B). Moreover, expression of the FMRFamides encoded
by the flp-11 locus does not become induced in PHC during
sexual maturation of the male (Figure 4A). We conclude that





Figure 5. Analysis of the cis-Regulatory Control Elements of the eat-4/VGLUT Locus
(A) Dissection of the eat-4prom5 promoter. In the analysis of expression, between two and three lines (n > 10) were scored. The different shades of gray indicate
the relative fluorescence intensity. yfp, yellow fluorescent protein.
(B) Deletion analysis of the eat-4prom11 promoter. The pie charts indicate the percentage of neurons that express the array, with the four different shades
denoting the overall fluorescence intensity in AIM and PHC in both sexes (white indicates no expression; black indicates strongest expression observed in any
construct; light and dark gray indicate intermediate levels that are clearly distinct from each other and from maximum or no expression). At least two lines were
analyzed for each deletion construct. Color bars in the promoters refer to putative homeodomain binding sites: blue bars indicate the CEH-14 binding site
according to the ModENCODE Consortium; purple bars indicate the putative UNC-86 binding site. See Supplemental Experimental Procedures for sequences.
See Figure S1 for the effect of CEH-14 and UNC-86 on eat-4/VLGUT expression.
(C) eat-4prom11 and eat-4prom11D18 reporter expression in the head and tail of young adults. Scale bars, 25 mm.
(D) Summary schematic of the regulatory logic of eat-4/VGLUT expression. The same elements are required to achieve activator and repressor effects in the PHC
and AIM neurons, but with opposite sexual specificity. In the AIM neurons, unknown factors ‘‘A’’ (for activator) and ‘‘R’’ (for repressor) may be different DMD
transcription factors.
See also Supplemental Experimental Procedures and Figure S1.




Upon sexual maturation, the male tail hypodermis undergoes
remodeling to form a copulatory structure, and this remodeling
requires hypodermally expressed dmd-3 [29–31]. To examine
the focus of dmd-3 action, we first examined the previously
uncharacterized neuronal expression pattern of dmd-3. Single-
molecule in situ hybridization demonstrates that dmd-3 is
expressed in a sex-specific manner not only in the male
hypodermis, as previously reported [30, 31], but also in the
PHC neurons. PHC expression is only observed in males, not
in hermaphrodites (Figure 6A). Male specificity is controlled cell
autonomously by tra-1, because masculinization of PHC using
fem-3 expression results in the induction of dmd-3 expression
in the PHC of hermaphrodites (Figure 6A). This derepression is
functionally relevant, since both the axon extension and the
eat-4/VGLUT scaling observed in transgenic hermaphrodites in
which we masculinized PHC via fem-3 expression require
dmd-3 (Figures 6C and 6D).
To corroborate that dmd-3 acts in PHC, we generated trans-
genic animals in which dmd-3 is expressed under control of





Figure 6. dmd-3 Expression and Function
(A) smFISH analysis of endogenous dmd-3 expression in young adult animals. No expression is observed in hermaphrodites; in males, expression is observed in
multiple cells, including PHC, marked with the transgenic array otIs520. Masculinization of PHC (via PHCp::fem-3) in otherwise hermaphroditic animals activates
dmd-3 transcription. Each inset shows the PHC nucleus stained with DAPI. More than ten animals were scored for the presence of dots in each condition, and all
animals showed similar staining patterns relative to one another. See Figure S2 for dmd-3 smFISH probe specificity. Scale bars, 50 mm.
(B) PHC axons fail to extend in dmd-3(tm2863) mutant males, and these defects are rescued by PHC-specific expression of dmd-3 (oExt6908 (eat-
4p11D11::dmd-3)). Scale bars, 50 mm. Wild-type and PHCp::fem-3 data shown in this plot are the same as in Figure 2B for the adult stage. See (D) for quan-
tification.
(C) Ectopic expression of dmd-3 in the PHC of hermaphrodites is sufficient to scale eat-4/VGLUT expression (fourth panel), and dmd-3 is required in
hermaphrodites for the axon extension conferred by masculinization of PHC (second and third panels). Transgenic array names: otEx6879, otEx6880 (eat-
4p11D11::fem-3); otEx6908(eat-4p11D11::dmd-3). See (D) for quantification.
(D) Quantification of the axon extension and eat-4/VGLUT scaling in the different conditions showed in previous panels. Significance was calculated using
Student’s t test. **p < 0.05; ***p < 0.005.
See also Figure S2.




This construct rescues the axon extension defect of the PHC
neurons in dmd-3 mutant males (Figure 6B), as well as the eat-
4/VGLUT scaling defects of dmd-3 mutants (Figure 6D). Since
the rescuing driver is active in both sexes, we could also assess
whether ectopic expression of dmd-3 in hermaphrodites is suffi-
cient for axon extension of PHC and scaling of eat-4/VGLUT
expression in hermaphrodites. Indeed, we found that dmd-3 is
sufficient to induce these PHC features in hermaphrodites (Fig-
ures 6C and 6D). We conclude that dmd-3 is both required and
sufficient to autonomously specify the male-specific identity dif-
ferentiation program of PHC and that its sex specificity is
controlled by sex-specific repression via TRA-1.
DISCUSSION
While sexually dimorphic neuronal projection patterns have
been observed in many different species, from flies to humans
[3, 4, 32], the simplicity and well-described nature of the
C. elegans nervous system reveals neuronal sexual dimorphisms
with unrivaled anatomical, cellular, andmolecular resolution. The
case of the PHC neuron pair particularly stands out because,
among sex-shared neurons, PHC displays the largest extent of
sexually dimorphic connectivity [8]. Other sensory neurons, like
PHA or PHB, also switch synaptic partners between the different
sexes [8], but they do not differentiate into a densely connected
hub neuron as PHC does. Differentiation into a sex-specific hub
neuron is not only characterized by changes of en passant syn-
aptic target choices but apparently requires the coordination of a
multitude of anatomical andmolecular processes. These include
the sex-specific extension of the PHC axon, changes in neuro-
peptide usage, and a transcriptional scaling phenomenon that
affects the synaptic vesicle machinery. Cellular differentiation
is often accompanied by the scaling of specific subcellular struc-
tures and their molecular components in order to adapt to the
specialized needs of a cell [33], but such scaling phenomena
have not previously been described in the context of the synaptic
vesicle machinery. To the contrary, the expression levels of
synaptic vesicle components are particularly resilient to genetic
perturbations, a robustness that is ensured by their control
through multiple redundant cis-regulatory elements [22].
Two remarkable aspects of the sex-specific differentiation
process of PHC into a hub neuron are (a) its cellular autonomy
and, hence, independence from other cellular network compo-
nents and (b) the apparent coordination of different aspects of
this sex-specific differentiation process by a single transcription
factor, dmd-3. dmd-3 is required and sufficient to trigger the
male-specific program of this neuron, including the scaling of
the synaptic machinery. dmd-3 operates in a highly context-
dependent manner. As previously shown, dmd-3 is required in
skin cells for their remodeling during male tail morphogenesis
[30, 31], required in male-specific cholinergic ray neurons for
their differentiation [34], and, as we have shown here, indepen-
dently required in a sex-shared neuron to remodel specific
anatomical and molecular features. The specificity of action
of dmd-3 is determined by cell-type-specific combinations of
cofactors. In the case of the hypodermis and male-specific
cholinergic neurons, DMD-3 interacts with another DMD factor
(MAB-23) [30, 34], while, in PHC, dmd-3 cooperates with the
unc-86 and ceh-14 homeobox genes. For dmd-3 to exert its
effect on eat-4/VGLUT scaling, unc-86 and ceh-14 are required
as permissive co-factors. One unanticipated conclusion from the
cis-regulatory analysis of the synaptic scaling process is that the
sex specificity of this transcriptional regulatory phenomenon
is not merely assured by one sex-specific regulatory factor that
operates in one sex to either activate or repress a specific
gene (Figure 5D). Rather, sex-specific eat-4/VGLUT expression
requires sex-specific repression in one sex (mediated by a spe-
cific cis-regulatory element that may be directly or indirectly
controlled by TRA-1) and sex-specific activation in the opposite
sex (mediated by a specific cis-regulatory element that may be
directly or indirectly controlled by DMD-3).
The C. elegans genome encodes 11 predicted DM (Double-
sex/Mab-3) domain proteins, most of them uncharacterized.
We hypothesize that these DM proteins may also intersect
with other non-sex-specific differentiation programs to control
sex-specific features in the nervous system, such as dimor-
phisms in synaptic wiring or the hermaphrodite-specific
neurotransmitter switch of the AIM interneurons (Figure 5D).
Vertebrate genomes also encode multiple DM domain proteins
[28], but their function in sexually dimorphic brain development
awaits characterization. In the context of gonad development,
DM domain proteins represent the only unifying theme of
the otherwise very divergent regulatory mechanisms of sex




A list of transgenes and information on DNA constructs used to generate trans-
genic lines can be found in the Supplemental Information.
Male Mating Assay
Mating assays were performed as described previously [12, 13, 35]. Early
L4-stage males were transferred to fresh plates and kept apart from hermaph-
rodites until they reached sexual maturation (24 hr). Single virgin males were
assayed for their mating behavior in the presence of 10–15 adult unc-
31(e928) hermaphrodites on a plate covered with a thin fresh E. coli OP50
lawn. unc-31 hermaphrodites move very little, allowing for an easy recording
of male behavior. Mating behavior was scored within a 15-min time window
or until the male ejaculated, whichever occurred first. Males were tested for
their ability to locate vulva in a mating assay, calculated as location efficiency
(LE) [36]. The number of passes or hesitations at the vulva until the male first
stopped at the vulva were counted. Location efficiency = 1/number of encoun-
ters to stop. PHCp::HisCl1 transgenic animals were transferred to nematode
growth medium (NGM) plates containing 10 mM histamine a day prior to the
mating assay [10, 12].
Harsh-Touch Assay
Harsh-touch assays were performed as previously described [37]. L4 animals
were separated by sex and transferred to either NGM plates or NGM plates
containing 10 mM histamine (both seeded with OP50) and allowed to mature
to adulthood (24 hr). For the assay, adults were transferred to NGM plates or
NGM-plus-histamine plates seeded with a thin fresh OP50 lawn. A harsh-
touch stimulus was administered to the anus of the worm, using a platinum
wire pick, while the worm was stationary. An animal that initiated abrupt for-
ward locomotion in response to harsh touch was considered ‘‘responding.’’
Each animal was only assayed one time.
Single-Molecule FISH
smFISH was performed as previously described [38]. Young adult animals
were incubated overnight at 37!C during the hybridization step. The dmd-3
and eat-4 probes were designed by using the Stellaris RNA FISH probe




designer and were obtained already conjugated with Quasar 670 and purified
from Biosearch Technologies. Both probes were used at a final concentration
of 0.25 mM.
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